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ABSTRACT 

Wax ester (WE) are neutral lipids, which consist of a fatty acid and a fatty alcohol moiety 

connected by an ester bond. WE are synthesized via two reactions from acyl-coenzyme A 

(CoA)/acyl carrier protein (ACP) substrates. In a first step, fatty acyl reductases (FAR) reduce 

acyl-CoA/ACP to form fatty alcohols. In the second step, fatty alcohols are esterified to another 

acyl-CoA/ACP by wax synthases (WS) to yield WE. Reflecting the diversity of acyl-chain 

substrates, a huge variety of WE exist in nature. Dependent on the chain length and further 

modifications such as desaturation of the acid and alcohol moieties, WE have diverse 

physicochemical properties, supporting their various functions in nature. WE may be deposited 

in the plant cuticle or on the human skin as protection agents and accumulate in bacteria and 

seeds of the desert shrub jojoba as carbon storage compounds. Due to their diverse properties, 

WE are used in various industrial applications. They are part of cosmetics, lubricants or 

candles. Until the banning of whale hunting, industrially used WE were obtained from 

spermaceti oil. Nowadays, WE are expensively extracted from jojoba seeds or are synthesized 

chemically from fossil fuels or plant oils. Attempts to cost-efficiently and environmentally-

friendly synthesize tailor-made WE in suitable crop plants are made. However, further 

improvements regarding enzyme use, substrate availability and storage capacities of the sink 

tissue are necessary. 

With the aim to improve tailor-made WE production in plants in terms of enzyme use and 

substrate availability, three main projects were conducted within this thesis. The first project 

dealt with the characterization of the fifth WS/acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol acyl transferase (WSD) 

from the bacterium Marinobacter aquaeolei (MaWSD5). Experiments revealed that the enzyme 

is a suitable candidate for WE production in plants. In vitro substrate specificity assays showed 

a broad substrate range of the enzyme and confirmed the lack of a side reaction towards TAG 

formation. Expression in Arabidopsis thaliana seeds together with a FAR from the same 

bacterium resulted in the production of WE consisting of long chain monoenoic moieties. 

In the second project, a detailed structure-function analysis on the basis of the recently 

obtained crystal structure of WSD1 from the bacterium Acinetobacter baylyi (AbWSD1) was 

conducted. The identification of the diacylglycerol binding site and potential CoA binding 

residues provide now a basis for future protein engineering in order to generate WE producing 

enzymes with altered substrate specificities. A comparison of the AbWSD1 structure, co-

crystallized with bound myristic acid, and the structure of WSD1 from Marinobacter aquaeolei 

revealed a structural rearrangement upon substrate binding and lead to the development of a 

substrate-binding model for WSD. 
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In the third project, the effect of cellular WE biosynthesis location was studied and a change in 

localization was established as a suitable tool to alter substrate availability in WE producing 

plants. Expression of different constructs consisting of FAR, WSD2 or WSD5 from 

Marinobacter aquaeolei with and without plastidial localization tag in A. thaliana seeds resulted 

in the formation of shorter and more saturated WE in plastids compared to cytosolic WE 

synthesis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Wax ester (WE) belong to the class of neutral lipids as triacylglycerols (TAG) also do. They 

are formed by the esterification of a fatty alcohol to a fatty acid (Patel et al., 2001). Dependent 

on the fatty acid and fatty alcohol moieties, WE have diverse physicochemical properties 

including melting temperature and oxidation stability (Hagemann & Rothfus, 1979; Patel et al., 

2001). Given their diverse properties, WE occur in organisms distributed over the whole tree 

of life fulfilling different functions. As protection agents, they are located on our skin or are part 

of the plants cuticle (Jacobsen et al., 1985; Samuels et al., 2008). They are found as carbon 

storage compounds in bacteria and the slow-growing desert shrub jojoba (Simmondsia 

chinensis) (Miwa, 1971; Fixter et al., 1986). Additionally, they are used as structural 

components in honeycombs or are discussed to be needed for buoyancy in sperm whale 

(Clarke, 1970; Aichholz & Lorbeer, 2000; Miller et al., 2004). 

Due to their diverse physicochemical properties and application spectra, WE attracted 

attention in industry as well. Nowadays, WE are used in cosmetics, as candles, coatings 

packaging and lubricants (Wei, 2012; Vanhercke et al., 2013). Before banning of whale hunting 

in 1986, large amounts of WE were obtained from spermaceti oil (Rowland & Domergue, 2012; 

Vanhercke et al., 2013). Today, WE are either synthesized chemically from fossil fuel or plant-

derived TAG or are expensively extracted from jojoba seeds or carnauba leaves (Hills, 2003; 

Al-Obaidi et al., 2017; de Freitas et al., 2019). In order to develop a suitable and cost-efficient 

alternative, attempts to establish tailor-made WE biosynthesis in feasible crop plants are made 

(Iven et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Ivarson et al., 2017; Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 

2018). To achieve this, it is important to understand WE biosynthesis in detail, including all 

enzymes involved, their structural requirements as well as the surrounding metabolic network 

including the available substrate pool provided by the chosen host plant. 

 

1.1 WE properties and characteristics 

WE are obtained by the esterification of fatty alcohols to fatty acids. Conventional 

nomenclature describes WE by their fatty alcohol and fatty acid moieties (alcohol moiety/acid 

moiety) (Figure 1.1). Fatty alcohols and fatty acids are further characterized by the number of 

carbon atoms and the number of double bonds they contain (number carbon atoms:number 

double bonds). Hence, a WE named 16:0/18:1, consists of a saturated 16 carbon long alcohol 

moiety and a 18 carbon long acid part with one double bond. Reflecting the diversity of fatty 

alcohols and fatty acids in nature or industrially produced, a huge number of different WE 

exists. Dependent on the length as well as the desaturation degree of the acyl and alcohol 
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moieties, WE can have diverse physical and chemical properties, which influence their 

biological function and range of application. 

 

Figure 1.1. WE structure and nomenclature. 
WE are formed upon the esterification of a fatty alcohol to a fatty acid. The conventional nomenclature 
describes WE by the alcohol and acid moiety. Both moieties are further typified by the number of carbon 
atoms and double bonds. 

 

The biological functions or industrial applications of WE are highly affected by melting 

temperatures, as they determine the aggregate state of WE. The aggregate state of a 

substance at a certain temperature is the result of the packing of its molecules and the 

interaction strength between them. Irregular molecule packing, e.g. caused by double bonds 

in acyl chains that lead to the formation of kinks in the chain, results in lower melting points. 

Patel et al. (2001) conducted a comprehensive study on the influence of straight chain fatty 

alcohols and fatty acids on melting temperatures of different WE. The authors showed, that 

the melting temperature of WE is influenced by the total number of carbon atoms, the 

desaturation degree as well as the position of the ester bond. Melting temperatures of 

saturated WE decrease with decreasing numbers of carbon atoms. A reduction of one carbon 

atom results in a decrease of 1-2 °C. The presence of double bonds reduces the melting 

temperature as well. Interestingly, the authors observed, that desaturation at the alcohol 

moiety has a larger influence on the melting temperature than desaturation of the acid moiety. 

Whereas 18:0/18:1 melts at around 35 °C, 18:1/18:0 already becomes liquid at around 25 °C. 

An additive effect was observed by the authors upon introduction of double bonds on both 

moieties. Differences in melting temperature of 1-5 °C were detected by Patel et al. (2001) 

upon changes of the ester bond position in analyzed WE species with the same number of 

carbons. Highest melting temperatures were measured for symmetric WE, which consist of 

alcohol and acid moieties with the same chain lengths. Upon moving of the ester bond towards 

the methyl ends of either the alcohol or the acid moieties, melting temperatures decreased. 
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This is different to what was observed for double bonds and methyl branches. Melting 

temperatures decrease for phospholipids with double bonds at more internal positions (Stubbs 

& Smith, 1984). Likewise, lower melting temperatures are observed for hydrocarbons with 

methyl groups at more central positions (Gibbs, 1995). 

Apart from suitable melting temperatures, high oxidation stability is especially for industrially 

used WE an important quality criterion. Double bonds present in WE are potential points for 

oxidation events (Hagemann & Rothfus, 1979). Oxidation of acyl and alcohol moieties of WE 

cannot only change the physicochemical properties of WE and with this their suitability for 

certain applications, but can also lead to degradation of the WE molecules. 

 

1.2 WE in nature 

WE are ubiquitously found in all kind of species, ranging from bacteria to plants and mammals. 

Given their diverse properties, WE fulfill different functions in nature. Two main functions of 

WE are protection and carbon storage. 

In plants, WE are part of a physical barrier on the outside of leaves and stems. Together with 

other waxy compounds, WE help to protect the plants against desiccation, UV radiation and 

pathogen attack (Post-Beittenmiller, 1996; Samuels et al., 2008). In humans, WE are secreted 

via sebaceous glands on the skin (Jacobsen et al., 1985) and are also responsible for the 

evaporation retarding effect of the eye´s tear film helping to reduce tear evaporation rates 

(Craig & Tomlinson, 1997; Rantamäki et al., 2013). 

Similar to TAG, WE are used as carbon storage compounds. For instance, WE accumulation 

was observed under nitrogen limiting conditions in Acinetobacter (Fixter et al., 1986; 

Wältermann et al., 2005). In this connection, WE do not only serve as carbon reservoir for 

conditions, when nitrogen is available again, but it is also speculated, that upon carbon chain 

oxidation WE degradation provides water for the cells under harsh conditions (Wältermann & 

Steinbuchel, 2005a). As energy reservoir for germination, the slow-growing desert shrub jojoba 

stores up to 50 % oil in its seeds, which consists mainly of WE (Miwa, 1971; Busson-Breysse 

et al., 1994; Sturtevant et al., 2020). 

In conjunction with insects, WE are not only found on the insect´s surface where they prevent 

water loss (Jackson & Baker, 1970; Nelson et al., 2001), but WE are also used as structural 

components in honey combs of bees (Tulloch, 1970; Blomquist et al., 1980; Aichholz & 

Lorbeer, 2000). An interesting function is assigned to WE in sperm whale. A 13 m long sperm 

whale stores about 1450 kg spermaceti oil, which is discussed to be important for buoyancy 

(Clarke, 1970; Miller et al., 2004). The spermaceti oil is predominantly composed of WE and 
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lower amounts of TAG (Morris, 1973). Interestingly, ratios of WE and TAG vary upon different 

locations in the spermaceti organ. 

 

1.3 WE in industry 

We encounter WE in our daily life. They are e.g. part of candles, coatings, packaging and 

cosmetics and are used as lubricants (Wei, 2012; Vanhercke et al., 2013). In former times, WE 

were obtained from the spermaceti organs of sperm whale. As stated above, sperm whales 

contain large amounts of WE in their spermaceti oil (Morris, 1973). Due to its excellent 

properties, sperm whale WE were extensively used as high-pressure and high-temperature 

lubricant (Vanhercke et al., 2013). Their extensive hunting and nearly extinction lead to a 

banning of whale hunting in 1986. Since then, most WE are generated either chemically from 

fossil fuel or from fatty acids of plant-derived TAG (Hills, 2003). As jojoba accumulates also 

large amounts of WE in its seeds, it became a natural provider for industrial used WE (Al-

Obaidi et al., 2017). Nevertheless, jojoba is a slow-growing desert shrub, which is not easy to 

cultivate (Al-Obaidi et al., 2017), and accumulates WE with 36-46 carbons in chain length, 

which are longer than those of sperm whale, which only have 25-38 carbons in chain length 

(Challinor et al., 1969; Tada et al., 2014). Due to that, jojoba WE are comparably expensive 

and have different physicochemical properties and are therefore mostly used in cosmetics. 

Other natural WE providers are bee wax and carnauba palm (Copernicia prunifera) (Tada et 

al., 2014). Carnauba wax has the highest melting point of commercially used natural waxes 

(de Freitas et al., 2019). It contains WE of 50-62 carbons chain length and is widely used in 

food industry e.g. as glazing agent, acidity regulator, anticaking agent and carrier agent (Tada 

et al., 2014; de Freitas et al., 2019). Due to its shiny properties, it is also used for polishes, car 

waxes and as additives in cosmetics (Rowland & Domergue, 2012). 

Besides their industrial usage as whole molecules, WE can also serve as fatty acid provider 

and feedstock for other chemical compounds (Vanhercke et al., 2013). Compared to TAG, WE 

have the advantage to not contain a glycerol backbone and can be used therefore completely 

after hydrolysis of the ester bond. Obtained monounsaturated fatty acids can then either be 

used directly due to their comparatively high oxidation stabilities or can be cleaved at their 

double bonds to generate smaller compounds demanded in industry. 

 

1.4 WE biosynthesis in plants 

In plants, WE are found mostly outside the cell in the cuticle to protect plants from desiccation, 

UV radiation or pathogen attack (Post-Beittenmiller, 1996; Samuels et al., 2008). However, 
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jojoba uses WE additionally as storage compounds in its seeds (Miwa, 1971). In this case, WE 

are stored within the cell in lipid droplets (Sturtevant et al., 2020). 

The two building blocks of WE are acyl-coenzyme A (CoA)/acyl carrier protein (ACP) and fatty 

alcohols. As fatty alcohols are synthesized from acyl-CoA/ACP by the reduction of the carboxyl 

group, acyl-CoA/ACP are the overall precursors of WE. In plants, acyl-CoA/ACP are 

synthesized by de novo fatty acid synthesis (Ohlrogge & Jaworski, 1997; Hölzl & Dörmann, 

2019). As Figure 1.2 depicts, two cellular compartments are involved in this biosynthetic 

pathway. In plastids, fatty acids of mainly 16 and 18 carbons chain length are synthesized from 

acetyl-CoA in successive rounds of reactions adding C2 units to a growing acyl chain. Exported 

from plastids, endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-localized enzymes elongate and modify fatty acids 

in form of acyl-CoA derivatives or glycerolipid bound. 

The first and highly regulated step in fatty acid synthesis is the formation of malonyl-CoA from 

acetyl-CoA and CO2, in form of hydrogen carbonate. The reaction is catalyzed by the 

membrane associated multi subunit acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) (Alban et al., 1994; 

Konishi et al., 1996; Roesler et al., 1996). Subsequent to this, the CoA group of malonyl-CoA 

is exchanged to ACP by malonyl-CoA:ACP transacylase yielding malonyl-ACP, the actual 

molecule required for the transfer of C2 units to the growing fatty acid chains. As C-C bond 

formations are energetically not favorable, the condensation reactions are driven by CO2 

release when malonyl-ACP reacts with acyl-ACP. Four consecutive reaction steps repeated in 

successive rounds enable the elongation of acyl chains. In the first step, malonyl-ACP reacts 

with acyl-ACP of diverse chain length to form 3-ketoacyl-ACP. The condensation reaction, 

catalyzed by 3-ketoacyl-ACP synthase (KAS), transfers two carbon units to the carboxyl 

terminus of the increasing acyl chain. Subsequently, the keto group present at the C3 atom of 

3-ketoacyl-ACP is reduced to a hydroxyl group by 3-ketoacyl-ACP reductase. A dehydration 

of the formed 3-hydroxyacyl-ACP by 3-hydroxyacyl-ACP dehydratase yields trans-Δ2-enoyl-

ACP, which is further reduced to acyl-ACP by 2,3-trans-enoyl-ACP reductase during the fourth 

and last reaction step. The KAS enzymes, catalyzing the condensation of C2 units on 

elongating acyl chains, are chain length specific regarding the acyl-ACP substrate. Plastids 

harbor three different KAS enzymes: KAS III is specific for the reaction of malonyl-ACP with 

acetyl-CoA, which is the first condensation reaction in fatty acid biosynthesis and yields 4:0 

ACP (Clough et al., 1992; Jaworski et al., 1993). KAS I catalyzes the following condensation 

reactions obtaining up to 16:0 ACP and KAS II is specific for 16:0 ACP and catalyzes the 

condensation to form 18:0 ACP (Shimakata & Stumpf, 1982). 
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Figure 1.2. WE biosynthesis in plants. 
WE biosynthesis in plants takes place in two cellular compartments. Long chain fatty acids are 
synthesized via de novo fatty acid synthesis in plastids. They enter as CoA derivatives the cytosolic 
acyl-CoA pool. Endoplasmic reticulum-localized enzymes introduce further modifications such as 
elongation directly on the acyl chains of acyl-CoA or such as desaturation on glycerolipid bound fatty 
acids, which are connected with the acyl-CoA pool via acyl editing reactions. In order to synthesize WE 
for deposition in the plant cuticle or in seeds as storage molecules in lipid droplets, fatty acyl-CoA 
reductases (FAR) enzymes catalyze the formation of fatty alcohols, which are subsequently esterified 
to activated fatty acids by wax synthases (WS) to form WE. Enzymes or enzyme catalyzed reaction 
steps are depicted in grey. CoA: coenzyme A, ACP: acyl carrier protein, ACCase: acetyl-CoA 
carboxylase, KAS: 3-ketoacyl-ACP synthase, FatA/FatB: acyl-ACP thioesterase, LACS: long-chain acyl-
CoA synthetase, FAR: fatty acyl-CoA reductase, WS: wax synthase, WE: wax ester. 

 

Termination of fatty acid biosynthesis is influenced by diverse reactions acting on synthesized 

acyl-ACP, such as transesterification of acyl moieties to glycerolipids, desaturation of acyl-

ACP or hydrolysis of ACP from acyl chains inducing fatty acid export from plastids (Ohlrogge 
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& Jaworski, 1997). The desaturation of 18:0 ACP is catalyzed by the soluble stearoyl-ACP Δ9-

desaturase (Jacobson et al., 1974; Shanklin & Somerville, 1991). The cleavage of ACP from 

acyl-ACP is achieved by the action of acyl-ACP thioesterases (Dörmann et al., 1995; Jones et 

al., 1995). The reaction yields fatty acids, which are subsequently exported from plastids. By 

the action of long-chain acyl-CoA synthetase (LACS) 9, which is located at the outer plastid 

envelope, the fatty acids are esterified to CoA and enter the cytosolic acyl-CoA pool (Jessen 

et al., 2015). Plastidial thioesterases, inducing fatty acid export, are divided into two groups: 

FatA thioesterase is specific to 18:1 ACP (Dörmann et al., 1995). Thioesterases of the FatB 

group act on saturated acyl-ACP and a FatB thioesterase mainly active on 16:0 ACP is 

ubiquitous in plants (Jones et al., 1995). FatB thioesterases from diverse plants specific for 

medium chain acyl-ACP, enable an export of shorter chain fatty acids from the plastid, too 

(Pollard et al., 1991; Davies, 1993; Dörmann et al., 1993). 

Plastidial de novo fatty acid synthesis yields mainly 16:0 ACP, 18:0 ACP and 18:1 ACP. 

Elongation of these fatty acids, as well as modifications, preferentially in form of desaturation 

are catalyzed by ER-localized enzymes (Hölzl & Dörmann, 2019). Elongation of fatty acids by 

ER membrane enzymes is similar to plastidial fatty acid elongation and achieved by the four 

above described reaction steps, too. However, acyl intermediates and malonate are bound to 

CoA instead of ACP. Desaturation of fatty acids occurs on lipid-bound acyl chains. Diverse 

acyl editing reactions facilitate a constant exchange of acyl chains between several lipid-bound 

acyl pools and the cytosolic acyl-CoA as well as the plastidial acyl-ACP pool. Acyl-CoA 

desaturase-like (ADS) enzymes are discussed to desaturate acyl-CoA directly (Smith et al., 

2013). 

Fatty acids in form of acyl-CoA/ACP are precursors for diverse lipids such as glycerolipids, 

which are synthesized by the esterification of acyl chains to a glycerol backbone and include 

membrane-forming phospholipids or the storage lipid TAG, or such as WE, which are obtained 

upon the esterification of an acyl chain to a fatty alcohol. In plants, WE formation for cuticular 

WE takes place in epidermis cells (Kunst & Samuels, 2003). Via the acyl reduction pathway, 

the carboxyl groups of activated very long chain fatty acids are reduced by fatty acyl-CoA 

reductases (FAR) to form primary alcohols (Vioque & Kolattukudy, 1997). Wax synthases (WS) 

catalyze the esterification of fatty alcohols to activated long chain fatty acids to yield WE, which 

are transported to the cuticle (Li et al., 2008). WE formation in jojoba seeds takes place through 

a similar pathway (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Metz et al., 2000), resulting in the accumulation of 

mainly WE in seed oil consisting of 36-46 carbon chain length that is deposited in lipid droplets 

in the cytosol (Miwa, 1971; Busson-Breysse et al., 1994; Tada et al., 2014; Sturtevant et al., 

2020). 
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1.5 WE biosynthesis in bacteria 

Most bacteria use polyhydroxyalkanoates as energy storage compounds, nevertheless, some 

species accumulate TAG and WE (Wältermann & Steinbuchel, 2005a). WE as storage 

compounds were detected in several genera (Wältermann & Steinbuchel, 2005b) e.g. in 

Acinetobacter (Gallagher, 1971; Fixter & Fewson, 1974; Fixter & McCormack, 1976; Scott & 

Finnerty, 1976), Moraxella (Bryn et al., 1977), Micrococcus (Russell & Volkman, 1980), 

Fundibacter (Bredemeier et al., 2003), Corynebacterium (Bacchin et al., 1974), Mycobacterium 

(Wang et al., 1972), Nocardia (Raymond & Davis, 1960) and Marinobacter (Rontani et al., 

1999; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007). Whereas WE in plants are mostly synthesized 

and deposited to build a protection barrier or to form a carbon reservoir for the development of 

the next generation, bacteria store WE under environmentally unfavorable conditions. WE 

accumulation was observed in Acinetobacter and in Marinobacter under nitrogen limiting 

growth conditions (Fixter et al., 1986; Wältermann et al., 2005; Barney et al., 2012). Under 

these conditions, carbon is stored in form of neutral lipids, until nitrogen is available again for 

the formation of biomolecules. 

The two WE building blocks, activated fatty acids and fatty alcohols, can be synthesized in 

bacteria from various carbon sources (Alvarez, 2016). From carbon sources, which can be 

used to generate acetyl-CoA, acyl-CoA can be synthesized by successive rounds of de novo 

fatty acid synthesis and fatty alcohols can be generated by the reduction of acyl-CoA or acyl-

ACP as described for plants (see above) (Alvarez, 2016). Besides that, bacteria can also 

produce WE when grown on hydrocarbons, n-alkanols, fatty acids and phytol derivatives as 

carbon source (Rontani, 2010). WE production is described from related carbon sources such 

as n-alkanes (Ishige et al., 2002), phytane (Silva et al., 2007), squalene (Rontani et al., 2003), 

oleic acid (Kaneshiro et al., 1996) and phytol (Rontani et al., 1999). Upon diverse oxidation 

and/or reduction reactions, terminal carboxyl and hydroxyl functional groups can be introduced 

into the different carbon backbones or carboxyl and hydroxyl groups can be converted into 

each other. Successive rounds of β-oxidation allow additionally chain length shortening of the 

precursors. 

As in other organisms, WE formation in bacteria is only possible, when the organism encodes 

a WS. WS found in bacteria belong to the class of bifunctional WS/acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol 

acyltransferases (WS/DGAT, WSD) (see below). The term bifunctional indicates the ability of 

several WSD enzymes to not only catalyze the formation of WE, but also the production of 

TAG from diacylglycerol (DAG) and acyl-CoA/ACP (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003; Daniel 

et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Kalscheuer et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; 

Kaddor et al., 2009; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). This 
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ability is discussed to allow the bacteria to accumulate different neutral lipids depending on 

available carbon sources (Alvarez, 2016). 

WE are stored in bacterial cells in lipid inclusions similar to lipid droplets described for plant 

cells. These lipid inclusions were found in diverse shapes. Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1 

accumulates WE in spherical inclusions (Wältermann & Steinbuchel, 2005a). In Acinetobacter 

sp. strain HO1-N, WE are stored in small rectangular inclusions (Singer et al., 1985) and in 

Acinetobacter sp. strain M1, WE inclusions have the form of disc-shaped structures (Ishige et 

al., 2002). In contrast to lipid droplet formation described in plants, WE inclusions are not 

formed upon the accumulation of neutral lipids between the two phospholipid leaflets of a 

bilayer membrane, but their biogenesis is proposed to happen in a membrane associated 

manner (Wältermann et al., 2005). Wältermann et al. (2005) could show that WE biosynthesis 

takes place at the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane in A. baylyi ADP1. The authors 

proposed the following model for the neutral lipid inclusion formation in this bacterium: WSD 

associate with the plasma membrane and synthesize WE, which accumulate in small lipid 

droplets. Several of WSD associated small lipid droplets form an oleogenous layer at the 

plasma membrane and start to conglomerate. Conglomerated small lipid droplets are released 

to the cytosol as a lipid-prebody with a phospholipid monolayer. Upon coalescence of the small 

lipid droplets, mature lipid droplets arise. 

 

1.6 Fatty alcohol synthesizing enzymes (FAR) 

FAR catalyze the formation of fatty alcohols upon the reduction of acyl substrates (Rowland & 

Domergue, 2012). Fatty alcohols can be either synthesized from activated fatty acids (acyl-

CoA or acyl-ACP) via a four-electron-reaction and an aldehyde intermediate or from fatty 

aldehydes via a two-electron-reaction (Figure 1.3). Dependent on the enzyme, nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide (NADH) or NADH phosphate (NADPH) provides the electrons necessary 

for the reaction. 

 

Figure 1.3. FAR reaction. 
The reduction of activated fatty acids to fatty aldehydes and further to fatty alcohols is catalyzed by FAR 
enzymes. Each reduction step requires two electrons provided by NAD(P)H (nicotinamide adenine 
dinucleotide phosphate). 
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Proteins belonging to the fatty acyl-CoA reductase family (the term acyl-CoA is misleading 

here, as some members of this family can also use acyl-ACP as substrates) have two 

conserved domains (Rowland & Domergue, 2012): At the N-terminus a conserved Rossman 

fold is located, which harbors the NAD(P)H binding motif. The C-terminus is formed by the fatty 

acyl-CoA reductase (FAR_C) domain, which is also known as sterile or male sterile domain 

due to its identification in the A. thaliana enzyme MALE STERILITY 2 (AtFAR2) (Aarts et al., 

1993). 

The purification and cloning of the S. chinensis FAR (ScFAR) in 2000 (Metz et al., 2000) paved 

the way for the identification of related enzymes (Rowland & Domergue, 2012), e. g. eight FAR 

in A. thaliana (Aarts et al., 1993; Aarts et al., 1997; Rowland et al., 2006; Doan et al., 2009; 

Domergue et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011), two mouse FAR (Cheng & Russell, 2004a) and two 

FAR in Marinobacter aquaeolei (Wahlen et al., 2009; Hofvander et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2011). 

 

1.6.1 Arabidopsis FAR 

The genome of A. thaliana encodes eight FAR. A. thaliana FAR can be divided into groups of 

predicted ER-localized FAR (AtFAR1, AtFAR3, AtFAR4, AtFAR5, AtFAR7, AtFAR8), which are 

predicted to have transmembrane domains and plastid-localized FAR (AtFAR2, AtFAR6) 

which are not predicted to have transmembrane domains (Figure 1.2) (Rowland & Domergue, 

2012). 

AtFAR1, AtFAR4 and AtFAR5 were identified to be expressed in root endodermal cells 

(Domergue et al., 2010). Upon deletion of either of the proteins, suberin composition in roots 

and seed coats changed, suggesting an involvement of the enzymes in suberin synthesis. 

AtFAR3, also well known as eceriferum (CER) 4, was found to be important for cuticular wax 

biosynthesis in stems and leaves (Rowland et al., 2006). Fluorescence protein-tagged AtFAR3 

expressed in yeast was found to localize to the ER. 

AtFAR2 was first identified as MALE STERILITY 2 (Aarts et al., 1993). Further analysis of the 

protein showed its involvement in male gametogenesis and its sequence similarity to a jojoba 

FAR (Aarts et al., 1997). A detailed characterization of the enzyme revealed, that AtFAR2 is 

important for pollen wall development and that the protein localizes to plastids (Chen et al., 

2011). Purified protein showed high activity with 16:0 ACP and trace activity with 18:0 ACP. 

No activity was observed with 14:0 ACP, 16:1 ACP and 18:1 ACP. Acyl-CoA substrates are 

not accepted by the enzyme. The enzyme can use NADPH and NADH as cofactors, but shows 

higher activity with NADPH. AtFAR6 is the second A. thaliana FAR localizing to plastids (Doan 

et al., 2009). In contrast to AtFAR2, AtFAR6 was found to use acyl-CoA and acyl-ACP as 

substrates. However, as cofactor only NADPH is accepted and no significant activity was 
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detected with NADH. The purified enzyme showed a strong preference for 16:0 CoA and a 

release of fatty aldehydes and free fatty acids could be observed in parallel to full reduction of 

the substrate yielding fatty alcohol. 

 

1.6.2 Marinobacter FAR 

M. aquaeolei possesses two enzymes capable to synthesize fatty alcohols from activated fatty 

acid substrates (Maqu_2220 and Maqu_2507) (Wahlen et al., 2009; Hofvander et al., 2011; 

Willis et al., 2011). Both enzymes were found to be sufficient to synthesize fatty alcohols for 

WE biosynthesis in M. aquaeolei (Lenneman et al., 2013). However, while Maqu_2507 was 

found to be expressed mainly during exponential growth and only to a lesser extent during WE 

accumulation, Maqu_2220 was found to be highly expressed under WE accumulating 

conditions and at lower levels during exponential growth (Lenneman et al., 2013). 

Maqu_2507 was identified and characterized in 2011 (Willis et al., 2011). As the protein could 

be purified within two steps via 8x histidine (His)- and maltose binding protein (MBP)-tag, a 

detailed in vitro characterization of the protein was possible. The authors showed, that 

Maqu_2507 is able to catalyze the formation of fatty alcohols from acyl-CoA substrates in one 

step using NADPH as electron donor. As it was not possible to trap any fatty aldehyde 

intermediate, it was suggested, that it stays bound to the enzyme. Although no release of 

aldehyde intermediates could be detected, Maqu_2507 is able to synthesize fatty alcohols from 

acyl-CoA and fatty aldehydes, showing an even higher activity with the latter ones. The enzyme 

generates fatty alcohols from saturated and unsaturated acyl-CoA substrates ranging from 8 

to 20 carbon chain length, favoring 16:0 CoA and 16:1 CoA. The protein furthermore is able to 

reduce saturated and unsaturated aldehydes ranging from 2 to 16 carbons in chain length 

preferring decanal and dodecanal. Using 16:0 CoA as substrate with increasing concentration, 

a sigmoidal curve was obtained suggesting allosterism or cooperativity. 

Maqu_2220 was first described as a fatty aldehyde reductase (Wahlen et al., 2009). The 

protein was identified upon BLAST search with the coding sequence of A. thaliana 

CER4/FAR3. A fusion to MBP-tag allowed the purification of the protein, which remained 

otherwise associated to cell debris. In vitro experiments revealed, that Maqu_2220 is able to 

catalyze the reduction of aldehydes to fatty alcohols in a NADPH dependent manner. The 

reduction of oleic acid was not detected and neither was the oxidation of fatty alcohols to fatty 

aldehydes. Maqu_2220 was found to use octanal, decanal, dodecanal and cis-11-hexadecenal 

as substrates. No apparent activity was detected in the study with butanal, hexanal and the 

aromatic benzaldehyde. The authors observed product inhibition by probing dodecanol. 

Inhibition was observed as well with dithionite, which, according to the authors, might indicate 
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the presence of an active site residue or cofactor prone to reduction. As only moderate 

inhibition was detected with two metal chelators, the authors suggested that transition metals, 

if present, are not easily accessible. A second characterization of Maqu_2220 was published 

in 2011, showing, that the enzyme is able to catalyze fatty alcohol formation from activated 

fatty acids, using acyl-CoA and acyl-ACP (Hofvander et al., 2011). Purified enzyme produced 

fatty alcohols from 16:0 CoA, 18:0 CoA, 18:1 CoA, 20:0 CoA, 22:1 CoA, ricinoleoyl-CoA and 

16:0 ACP. 18:1 CoA was clearly favored by the enzyme and alcohol production was slightly 

decreased using 16:0 ACP instead of 16:0 CoA as substrate in this study. 

As only Maqu_2220 is important for the rest of this thesis, the protein is referred to as MaFAR 

from here on, as done by other publications as well. 

 

1.7 WE synthesizing enzymes (WSD) 

The formation of WE is catalyzed by WS. WS enzymes belong to the class of acyltransferases, 

which facilitate the transfer of acyl donors to appropriate acyl acceptors, carrying a free 

hydroxyl group (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). Dependent on their protein sequence and 

resembling their evolutionary origin, WS are divided into three classes (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 

2013a): The first class of WS enzymes is formed by acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol acyltransferase 

(DGAT) 1-like WS. These proteins harbor six to nine transmembrane domains, which are 

distributed over the whole amino acid chain and share sequence homologies with DGAT1 

proteins. The WS from S. chinensis, which is responsible for WE formation in jojoba seeds, is 

classified as DGAT1-like WS (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). The second group contains WS 

proteins of the group of DGAT2-like WS. WS of this group have one to two transmembrane 

domains at their N-terminus. The third group of WS consists of enzymes of bifunctional WSD 

proteins. This enzyme class was proposed in 2003 by the identification of a WS in the 

bacterium A. baylyi (AbWSD1) (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003). As the amino acid sequence 

of the newly identified WS did not match with sequences of other published WS, it was 

proposed, that the protein is part of a new class of WS enzymes, named WSD. The term 

bifunctional, as well as the name affix DGAT, accounts for the ability of AbWSD1 to catalyze 

the formation of TAG from DAG and acyl-CoA/ACP in addition to the formation of WE from 

acyl-CoA/ACP and fatty alcohols (Figure 1.4a). Up to now, WSD enzymes were identified in 

several other bacteria (Daniel et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Kalscheuer 

et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Arabolaza et al., 2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Barney et al., 

2012; Shi et al., 2012; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017), as well as in a few plants (King 

et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Shalini & Martin, 2020). Whereas several WSD were also 

characterized as bifunctional enzymes, being able to catalyze WE and TAG formation 

(Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003; Daniel et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 
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Kalscheuer et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Petronikolou & 

Nair, 2018; Shalini & Martin, 2020), some WSD only harbor WS (Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King 

et al., 2007) and some only DGAT activity (Daniel et al., 2004; Arabolaza et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 1.4. WSD reaction. 
(a) Bifunctional WSD enzymes can catalyze the formation of WE from fatty alcohols and acyl-CoA/ACP 
(wax synthase (WS) activity) and they can further catalyze the formation of TAG from DAG and acyl-
CoA/ACP (acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol acyltransferase (DGAT) activity). (b) The acyltransferase reaction is 
proposed to function via a catalytic active histidine (Stöveken et al., 2009). The histidine abstracts the 
hydrogen from the hydroxyl group of the fatty alcohol. Subsequently, the negatively charged oxyanion 
attacks the thioester bond of the activated fatty acid. The thioester bond is cleaved upon the nucleophilic 
attack and a new oxoester bond is formed. Protonated CoA/ACP-SH and WE are released from the 
enzyme. CoA: coenzyme A, ACP: acyl carrier protein, WS: wax synthase, DGAT: acyl-
CoA:diacylglycerol acyltransferase. 

 

Besides AbWSD1, WSD from Marinobacter are extensively characterized, especially WSD of 

M. aquaeolei and Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 

Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Villa et al., 2014; Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016; 

Miklaszewska et al., 2018; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). A study from 2005 revealed, that both 
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species are the same, which should be classified under the same name as well (Márquez & 

Ventosa, 2005). Nevertheless, in research studies dealing with the characterization of WSD, 

both species names are still used and due to different isolation locations and different 

evolutionary events, that occurred in the genome of both strains, corresponding WSD proteins 

are not identical on the amino acid level (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). It should be noted, that 

the differentiation between M. aquaeolei and M. hydrocarbonoclasticus WSD will be also made 

in this thesis to allow an easier comparison with published research studies on WSD from both 

strains and to refer easier to differences in amino acid sequences of corresponding WSD from 

both strains if needed. Until now, four WSD enzymes are described in M. 

hydrocarbonoclasticus (MhWS1-4) (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007) and five in M. 

aquaeolei (MaWSD1-5) (Barney et al., 2012; Yu, 2016; Knutson et al., 2017). 

Characteristic for WSD is a catalytic motif, consisting of two histidine residues, an aspartate 

and a glycine residue separated by three amino acids (HHxxxDG) (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 

2003). Amino acid substitutions of both histidines alone and together in AbWSD1 and 

MaWSD2 led to a reduction in enzymatic activity (Stöveken et al., 2009; Villa et al., 2014). As 

enzymatic activity was more reduced upon mutation of the second histidine and the position 

of the first histidine in the crystal structure of MaWSD1 indicated a rather structural role of the 

residue, the second histidine is proposed to be the catalytic active residue (Stöveken et al., 

2009; Villa et al., 2014; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Stöveken et al. (2009) proposed a reaction 

mechanism for WSD enzymes based on the action of a histidine residue (Figure 1.4b). The 

catalytic active histidine abstracts the hydrogen of the hydroxyl group of the acyl acceptor. By 

this, a negatively charged oxyanion is generated, which attacks the carboxyl carbon of the 

thioester bond of the activated acyl donor. Upon the nucleophilic attack, the thioester bond is 

cleaved and a new oxoester bond is formed. The released CoA/ACP is protonated by the 

catalytic histidine to generate CoA/ACP-SH, which is released from the enzyme as the WE 

also is. 

In order to get a deeper understanding of the function of WSD enzymes, several amino acid 

substitution studies were conducted within the last years (Stöveken et al., 2009; Barney et al., 

2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Villa et al., 2014; Barney et al., 2015; Petronikolou & Nair, 

2018). A lack of a WSD crystal structure however, made it difficult to assign particular functions 

for structural integrity, substrate binding or catalysis to certain amino acids. In addition to 

mutations of the catalytic motif amino acids in AbWSD1 and MaWSD2 (Stöveken et al., 2009; 

Villa et al., 2014), Villa et al. (2014) generated and analyzed amino acid exchange mutants in 

MaWSD2 of residues of three other conserved WSD motifs (PLW, ND, R). Although reduced 

enzyme activities were observed for the mutated enzyme variants, it could only be speculated 

about certain roles assigned to the residues. Similar held true for amino acids of AbWSD1, 

mutated via a random mutagenesis conducted by Röttig and Steinbüchel (2013b). In 2013 and 
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2015, Barney and co-workers (Barney et al., 2013; Barney et al., 2015) identified amino acids 

in AbWSD1 and MaWSD1, whose substitution with other amino acids resulted in changes in 

the alcohol selectivity of the two enzymes. The results indicated that the mutated residues 

might be involved in alcohol binding. The publication of the MaWSD1 crystal structure in 2018 

(Petronikolou & Nair, 2018) could finally help to assign an alcohol binding pocket supported by 

the positions of the amino acid residues identified by Barney and co-workers (Barney et al., 

2013; Barney et al., 2015). Petronikolou and Nair (2018) furthermore allocated the acyl-CoA 

binding site of MaWSD1 to a second pocket. Amino acid exchange mutants introduced around 

the cavity resulted in changes in the acyl-CoA preference of the enzyme. Shortly before work 

regarding this thesis started, the crystal structure of AbWSD1 was obtained, containing the 

electron density of a co-crystallized myristic acid (Dr. Karin Kühnel, unpublished data). 

 

1.7.1 A. baylyi WSD1 

A. baylyi AbWSD1 (also known as Ac1, AtfA or WS/DGAT) was identified in 2003 as a novel 

type of WS and led to the introduction of the class of WSD proteins (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 

2003). Characterized by many scientific research studies since then (Kalscheuer et al., 2004; 

Stöveken et al., 2005; Uthoff et al., 2005; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Barney et al., 

2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016), AbWSD1 became 

a model enzyme for the class of WSD proteins and led to the identification of WSD in other 

bacteria and some plants (Daniel et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 

Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Arabolaza et al., 2008; Li et al., 

2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et 

al., 2017; Shalini & Martin, 2020). 

The 458 amino acids encoding AbWSD1 was identified as a bifunctional enzyme exhibiting 

WS and to an about 10 fold lesser extent DGAT activity in vivo and in vitro (Kalscheuer & 

Steinbüchel, 2003). In vivo and in vitro acyl donor and acyl acceptor specificities revealed a 

broad substrate range of the enzyme (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003; Kalscheuer et al., 

2004; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016). Even the 

formation of thio WE, originating from fatty acids and thiols instead of alcohols, was observed 

for AbWSD1 in vitro and in vivo (Uthoff et al., 2005). 

A detailed biochemical characterization of AbWSD1 was published in 2005 (Stöveken et al., 

2005). The authors managed to purify the protein near to homogeneity by a three-step 

purification protocol consisting of cation-exchange, hydrophobic-interaction and anion-

exchange chromatography. Gel filtration chromatography results proposed the purification of 

AbWSD1 mainly as homodimer. Incubation of AbWSD1 with either 16:0 OH or di-16:0-DAG 
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with increasing concentrations of 16:0 CoA revealed, that WS activity follows Michaelis-Menten 

kinetics, whereas DGAT activity could not be fitted with Michaelis-Menten nor cooperative 

kinetics. Interestingly, the authors observed a concentration-dependent inhibition of the WS 

activity by free CoA and an inhibition of DGAT activity at high 16:0 CoA concentrations. The 

broad substrate range of AbWSD1 already detected before (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003) 

was further confirmed by the study of Stöveken et al. (2005). The enzyme showed the ability 

to produce WE with a large range of linear acyl-CoA in vitro, preferring mid and long chain acyl 

donors. Similar held true for the alcohol specificity. AbWSD1 catalyzed the formation of WE 

from linear fatty alcohols of various chain length in vitro and preferred mid chain and long chain 

substrates. The study revealed furthermore, that the enzyme especially favors terminal 

hydroxyl groups by showing a larger activity with 1-decanol than with 2- or 4-decanol. Similar 

to that, sn-1 and/or sn-3 positions were preferably more acylated by AbWSD1 in acyl acceptors 

such as 1-16:0-monoacylglycerol (MAG), 2-16:0-MAG, 3-16:0-MAG, 1,2-di-16:0-DAG and 1,3-

di-16:0-DAG compared to the sn-2 position. Apart from linear fatty alcohols and acylglycerols, 

AbWSD1 is able to acylate a large range of additional acyl acceptors. In vitro enzymatic activity 

was observed using cyclohexanol, cyclohexandiol, 2-cyclohexylethanol, cyclododecanol, 

cyclohexanone oxime, phenol and phenylethanol. Cellular localization studies in A. baylyi 

ADP1 using immunogold labelling showed, that AbWSD1 is mainly associated with the plasma 

membrane and lipid inclusions, but also localizes in the cytoplasm. The authors observed the 

partial soluble character of the protein also during purification, as 40-50 % of AbWSD1 was 

present in the soluble fraction before purification. 

Upon the characterization of substrate specificities of five bacterial WSD, including AbWSD1, 

Barney et al. (2012) observed differences in obtained WS activities dependent on the order of 

substrate addition. For all analyzed enzymes, higher activities were obtained, when adding the 

acyl-CoA last (pre-incubation of the enzyme with fatty alcohol). For AbWSD1, the detected WS 

activity when the fatty alcohol added last was only 5 % of the WS activity, when acyl-CoA was 

added last. The authors assumed an allosteric control of enzyme activity by cellular substrate 

levels. 

Besides the characterization of the wild type AbWSD1 enzyme, several mutant variants of the 

protein were generated and analyzed regarding changes in overall enzymatic activity and 

changes in substrate specificities (Stöveken et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2013; Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 2013b; Kawelke, 2014). To analyze the role in catalysis of the proposed active 

site residues of the catalytic motif (HHxxxDG), Stöveken et al. (2009) introduced amino acid 

substitutions at the corresponding positions. Whereas alanine substitutions of aspartate and 

glycine did not result in changes in enzymatic activity, leucine substitutions of either one or 

both histidine residues led to drastic decreases in enzymatic activities. A larger decrease in 

enzymatic activity was observed upon mutation of the second histidine. Upon random 
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mutagenesis, Röttig and Steinbüchel (2013b) obtained 17 single amino acid substitution or 

truncation AbWSD1 variants with altered enzymatic activities compared to the wild type 

protein. Except for one mutation, all variants had a lower activity compared to wild type 

AbWSD1. Barney et al. (2013) published the exchange of AbWSD1-G355 towards isoleucine. 

The introduced mutation resulted in a change in substrate selectivity of the protein towards 

shorter alcohols. A higher affinity towards shorter substrates of AbWSD1-G355I compared to 

wild type AbWSD1 was also observed by Röttig et al. (2016). Expressed in Escherichia coli, 

AbWSD1-G355I was not able to produce TAG in vivo, indicating an involvement in DGAT 

activity as well (Röttig et al., 2015). The generation of an AbWSD1 amino acid substitution 

variant, in which the two isoleucine residues at position 358 and 359 were exchanged to serine 

residues, resulted in an enzyme variant that was more stable after purification via a 

hexahistidine (His6) tag than the wild type enzyme (Kawelke, 2014). 

Kawelke (2014) published first experiments to crystallize AbWSD1 in cooperation with Dr. 

Karin Kühnel and Dr. Felix Lambrecht. The protein was expressed with a N-terminal His6-tag 

and trigger factor (TF) fusion (His6-TF-AbWSD1), supporting folding of fused AbWSD1 during 

translation. The fusion protein was purified by ion metal affinity chromatography followed by 

size exclusion chromatography and diffracting crystals were obtained. However, at first the 

structure could not be solved. Before work regarding this thesis was started, it was finally 

possible to solve the structure of AbWSD1 with a resolution of 2.1 Å (Dr. Karin Kühnel, 

unpublished work). The protein consists of 11 α-helices and 15 β-sheets. Interestingly, a 

myristic acid co-crystallized with the protein with the carboxyl group of the molecule facing 

towards the proposed active site of the enzyme. 

 

1.7.2 Marinobacter WSD1 

MaWSD1 (also referred to as Ma1 and Ma-WS/DGAT) and MhWS1 are 455 amino acids long 

proteins. Except for two residues (MaWSD1-194G/MhWS1-194D, MaWSD1-321E/MhWS1-

321G), both enzymes share the same amino acid sequence (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). 

With 45-46 % sequence identity, both enzymes are the closest Marinobacter WSD homologs 

to AbWSD1 (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a; Yu, 2016). 

The identification and a detailed characterization of MhWS1 was published in 2007 by 

Holtzapple and Schmidt-Dannert (2007). The authors managed to purify the enzyme and 

observed in vitro WE formation by MhWS1 with various short, mid and long chain fatty acids 

in the range of ten to 20 carbon chain length and phytanic acid, as well as short and mid chain 

fatty alcohols ranging from ten to 16 carbon chain length and isoprenoid alcohols. Similar to 

AbWSD1, MhWS1 exhibits WS and DGAT activity in vivo and in vitro (Holtzapple & Schmidt-
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Dannert, 2007; Röttig et al., 2015). In 2012, a detailed characterization of MaWSD1 was 

published showing a broad substrate range of the enzyme as well (Barney et al., 2012). Barney 

et al. (2012) observed, that purified MaWSD1 synthesizes WE from 16:0 CoA and fatty 

alcohols ranging from 8:0 OH to 18:0 OH, with a preference of the enzyme for 11:0 OH and 

12:0 OH. WE formation of MaWSD1 was detected additionally with isoamyl alcohol, 6:0 OH 

and phenyl ethanol. When 12:0 OH was provided, MaWSD1 produced WE with acyl-CoA 

ranging from 8:0 CoA to 16:0 CoA favoring 14:0 CoA and 16:0 CoA. Consistent with AbWSD1, 

Barney et al. (2012) observed different WS activities influenced by the order of substrate 

addition for MaWSD1, too. The WS activity when fatty alcohol was added last was only 12 % 

of the WS activity when acyl-CoA was added last. 

Together with AbWSD1, the mutation of an amino acid residue in MaWSD1 was published, 

that influenced the fatty alcohol selectivity of the protein (Barney et al., 2013). Upon the 

exchange of alanine 360 to larger residues such as valine, isoleucine and phenylalanine, the 

enzyme variants preferred the incorporation of shorter alcohols. A second study published two 

years later identified two more residues in MaWSD1 (MaWSD1-L356, MaWSD1-M405), that 

showed altered alcohol selectivity upon mutation (Barney et al., 2015). 

In 2018, Petronikolou and Nair (2018) published the crystal structure of MaWSD1. The protein 

crystallized as dimer and the structure was solved with 2.4 Å resolution. The authors identified 

two pockets within the enzyme that are connected with the proposed active site motif. The 

amino acid residues whose mutations by Barney and co-workers (Barney et al., 2013; Barney 

et al., 2015) resulted in altered alcohol selectivities are located around pocket 2 and supported 

the assignment of pocket 2 as alcohol binding site (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Petronikolou 

and Nair (2018) furthermore proposed pocket 1 as acyl-CoA binding site. The authors 

suggested a binding of acyl-CoA with the acyl chain in pocket 1, the pantetheine part extended 

into the active site and the phosphoadenosine part exposed to the solvent. Amino acid 

exchange studies, substituting adjacent amino acids of pocket 1, resulted in altered acyl-CoA 

preferences of the mutants. MaWSD1-G25V and MaWSD1-A144F favored the synthesis of 

WE with 6:0 CoA over 16:0 CoA. Changes in fatty alcohol preferences were not observed 

analyzing the mutants. 

Upon expression of MaWSD1 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain H1246, which is deficient in 

TAG and steryl ester biosynthesis, MaWSD1 synthesized three unknown compounds in 

addition to WE and TAG ((Yu, 2016). An identification of the unknown compounds could not 

be achieved. 
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1.7.3 Marinobacter WSD2 

MaWSD2 (also referred to as Ma2 and MaWS2) and MhWS2 are 473 long proteins that are 

similar well characterized as MaWSD1 and MhWS1 (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 

Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Villa et al., 2014; Röttig et al., 2015; Yu, 2016; 

Miklaszewska et al., 2018). MaWSD2 and MhWS2 only differ in one amino acid residue 

(MaWSD2-395D/MhWS2-395G). Both enzymes have 37-39 % sequence identity to AbWSD1 

(Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a; Yu, 2016). 

Holtzapple and Schmidt-Dannert (2007) identified and characterized MhWS2 in the same 

research study as MhWS1. In vitro assays revealed a broad substrate range for MhWS2 

accepting various fatty acids, including phytanic acid, and fatty alcohols and isoprenoid 

alcohols. A higher preference for long chain fatty alcohols compared to MhWS1 was observed. 

A broad substrate range for MhWS2 was also detected in a study published in 2018 

(Miklaszewska et al., 2018). WS activities for 204 different acyl acceptor and acyl donor 

combinations were analyzed in vitro. The enzyme was able to catalyze WE formation with the 

majority of the tested substrate combinations. Highest activities were obtained with 14:0 CoA, 

followed by 12:0 CoA. Decreased activities were observed with acyl-CoA longer than 18 

carbon chain length as well as with polyunsaturated acyl-CoA with 18 carbon chain length. For 

combinations with fatty alcohols having more than 16 carbon chain length, reduced WS 

activities were detected as well. Interestingly, higher WS activities were observed with 

corresponding unsaturated fatty alcohols. 

In contrast to AbWSD1 and MaWSD1, no DGAT activity was detected for MhWS2 in vitro by 

Holtzapple and Schmidt-Dannert (2007). Miklaszewska et al. (2018) detected as well no TAG 

formation for MhWS2 in vitro and in vivo upon expression in yeast. These data were 

additionally supported by a similar observation (Yu, 2016). Upon expression of MaWSD2 in 

yeast, the enzyme only produced WE. However, minor DGAT activity of MhWS2 was detected 

in vivo in E. coli (Röttig et al., 2015) and in vitro TAG formation was observed for MaWSD2 as 

well (Villa et al., 2014). 

Providing saturating 16:0 CoA and increasing 16:0 OH concentrations, WS activity of MhWS2 

followed Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007). Similar to AbWSD1 

and MaWSD1, Barney et al. (2012) observed an influence of the order of substrate addition on 

WS activity for MaWSD2. Nevertheless, for MaWSD2 the difference in activity comparing fatty 

alcohol and acyl-CoA addition as last compound was much smaller. WS activity was only 

reduced to 79 % in MaWSD2 when fatty alcohol was added last. 

Before the crystal structure of MaWSD1 was published, Villa et al. (2014) modelled the 

structure of MaWSD2 using the acyltransferase tyrocidine synthase as template. A structure 
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consisting of two domains connected via a helical linker was predicted. The two domain 

structure was verified via limited proteolysis and the authors observed additionally, that co-

expressed N- and C-terminal domains reconstitute to a functional protein, that can be purified 

and has WS and DGAT activity accounting to around 70-80 % of wild type activity. Upon 

generation and analysis of amino acid exchange mutants, Villa et al. (2014) observed reduced 

WS and DGAT activities for MaWSD2 alanine variants of amino acids corresponding to the 

proposed active site motif as well as to the three identified motifs PLW, ND and R. 

 

1.7.4 Marinobacter WSD5 

A putative fifth WSD was identified in the genome of M. aquaeolei only recently (Yu, 2016; 

Knutson et al., 2017). The 452 amino acid long protein shares about 19 % sequence identity 

with AbWSD1 and between 23 % and 33 % with MaWSD1-4 (Yu, 2016). 

Acyltransferase activity of MaWSD5 was confirmed in vivo and in vitro (Yu, 2016). Upon 

expression of the protein in the TAG and steryl ester deficient S. cerevisiae H1246 strain, WE 

formation, but no TAG formation was detected for MaWSD5 suggesting the protein to be a 

monofunctional WSD (Yu, 2016). A purification of C-terminally His6-tagged MaWSD5 was 

possible using ion metal affinity chromatography and yielded active enzyme. Active protein 

was also obtained after subsequent size exclusion chromatography. However, to reduce the 

amount of aggregated protein, the purification buffer had to be supplemented with detergent 

(Yu, 2016). 

 

1.8 WE production in transgenic plants: current achievements 

After the banning of whale hunting, jojoba attracted notice as potential WE provider for 

industrial applications (Zhu et al., 2016). Nevertheless, jojoba is a slow-growing desert shrub, 

which is not easy to cultivate in industrial needed scales (Al-Obaidi et al., 2017). In order to 

produce industrial desired WE in large amounts and sustainable ways, the idea arose to 

establish WE biosynthesis in crop plants. The perspective of generating plants with modifiable 

WE synthesis for tailor-made WE production spurred research even more. Up to now, several 

studies have been published dealing with the generation of transgenic WE producing plants 

and their analysis regarding WE amount and composition (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Heilmann 

et al., 2012; Aslan et al., 2014; Aslan et al., 2015a; Aslan et al., 2015b; Iven et al., 2016; Zhu 

et al., 2016; Ivarson et al., 2017; Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). 

In 2000, Lardizabal et al. (2000) published the identification of a WS from S. chinensis (ScWS). 

In conjunction with the identification of the jojoba FAR (ScFAR) in the same year (Metz et al., 
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2000) it was possible to establish WE biosynthesis in A. thaliana seeds (Lardizabal et al., 

2000). Upon seed specific expression of ScFAR, ScWS and a β-ketoacyl-CoA synthase from 

Lunaria annua, WE formation was detected in seeds. The analysis of WE by 13C-nuclear 

magnetic resonance revealed up to 70 % (by weight) WE in oil of some seeds, consisting 

mostly of fatty acids and fatty alcohols with chain lengths longer than 18 carbons. 

Zhu et al. (2016) analyzed the usage of three Brassicaceae oilseed species for their feasibility 

as jojoba-like WE production hosts via metabolic engineering of seed neutral lipid formation. 

Different transgenic Crambe abyssinica, Brassica carinata and Camelina sativa lines 

expressing ScFAR and ScWS with and without additional fatty acid metabolism modifying 

enzymes such as the S. chinensis fatty acid elongase (FAE, ScFAE) 1-like 3-ketoacyl-CoA 

synthase, L. annua FAE2 or fatty acid desaturase (FAD) 2 RNAi constructs, were generated. 

WE amounts of 15-30 % of total seed oil were obtained by the different approaches, with single 

seeds exceeding 50 % WE content in some C. abyssinica lines. Especially in B. carinata and 

C. sativa, the expression of a FAE resulted in the formation of longer WE. The blocking of fatty 

acid polyunsaturation by RNAi constructs was successful in generating more WE with 

monounsaturated moieties. A field trial with ScFAR/ScWS and ScFAR/ScWS/ScFAE1 

C. abyssinica lines showed WE formation also under natural conditions, nevertheless, the 

seed yield, oil content and germination rate was reduced in the transgenic lines and to a higher 

extent in the line expressing three genes. 

In order to test, whether the wild oil species field cress (Lepidium campestre) is suitable as a 

WE producing oil crop, transgenic L. campestre plants were generated, expressing either 

ScFAR/ScWS or ScFAR/ScWS/ScFAE1 (Ivarson et al., 2017). The expression of both 

constructs resulted in seed WE formation where co-expression of ScFAE1 resulted in longer 

WE, as seen before by Zhu et al. (2016). Interestingly, Ivarson et al. (2017) detected different 

compartmentation of some generated WE species that preferentially accumulated in the seed 

coat rather than in the embryo. Additionally, they observed disrupted neutral lipid organization 

in cells of seeds with high WE amounts. As seeds with high WE content did not germinate, the 

authors speculated, that low germination rate might be associated with neutral lipid packaging 

disruption or alcohol accumulation. 

Besides establishing the jojoba WE biosynthesis in diverse plants, studies were also published 

analyzing the suitability of WS(D) and FAR enzymes from other organisms for transgenic WE 

production, sometimes in combination with other fatty acid metabolism modifying enzymes as 

well. 

Heilmann et al. (2012) expressed different versions of mouse FAR1 and WS (MmFAR1, 

MmWS) in A. thaliana and obtained a WE content of ca. 20 µg/mg seed. It was possible to 

double seed WE amount by deleting a peroxisomal targeting signal form the C-terminus of 
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MmFAR1 and by fusing either MmFAR1Δc or MmFAR1Δc and MmWS to the lipid droplet 

protein oleosin 3. Analysis of the formed WE species revealed that mainly polyunsaturated WE 

were produced by the tested enzyme combinations. Especially polyunsaturated 18 carbon 

chain length fatty acids were incorporated. 

The expression of MmFAR1Δc/MmWS, MmFAR1Δc/ScWS and MaFAR/ScWS in A. thaliana 

and C. sativa by Iven et al. (2016) allowed the direct comparison of different WE producing 

enzyme combinations. Compared to the two other constructs, an about five and four times 

higher WE content was obtained in MaFAR/ScWS A. thaliana and C. sativa lines, respectively. 

WE production reached WE amounts of 89-108 mg/g seed in A. thaliana and of 33-47 mg/g 

seed in C. sativa plants expressing MaFAR/ScWS. The expression of ScWS instead of MmWS 

resulted in the incorporation of mainly 20 carbon monounsaturated fatty acids, instead of 

polyunsaturated 18 carbon moieties. A shift towards monounsaturated alcohol moieties was 

observed upon expression of MaFAR together with ScWS compared to the MmFAR1Δc/ScWS 

construct. 

Iven et al. (2016) was not only testing eukaryotic WE producing enzymes, but also expressed 

the bacterial MaFAR. Other studies tested the suitability of several bacterial WE producing 

enzyme combinations as well (Aslan et al., 2014; Aslan et al., 2015a; Aslan et al., 2015b; Ruiz-

Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). Ruiz-Lopez et al. (2017) transformed C. sativa plants with 

combinations of WS(D) originating from M. hydrocarbonoclasticus (MhWS2), mouse, A. baylyi 

(AbWSD1) and Tetrahymena thermophile as well as FAR originating from M. aquaeolei and T. 

thermophile. Additionally, fatty acid metabolism modifying enzymes such as different 

thioesterases or a fatty acid hydroxylase were expressed. Interestingly, compared to the 

expression of the other WS, upon the expression of MmWS a smaller range of WE were 

produced, consisting mainly of 36 and 38 carbon chain length. The expression of 14:0 ACP 

thioesterase from Cuphea palustris resulted in the formation of shorter WE. As observed before 

(Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016), MmWS constructs favored the incorporation of 

polyunsaturated and 18 carbon acyl moieties (Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017). MhWS2 expressing 

constructs produced WE with mainly saturated and monounsaturated acyl moieties of 18 or 20 

carbon chain length (Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017). Regarding the alcohol specificities, no large 

differences were observed between the different constructs. All favored 20 and 18 carbon 

chain length and monoenoic and saturated alcohol moieties. 

Yu et al. (2018) analyzed WE formation in transgenic A. thaliana expressing different 

MaFAR/ScWS and MaFAR/ScWS fusion constructs. Additionally, the authors tested the 

expression of MaFAR/MaWSD2 and several MaFAR/AbWSD1 constructs. For all constructs 

expressing ScWS, higher WE contents were detected compared to when bacterial WSD were 

expressed. However, expression of MaFAR and ScWS fusion constructs lowered WE content 
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in comparison to the separately expressed enzymes. As seen previously (Iven et al., 2016), all 

MaFAR/ScWS constructs favored the incorporation of monoenoic 18 and 20 carbon fatty acids 

and fatty alcohols (Yu et al., 2018). The MaFAR/MaWSD2 and diverse MaFAR/AbWSD1 

constructs mainly produced WE from 18:1 and 18:2 fatty alcohol and 18:0 and 18:1 fatty acid 

substrates. 

Due to its excellent lubrication properties, researchers aim for high levels of 18:1/18:1 WE. 

Although several of the above described enzyme combinations synthesized WE from long 

chain monoenoic substrates, no enzyme combination was so far identified, that predominantly 

produced 18:1/18:1 WE. A reason for that are the broad substrate specificities of WS(D) 

enzymes (see above). An approach to overcome this drawback is to provide a limited substrate 

pool to WE synthesizing enzymes allowing the formation of only certain WE species. Heilmann 

et al. (2012), Iven et al. (2016) and Yu et al. (2018) expressed several FAR/WS constructs in 

A. thaliana fae1 fad2 mutant plants. The plants lack FAE1 and FAD2, which are needed for 

the elongation of fatty acids beyond 18 carbon chain length and for the introduction of double 

bonds in monounsaturated fatty acids in seeds (Kunst et al., 1992; Okuley et al., 1994). By this 

approach 18:1/18:1 WE contents of around 60 mol% of total WE were obtained independent 

of which FAR or WS were expressed. The expression of MaFAR/ScWS in high oleate C. sativa 

plants resulted in the formation of around 30 mol% 18:1/18:1 WE, too (Yu et al., 2018). 

Although reduced overall WE contents were observed in these plants, WE quality consisting 

of mainly one WE species drastically increased by this approach. 

The above described studies aimed for WE production in oil seed seeds as this tissue is 

specialized for high levels of neutral lipid synthesis. As total plant biomass is often higher than 

seed yield per land area, engineering of plants for the production of industrial valuable lipids in 

green tissue is discussed as well (Carlsson et al., 2011; Chapman et al., 2013; Aslan et al., 

2014). Aslan and co-workers (Aslan et al., 2014; Aslan et al., 2015a; Aslan et al., 2015b) 

produced WE in stable and transiently transformed Nicotiana benthamiana leaves. 

Chloroplasts were chosen for WE formation because of their role in carbon metabolism in form 

of starch accumulation and degradation as well as fatty acid synthesis. Upon transient 

expression of different combinations of plastid localized A. thaliana FAR6 (AtFAR6) and phytyl 

ester synthase 2 (AtPES2) as well as AtFAR6 transit peptide tagged MhWS2 and MaFAR, WE 

formation was detected for all constructs (Aslan et al., 2014). Except for AtFAR6/AtPES2, WE 

content could not be increased upon expression of A. thaliana wrinkled (AtWRI) 1, which is 

known to induce de novo fatty acid synthesis (Focks & Benning, 1998; Ma et al., 2013). Upon 

plastidial WE formation, AtFAR6 constructs favored the incorporation of 16:0 OH and MaFAR 

constructs produced WE with mainly 16:0 OH and 18:0 OH. On the acyl side, AtPES2 preferred 

to form WE from 12:0 and 14:0 acyl substrates, whereas MhWS2 favored the incorporation of 

longer acyl moieties, mainly 16:0 and 18:0. Using transmission electron microscopy, 
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aggregation bodies containing WE were observed in chloroplasts of transformed leaves. In a 

follow-up publication, Aslan et al. (2015b) generated stable transgenic N. benthamiana plants 

expressing a plastid localized fusion protein made up from MaFAR and MhWS2. The 

transgenic plants displayed a stunted growth, chlorotic leaves and stems. The authors 

assumed a negative effect of accumulating free fatty alcohols. Consistent with this, the authors 

also observed lower WE levels in % dry weight in stable transformed plants compared to 

transiently transformed plants (Aslan et al., 2014) with the same construct. As a reason for 

this, a counter-selection for strong transgene expression was suggested. 

 

1.9 Thesis objectives 

As stated above, several studies have been published within the past years establishing WE 

production for industrial usage in transgenic (crop) plants. Although WE formation was 

achieved by the diverse approaches, it became apparent, that further work regarding enzyme 

use, substrate availability and storage capacities is needed in order to obtain large amounts of 

WE consisting predominantly of desired WE species. 

Aim of this thesis is to further improve tailor–made WE production regarding enzyme use and 

substrate availability. The aspect enzyme use will be investigated within two projects. First, it 

will be studied, whether the recently identified MaWSD5 is a suitable candidate for transgenic 

WE production by characterization of the protein and expression of the enzyme in A. thaliana. 

Second, it is aimed to identify substrate binding sites in the recently solved AbWSD1 crystal 

structure by the generation of amino acid exchange mutants, as this establishes the basis for 

the generation of WSD variants with altered substrate preferences. In a third project, the aspect 

substrate availability will be studied by expressing different MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 

combinations with and without plastidial localization tag under the control of different 

promoters. A detailed comparison of plastidial and cytosolic as well as seed and leaf WE 

biosynthesis will be conducted to study whether a change of WE synthesis location is a suitable 

tool to alter substrate availability and to analyze whether seed plastids are an appropriate 

organelle for WE production. 

For the first project, the characterization of the recently identified fifth WSD from M. aquaeolei 

(MaWSD5) (Yu, 2016; Knutson et al., 2017) is planned. As a purification of the protein is 

established, the in vitro characterization of fatty alcohol and acyl-CoA specificities of the 

enzyme is possible. As it was shown, that MaWSD5 lacks DGAT activity in vivo (Yu, 2016), it 

is furthermore intended to test for DGAT activity of MaWSD5 in vitro with several substrates. 

Additionally, it will be tested, whether MaWSD5 is suited for WE formation in A. thaliana seeds. 
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Upon co-expression with MaFAR, WE amount and generated WE species are planned to be 

analyzed. 

The second project deals with the identification of substrate binding sites in the recently solved 

structure of the bacterial AbWSD1 from A. baylyi. As cavities can be predicted in the structure 

connecting the proposed catalytic motif of the protein with the outside, the generation of amino 

acid exchange mutants is planned, substituting residues located around these tunnels. 

Substrate specificity analyses of the enzyme variants will be conducted to test for changes in 

substrate specificities caused by the mutation hinting towards the involvement of mutated 

residues in substrate binding. A detailed comparison of the AbWSD1 structure, carrying a co-

crystallized myristic acid, with the structure of MaWSD1 (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018), which 

was published while working on this thesis, aims furthermore for the identification of conserved 

structural parts in WSD proteins and the identification of potential structural rearrangements 

upon substrate binding. 

In order to compare different substrate pools within the cell and the entire plant, aim of the third 

project is to analyze the influence of plastidial localized WE biosynthesis on the WE amount 

and formed WE species and studying whether a subcellular change of WE biosynthesis is a 

suitable tool for altering substrate availability. It is planned to generate transgenic A. thaliana 

plants expressing different MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 constructs with and 

without plastidial localization signal. The constructs will allow a direct comparison between 

cytosolic and plastidial WE biosynthesis in terms of WE amount and formed WE species, as 

well as a comparison between MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 catalyzed WE formation. To study 

additionally alterations between WE biosynthesis in transgenic leaves and seeds, the 

generation of constructs is planned expressing the enzymes under the control of seed specific 

promoters or ubiquitous 35S promoter. 

The planned experiments of the three projects aim together for a more detailed understanding 

of WE biosynthesis, including the analysis of different WE producing enzymes, structural 

prerequisites of WSD and the influence of host metabolism of transgenic plants. 
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2 ARTICLE I 

2.1 The Fifth WS/DGAT Enzyme of the Bacterium Marinobacter 

aquaeolei VT8 

 

This manuscript was published online 20 May 2020 in Lipids (American Oil Chemists´ Society 

(AOCS)). Katharina Vollheyde and Dan Yu are shared first authors. Supporting information are 

appended to the manuscript in the order of appearance. A list of the corresponding figure 

legends and the table heading is inserted before the supporting information. 

The manuscript can be found under the following web link: 

https://doi.org/10.1002/lipd.12250 

 

Katharina Vollheyde established the gravity flow purification protocol for MaWSD5, performed 

and analyzed the in vitro bifunctionality assay and the DTNB-based in vitro substrate specificity 

assay. She cloned the constructs and generated the transgenic A. thaliana plants. She 

prepared the samples for the nanoESI-MS/MS WE measurement of transgenic A. thaliana 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 seeds and processed, analyzed, displayed and discussed the obtained WE 

data. Katharina Vollheyde wrote the first draft of the manuscript corresponding to Figures 1, 3, 

4 and supplemental Figures S2-S4 as well as the discussion and part of the introduction.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

The Fifth WS/DGAT Enzyme of the Bacterium Marinobacter 
aquaeolei VT8

Fig. S1 Schematic illustration of the five MaWSD

The gray boxes depict the five MaWSD schematically. The length of each gray box visualizes 
the size of each protein in accordance to the number of amino acids (aa). Dark red boxes 
highlight hydrophobic regions predicted with the online TMHMM Server, v. 2.0 (Krogh et al., 
2001; Sonnhammer et al., 1998). Vertical arrows mark the position of the catalytic motif 
(HHxxxDG). Black characters correspond to conserved parts of the catalytic motif; gray 
characters visualize non-conserved residues.

Fig. S2 Gravity flow purification of his6-tagged MaWSD5

For the gravity flow purification of MaWSD5-his6, cell lysis was performed identical to the cell 
lysis of the two-step purification. The soluble proteins were applied to a 1 mL talon metal affinity 
resin (Clontech). Column-bound proteins were washed with 10 mL IMAC buffer A, 10 mL IMAC 
ATP buffer, 10 mL IMAC buffer A and 10 mL of a mixture consisting of 95% IMAC buffer A and 
5% IMAC buffer B. MaWSD5-his6 was eluted from the column with 10 times 1 mL of a mixture 
consisting of 60% IMAC buffer A and 40% IMAC buffer B. Different fractions of the purification 
were analyzed by SDS-

v/v v/v
(v/v v/v) diluted flow thr v/v) diluted IMAC 

MaWSD5-his6 (51.2 kDa) are marked by a black arrow. The gravity flow purification was 
performed nine times showing the same results.

Fig. S3 Determination of substrate specificities of his6-tagged MaWSD5 by thin layer 
chromatography (TLC)-based in vitro substrate specificity assay. To analyze the substrate 
specificities of MaWSD5-his6, IMAC purified protein was used for a TLC-based in vitro

L protein solution in a total 
reaction volume o

L acyl-CoA (for exact concentrations 
see Materials and Methods section). Acyl-CoA specificities were analyzed by setting up 
reactions with 18:1 OH and acyl-CoA of different chain length and desaturation degree (a). 
Alcohol specificities were studied by setting up reactions with 18:1 CoA and alcohols of 
different chain length and desaturation degree (FA OH: fatty alcohols) (b). The reaction 
samples were incubated for 1 h at room temperature before stopping the reaction by shock-

freezing the samples in liquid nitrogen. Neutral lipid extraction was performed as described in 
the Materials and Methods g tri-15:0-TAG as internal extraction standard. 
To assign bands on the TLC plates, di-17:0-WE and tri-15:0-TAG were spotted on the TLC 
plates as standards (STD). The assay was performed twice with similar results.
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Fig. S4 Determination of substrate specificities of his6- -dithiobis-(2-

nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB)-based in vitro substrate specificity assay. To analyze the substrate 
specificities of MaWSD5-his6, gravity flow purified protein was used for a DTNB-based in vitro
substrate specificity assay. Each reaction was carried out with 10 g total protein of the 
combined elution fractions two and three in a total reaction volume of 1 mL reaction buffer 

M fatty alcohol and 12.5 L acyl-CoA (for exact concentrations see Materials and Methods
section). Acyl-CoA specificities were analyzed by monitoring the reactions of 18:1 OH with 
acyl-CoA of different chain length and desaturation degree (a). Alcohol specificities were 
studied by setting up reactions with 18:1 CoA and alcohols of different chain length and 
desaturation degree (b). Each reaction was started by adding the acyl-CoA to the reaction mix 

Lambert–Beer-Law, the WS activities were calculated from the slopes of the gained curves. 
Both experiments were performed three times by measuring each time three technical 
replicates for every substrate combination. Mean values of the biological replicates were 
calculated from normalized values (for the acyl-CoA specificity WS activity for 14:0 CoA was 
set to 1 and for the alcohol specificity WS activity for 16:1 OH was set to 1). WS activities below 

Error bars represent SD of the biological replicates.

Table. S1 Primer sequences
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MaWSD1

HHSLVDG

455 aa

504 aa

HHAAIDA

MaWSD3

472 aa

HHCIADG

MaWSD4

452 aa

HHCYADG

MaWSD5

473 aa

HHSMIDG

MaWSD2
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Tab. S1 Primer sequences

Primer Name Primer Sequence (5`-> 3`)

Primers for yeast and E. coli constructs

MaWSD1_For_HindIII ACGAAGCTTATGACGCCCCTGAATCCCACTG

MaWSD1_Rev_Xhol ACGCTCGAGCAGACCGGCGTTGAGCTCCAG

MaWSD2_For_HindIII ACGAAGCTTATGAAACGTCTCGGAACCCTGGA

MaWSD2_Rev_Xhol ACGCTCGAGCTTGCGGGTTCGGGCGCGCTT

MaWSD3_For_HindIII ACGAAGCTTATGCGTCAGCTGTCGGAACTGGA

MaWSD3_Rev_Xhol ACGCTCGAGCCTTCTGAATTTGCCCAGCCCAC

MaWSD4_For_HindIII ACGAAGCTTATGTCAGCAAAACGGACGGCCAT

MaWSD4_Rev_SacI ACGGAGCTCGGAGGCCTGGCGGAAACCGC

MaWSD5_For_HindIII ACGAAGCTTATGCTGCCTTCGGATTCAGCCTG

MaWSD5_Rev_Xhol ACGCTCGAGGTCCAGCTGATCCAGTTCCGCC

Primers for A. thaliana constructs

YFP_For_SalI ACTGTCGACATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG

MaFAR_Rev_BamHI GCGGATCCTCATGCCGCTTTTTTACG

CFP_For_XhoI ACTCTCGAGATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG

MaWSD5_Rev_BglII GCAGATCTTCAGTCCAGCTGATCCAGTTCCGC
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2.2 Additional work to manuscript Article I 

 

Katharina Vollheyde prepared the samples for the nanoESI-MS/MS measurement, processed, 

analyzed, displayed and discussed the obtained data. She generated the MaWSD5 mutant 

variant and performed the bifunctionality assay. The nanoESI-MS/MS samples were measured 

by Dr. Cornelia Herrfurth from the Department for Plant Biochemistry (Georg-August-

University, Göttingen). 

 

MaWSD5 and AbWSD1 have similar substrate preferences 

In order to compare fatty alcohol and acyl-CoA preferences of MaWSD5 with those of 

AbWSD1, a nano-electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (nanoESI-MS/MS) 

competition assay (Article II) was performed. The nanoESI-MS/MS method was optimized to 

detect plant WE with 32 carbons or more (Iven et al., 2013). The competition assay can be 

used for a direct comparison of in vitro substrate preferences of WE producing enzymes. The 

assay was performed in parallel with E. coli lysate expressing his6-tagged AbWSD1 and 

MaWSD5 (for materials and methods see manuscript of Article II). As depicted in Figure 2.5, 

MaWSD5 and AbWSD1 share similar acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol preferences in vitro. 

 

DGAT activity cannot be established in MaWSD5 upon mutation 

MaWSD5 was characterized as a monofunctional WSD, showing no DGAT activity in vivo and 

in vitro (see section 2.1 (Article I)). In AbWSD1, two amino acid residues (AbWSD1-V139, 

AbWSD1-I303) were identified within the scope of this thesis, which influence DGAT activity 

of AbWSD1 (Article II). Upon mutation of AbWSD1-V139 towards alanine, phenylalanine or 

tryptophan, DGAT activity was reduced compared to AbWSD1 WT. The double mutant 

AbWSD1-V139W-I303W was not able to produce TAG. In order to test, whether MaWSD5 can 

be converted into a bifunctional WSD, residue MaWSD5-L130, which corresponds to 

AbWSD1-V139 was mutated towards a valine residue (quick change site-directed 

mutagenesis see section 3.1 (Article II), primer sequences (5`→3`): MaWSD5-L130V-for 

ctgttacgccgatggtGTTtccctgctgggtatttttgacc, MaWSD5-L130V-rev 

cccagcagggaAACaccatcggcgtaacagtgatgc). WS and DGAT activities of MaWSD5 WT and 

MaWSD5-L130V were analyzed in vitro. According to the in vitro bifunctionality assay (see 

section 2.1 (Article I)), E. coli lysate expressing either his6-tagged MaWSD5 WT or MaWSD5-

L130V corresponding to 20 µg total protein was incubated with 20 µM 16:0 OH or di-16:0-DAG 
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and 12.5 µL 18:1 CoA (stock concentration: 0.62 mM) for one hour. Extraction, separation and 

visualization of neutral lipids from the reaction mix revealed, that MaWSD5-L130V exhibits WS 

activity similar to MaWSD5 WT. The amino acid substitution did not lead to an establishment 

of DGAT activity in MaWSD5. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. WE profiles of MaWSD5 and AbWSD1. 
E. coli lysate expressing his6-tagged MaWSD5 (purple) and AbWSD1 (grey) was incubated with six 
different acyl-CoA and eight different fatty alcohols. The produced WE species were analyzed by 
nanoESI-MS/MS. The method was optimized for the detection of WE species with 32 carbons or more 
(Iven et al., 2013). Each bar represents the mean of three measurements of one biological replicate + 
standard deviation. Bars of the same color depict different biological replicates. For a better comparison 
of both enzymes, the data for AbWSD1, which are presented in Article II, are displayed again. 
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Figure 2.6. Analysis of WS and DGAT activity of his6-tagged MaWSD5 WT and MaWSD5-L130V. 
(a) E. coli lysate expressing either his6-tagged MaWSD5 WT or his6-tagged MaWSD5-L130V was 
incubated with 20 µM 16:0 OH or di-16:0-DAG and 12.5 µL 18:1 CoA (stock concentration: 0.62 mM) 
for one hour at room temperature. After neutral lipid extraction, lipids were separated and visualized by 
thin layer chromatography. The assay was performed once. (b) SDS-PAGE of E. coli lysate expressing 
the MaWSD5 variants. 7.5 µg total protein were loaded on the gel for each sample. The assay was 
performed once. 
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3 ARTICLE II 

3.1 The crystal structure of the bifunctional wax synthase 1 from 

Acinetobacter baylyi (AbWSD1) reveals a conformational change 

upon substrate binding 

 

The manuscript is ready for submission. Katharina Vollheyde and Karin Kühnel are shared first 

authors. 

 

Except for the AbWSD1 mutants AbWSD1-S148A, AbWSD1-L149A, AbWSD-S148A-L149A, 

AbWSD1-S148A-I343F, AbWSD1-I343F, AbWSD1-I343Y, AbWSD1-I343W, AbWSD1-

S347F, AbWSD1-S347Y, AbWSD1-S374W, Katharina Vollheyde generated the AbWSD1 

amino acid substitution variants within the scope of her thesis. She performed and analyzed 

the TLC-based activity assay and the DTNB-based enzymatic activity assay. She prepared the 

samples for the nanoESI-MS/MS competition assay and processed, analyzed, displayed and 

discussed the obtained data. Katharina Vollheyde generated the multiple sequence alignment, 

analyzed and discussed it regarding prediction of DGAT activity of the enzymes based on 

amino acid residues. She conducted the detailed comparison and interpretation of similarities 

and differences of the AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 crystal structures. She modeled acyl-CoA into 

the structure of AbWSD1, interpreted the results and proposed the substrate-binding model of 

WSD proteins. Except for the crystallization part, Katharina Vollheyde wrote the first draft of 

the manuscript. 
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Abstract 

Wax ester (WE) belong to the class of neutral lipids. They are formed by transesterification of 

an activated fatty acyl moiety to a fatty alcohol. They exhibit diverse physicochemical 

properties, which are of great industrial interest. In order to facilitate a sustainable WE 

production, attempts to produce WE in bacteria and plants are steadily increasing. However, 

for tailor-made WE production a detailed understanding of the catalytic mechanism of WE 

forming enzymes and the structural determinants influencing substrate specificity are 

necessary. A class of well-studied WE producing enzymes are bifunctional bacterial wax 

synthases/acyl-coenzyme A (CoA):diacylglycerol acyltransferases (WSD). Here we report the 

2.1 Å crystal structure of Acinetobacter baylyi WSD1 (AbWSD1), which is the first WSD 

structure with a fatty acid molecule bound in the active site. The location of a co-crystallized 

myristic acid confirms the position of an ealier proposed acyl-CoA binding site. Mutagenesis 

studies identified two amino acids, which are crucial for the acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol O-

acyltransferase (DGAT) activity of the enzyme. Three other residues influence the acyl-CoA 

specificity of AbWSD1. A comparison of the AbWSD1 and Marinobacter aquaeolei WSD1 

(MaWSD1) structures revealed a rearrangement in the C-terminal part of AbWSD1, which 

might be induced upon substrate binding. This conformational change leads to the formation 

of a potential coenzyme A binding site. Structural comparison of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 

together with an evaluation of published amino acid substitution studies yields a deeper 

understanding on how WSD catalyze acyl transfer reactions and the structural determinants 

for substrate specificity. These findings will help to generate WSD variants for tailor-made WE 

production in bacteria and plants. 

 

Introduction 

Wax ester (WE) belong to the class of neutral lipids, similar as triacylglycerol (TAG) 

(Athenstaedt & Daum, 2006). They can be found throughout the whole tree of life, fulfilling 

different functions (Blomquist et al., 1972; Duncan et al., 1974; Cheng & Russell, 2004b; Bagge 

et al., 2012; Barney et al., 2012; Miklaszewska et al., 2013; Rottler et al., 2013; Yeats & Rose, 

2013; Razeq et al., 2014; Santala et al., 2014). WE are formed by the transesterification of an 
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activated fatty acyl-coenzyme A (CoA) ester and a fatty alcohol. Physicochemical properties 

of WE are dependent on the number of carbon atoms and the number of double bonds of the 

fatty acid and the fatty alcohol moiety (Patel et al., 2001). Due to their properties, WE are of 

great interest as industrial lubricants and they are also used for the production of cosmetics, 

packing and coatings (Rontani, 2010; Wei, 2012). Before the banning of whale hunting in the 

1980s, WE mostly derived from sperm whale; nowadays, they are predominantly either 

generated chemically from fossil fuels and plant-derived TAG or they are expensively extracted 

from jojoba seeds (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Hills, 2003; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). Attempts 

to produce WE in bacteria or plants are steadily increasing (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Kalscheuer 

et al., 2006a; Kalscheuer et al., 2006b; Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016; Ruiz-Lopez et 

al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). However, to produce tailor-made WE it is important to fully 

understand the biosynthesis of WE as well as structure determinants for substrate specificities 

of WE-producing enzymes. 

The esterification of a CoA or acyl carrier protein (ACP) activated fatty acid with a fatty alcohol 

is catalyzed by wax synthases (WS), which belong to the class of acyltransferases (Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 2013a). WS enzymes can be divided into three subclasses: acyl-

CoA:diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase (DGAT) 1-like WS, DGAT2-like WS and WS/DGAT 

(WSD) which are mostly found in bacteria (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). In contrast to DGAT1- 

and DGAT2-like WS, bacterial WSD are predicted to have no transmembrane domains; 

however, they were still found to have a hydrophobic character or even to be membrane 

associated (Stöveken et al., 2005; Barney et al., 2012; Knutson et al., 2017; Vollheyde et al., 

2020). Besides the formation of WE from acyl-CoA/ACP and fatty alcohol, most WSD enzymes 

are also able to catalyze the production of TAG from acyl-CoA/ACP and diacylglycerol (DAG, 

Scheme 3.1a) (Daniel et al., 2004; Stöveken et al., 2005; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 

Kalscheuer et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Villa et al., 

2014; Röttig et al., 2015; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). 

All WSD share a conserved HHxxxDG motif, which is proposed to be the catalytic motif 

(Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003; Wältermann et al., 2007; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). The 

catalytic mechanism of WSD is hypothesized to function via a histidine residue (Scheme 3.1b) 

(Stöveken et al., 2009). It is assumed, that the histidine abstracts the proton of the hydroxyl 

group of the fatty alcohol or DAG. The originated negatively charged oxyanion acts as a 

nucleophile and attacks the carbonyl carbon atom of acyl-CoA/ACP. This leads to a cleavage 

of the thioester bond and to the formation of a new oxo ester bond. The obtained CoA/ACP-S- 

is protonated by the histidine and released from the enzyme together with the produced WE 

or TAG. 
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Scheme 3.1. WSD reaction. 
Reaction catalyzed by WSD (a) and proposed reaction mechanism of WSD (based on Stöveken et al. 
(2009)) (b). 

 

The first identified WSD was AbWSD1 from Acinetobacter baylyi (former known as A. 

calcoaceticus) ADP1 (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003). Studied for more than 15 years, 

AbWSD1 (also known as WS/DGAT, Ac1 or AtfA) became a well characterized model enzyme 

for bifunctional WSD (Stöveken et al., 2005; Stöveken et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et 

al., 2012; Barney et al., 2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 

2016). Due to its lack of transmembrane domains, it is possible to purify the enzyme almost to 

homogeneity (Stöveken et al., 2005). In vitro substrate specificity analyses of the WT enzyme 

revealed broad acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol specificities (Stöveken et al., 2005). Whereas WS 

activity of the protein was shown to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics, DGAT activity did neither 

apply to Michaelis-Menten nor to cooperative kinetics (Stöveken et al., 2005). Mutagenesis 

studies identified one amino acid residue of AbWSD1 that is important for the alcohol specificity 
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of the enzyme, as well as several residues, whose substitution resulted in reduced enzymatic 

activity (Barney et al., 2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b). 

The identification of AbWSD1 resulted in the identification of WSD in other organisms. They 

were mostly identified in bacteria, but there are also plant WSD described (Daniel et al., 2004; 

Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 

2008; Arabolaza et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 

2012; Villa et al., 2014; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Vollheyde et al., 2020). Besides 

AbWSD1, the best-characterized WSD are those from the bacterium Marinobacter. There are 

studies available, dealing with the characterization of WSD from Marinobacter aquaeolei 

(MaWSD1-5) and Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus (MhWS1-4) (Holtzapple & Schmidt-

Dannert, 2007; Barney et al., 2012; Barney et al., 2013; Villa et al., 2014; Barney et al., 2015; 

Röttig et al., 2015; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018; Vollheyde et al., 2020). A phylogenetic analysis 

from 2005 revealed, that both Marinobacter species are actually the same, which should be, 

according to the rules of priority, named M. hydrocarbonoclasticus (Márquez & Ventosa, 2005). 

Nevertheless, the genomes of both strains are not hundred percent identical as both strains 

were discovered at different places. Hence, corresponding WSD from M. 

hydrocarbonoclasticus and M. aquaeolei differ slightly from each other. 

MhWS1 and MaWSD1 (also referred to as Ma1 and Ma-WSD/DGAT) differ only in two amino 

acids (MhWS1-194D/MaWSD1-194G, MhWS1-321G/MaWSD1-321E). Besides WS activity, 

MhWS1 and MaWSD1 exhibit DGAT activity similar to AbWSD1 (Holtzapple & Schmidt-

Dannert, 2007; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Amino acid substitution studies identified amino 

acid residues of MaWSD1 which are important for the alcohol specificity (Barney et al., 2013; 

Barney et al., 2015). MhWS2 and MaWSD2 (also referred to as Ma2) vary in only one residue 

(MhWS2-395G/MaWSD2-395D). MhWS2 showed WS but no DGAT activity in in vitro activity 

tests (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007). Nevertheless, upon expression of the protein in 

Escherichia coli a small portion of in vivo TAG production was observed (Röttig et al., 2015). 

For MaWSD2 however, in vitro DGAT activity was observed (Villa et al., 2014). Mutagenesis 

studies in MaWSD2 revealed several residues whose substitution led to reduced enzymatic 

activity (Villa et al., 2014). MhWS3 and MaWSD3 differ in more regions than the two WSD 

pairs described above. Besides a four amino acid long N-terminal deletion in MaWSD3, nine 

amino acid substitutions can be found between both proteins. So far no enzymatic activity was 

observed for any of these proteins (Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Vollheyde et al., 

2020). Amino acid sequences of MhWS4 and MaWSD4 vary not only in eight positions, in 

addition MhWS4 encodes for a stop codon at position 350, which results in a MhWS4 

pseudogene in contrast to an intact open reading frame of MaWSD4 (Holtzapple & Schmidt-

Dannert, 2007). Although WS and DGAT activity were not detected for MaWSD4, the formation 

of an unknown compound upon expression in yeast was observed (Vollheyde et al., 2020). A 
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fifth WSD in M. aquaeolei was only characterized recently (Vollheyde et al., 2020). The enzyme 

was identified to only exhibit WS activity and lacks DGAT activity in vitro and in vivo (Vollheyde 

et al., 2020). 

In 2018, the crystal structure of MaWSD1 was published as the first WSD structure 

(Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Supported by already published amino acid exchange mutants 

and based on further amino acid substitution studies, the fatty alcohol and the acyl-CoA binding 

sites were assigned by the authors (Barney et al., 2013; Barney et al., 2015; Petronikolou & 

Nair, 2018). 

Here we present the crystal structure of AbWSD1, which is the first WSD structure with a bound 

fatty acid. The co-crystallized myristic acid aligns with the proposed acyl-CoA binding site. A 

structural alignment of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 revealed structural differences between both 

enzymes especially in one part of the alignment. We hypothesize that this conformational 

rearrangement might be the consequence of substrate binding by an induced fit mechanism. 

Amino acid substitution studies resulted furthermore in the identification of residues, which 

may be important for the correct positioning of acyl-CoA, as well as residues, which are crucial 

for the DGAT activity of AbWSD1. A detailed structural comparison of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 

together with a further analysis of earlier published WSD mutants, yields a more detailed 

understanding of structural determinants for enzyme catalysis and substrate specificities. This 

knowledge is especially important for tailor-made WE production using bacterial WSD. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Cloning and generation of mutant variants 

A synthetic and for E. coli codon optimized AbWSD1 (accession number: Q8GGG1) 

(Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003) gene was purchased from WIZ-GEN. 

For crystallization, the AbWSD1 gene was amplified from the synthetic plasmid using gene-

specific primers with BamHI/EcoRI restriction sites. The amplified sequence was cloned into 

E. coli expression vector pCOLD (Takara Bio) with a N-terminal hexahistidine (His6) tag and a 

trigger factor (TF) (pCOLD-His6-TF-AbWSD1). 

For enzyme characterization and mutant generation, the AbWSD1 gene was amplified from 

the synthetic plasmid using gene-specific primers with BamHI/HindIII restriction sites. The 

amplified sequence was cloned into E. coli expression vector pET28a (Novagen) with an N-

terminal His6-tag (pET28a-His6-AbWSD1). 
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To generate amino acid substitution mutants of AbWSD1, quick change site-directed 

mutagenesis was performed to introduce nucleobase exchanges on pET28a-His6-AbWSD1. 

Primer sequences for AbWSD1 cloning and mutant generation can be found in Table S3.1. 

 

Crystallization 

pCold-His6-TF-AbWSD1 was transformed into E. coli BL21 StarTM (DE3) cells (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Bacteria were expressed in lysogeny broth (LB) medium or minimal medium was 

used for the incorporation of selenomethionine into the protein (Van Duyne et al., 1993). After 

induction with 1 mM isopropyl β-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) cultures were grown 

overnight at 25 °C. Bacteria were harvested and resuspended into buffer A (30 mM imidazole, 

10 % glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM TRIS pH 7.6) and directly processed without freezing 

them. Cells were lysed with a microfluidizer M-110L (Microfluidics Corporation, Westwood, 

MA) and spun at 20000 g for 1 h at 4 °C. Supernatant was applied onto a 1 mL HisTrap column 

(Sigma) and protein was eluted with a gradient from 0 % to 100 % buffer B composed of 

500 mM imidazole, 10 % glycerol, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM TRIS pH 7.6. Pooled fractions were 

diluted with the same volume gel filtration buffer (150 mM NaCl, 10 % glycerol, 30 mM glycine 

pH 10.0) and kept overnight at 4 °C. 

The protein sample was then concentrated and applied onto a Superdex 200 HiLoad 16/60 

column (Sigma). Fractions were pooled and concentrated to 20 mg/mL, aliquoted, frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C. 

Crystals were grown by in situ proteolysis with trypsin. Trypsin was added in a 1:200 (w/w) 

ration to 20 mg/mL native His6-TF-AbWSD1 before set up of the crystallization screens. 100 nL 

precipitant (17.3 % ethanol, 0.2 M MgCl2, 0.1 M TRIS pH 8.0) were added to 200 nL protein 

using 96-well plates with a Cartesian pipetting robot (Zinsser Analytic). Plates were stored at 

4 °C. Crystals were transferred into a cryoprotectant consisting of mother liquor supplemented 

with 30 % ethylene glycol and then flash cooled in liquid nitrogen. 

Trypsin was added in a 1:1000 ratio (w/w) to 15 mg/mL selenomethionine-labelled His6-TF-

AbWSD1. Sitting drops consisting of 100 nL protein and 100 nL precipitant (14.1 % ethanol, 

0.1 M MgCl2, 0.1 M HEPES pH 7.5) were pipetted with a Gryphon robot (Art Robbins 

Instruments). The 96-well plates were stored at 4 °C. For cryoprotection of the crystals, 2-

methyl-2,4-pentanediol was added to the crystallization drop by transferring it five times with a 

0.4 mm LithoLoop (Molecular Dimensions) at 4 °C. Crystals were then harvested from the drop 

and flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen. 
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X-ray diffraction data were collected at SLS beamlines X06SA and X10SA at 100 K. Data were 

processed with the XDS software package (Kabsch, 1993). The structure was determined by 

single-wavelength anomalous diffraction phasing using the data collected from the 

selenomethionine incorporated crystals. Eleven Se-sites were identified with 

SHELXD/HKL2MAP with an overall correlation coefficient of 51.4 % (Pape & Schneider, 2004; 

Sheldrick, 2008). Subsequent phasing and density modification with SHELXE/HKL2MAP 

yielded an interpretable electron density map. ArpWarp was used for automatic model building 

(Perrakis et al., 1999). Subsequent manual model building was done with COOT (Emsley & 

Cowtan, 2004). The higher resolution native data set was used for refinement with PHENIX 

(Adams et al., 2010). Figures were prepared with PYMOL (Schrodinger, 2006; Schrodinger, 

2010; Schrodinger, 2015). Ligand protein interactions were visualized with LigPlot+ (Wallace 

et al., 1995). 

 

E. coli expression cultures for enzymatic activity test 

pET28a-His6-AbWSD1 was transformed into BL21 StarTM (DE3) and cells were cultivated for 

protein expression in ZYP-5052 rich medium for auto-induction (Studier, 2005) as described 

by Vollheyde et al. (2020). For protein purification, cells from 500 mL culture were harvested 

by centrifugation (4000 g, 25 min, 4 °C) and combined to one pellet. For enzymatic activity 

assays for which only E. coli lysate was needed, cells from 10 mL expression culture were 

harvested by centrifugation (3220 g, 20 min, 4 °C) and were combined to one pellet. Cell 

pellets were stored at -20 °C for further use. 

 

Gravity flow purification of AbWSD1 and variants 

To a cell pellet harvested from 500 mL expression culture 30 mL of ion metal affinity 

chromatography (IMAC) buffer A (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 10 mM 

n-octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (OGP)) were added. The pellet was thawed on ice and meanwhile 

resuspended in the buffer by pipetting up and down and vortexing. A spatula tip of each 

lysozyme (Fluka analytical) and DNaseI (Sigma) were added to the resuspended cell pellet 

and the solution was incubated on ice for 1 h. Afterwards, the solution was split into two 

aliquots, from which each was filled up with IMAC buffer A to a total volume of 25 mL. To each 

of the two aliquots, 125 µL phenyl methane sulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (stock: 200 mM in 

isopropanol) were added and the samples were immediately sonicated for 15 min (pulsed 

sonication, 40 % duty cycle, output control: 4 (micro)), with an alternation of sonication phase 

and resting phase of 1 min. Afterwards, the samples were centrifuged for at least 25 min at 
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10000 g and 4 °C to spin down cell debris. For further protein purification steps the supernatant 

was used. 

IMAC was used to purify the His6-tagged AbWSD1 and mutant variants via tag binding to 

immobilized Co2+ ions. The purification was carried out using 1 mL Talon metal affinity resin 

(Takara Clontech). After loading the before obtained supernatant on the column, impurities 

were washed from the column with 10 mL IMAC buffer A, 10 mL IMAC adenosine triphosphate 

(ATP) buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 10 mM OGP, 5 mM ATP, 

5 mM MgCl2) and 10 mL IMAC buffer A. Elution of His6-tagged protein was done with ten times 

1 mL of a mixture consisting of 50 % IMAC buffer A and 50 % IMAC buffer B (50 mM Tris pH 

7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 M imidazole, 10 mM OGP). Elution fraction 3 was used for further 

experiments or in case more protein was needed, elution fractions 2 and 3 were combined for 

further use. 

Protein concentrations were determined either by Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976) or by using 

a NanodropTM 2000 Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). Protein purity was assayed by 

sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). 

 

Cell lysis for enzymatic activity assays 

For each sample a cell pellet harvested from 10 mL expression culture was used. The pellet 

was thawed on ice and meanwhile resuspended in 6 mL IMAC buffer A (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 

150 mM NaCl, 30 mM imidazole, 10 mM OGP). 30 µL PMSF (stock: 200 mM in isopropanol) 

were added and the cells were immediately lyzed by sonicating five times for 30 s (pulsed 

sonication, 40 % duty cycle, output control: 4 (micro)) with a resting phase of 1 min after each 

sonication phase. Total protein concentration of the lysate sample was determined by Bradford 

assay (Bradford, 1976) and lysate samples were diluted with IMAC buffer A to the desired 

protein concentration. 

 

Nano-electrospray ionization tandem mass spectrometry (nanoESI-MS/MS) 

competition assay 

The nanoESI-MS/MS measurement was performed as described by Iven et al. (2013). 

Enzymatic reaction conditions were chosen according to Barney et al. (2012) by applying 

changes to the protocol. If not stated differently, fatty alcohols and acyl-CoA were purchased 

from Sigma. 
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Reaction mixtures were set up consisting of 20 µL E. coli lysate (corresponding to 20 µg total 

protein), 4 µL of each of the eight fatty alcohols (1 mM stock solution in dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO); used fatty alcohols: 10:0 OH, 12:0 OH, 14:0 OH, 16:0 OH, 16:1 OH, 18:0 OH, 18:1 

OH, 20:0 OH) and 2.5 µL of each of the six acyl-CoA (stock solutions in 20 mM phosphate 

buffer pH 7.34; used acyl-CoA: 14:0 CoA (stock: 1.05 mM), 16:0 CoA (stock: 0.27 mM), 16:1 

CoA (stock: 0.85 mM), 18:0 CoA (stock: 0.73 mM), 18:1 CoA (stock: 0.62 mM), 20:0 CoA 

(Avanti Polar Lipids, stock: 0.53 mM)) in a total volume of 800 µL reaction buffer (50 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl). To determine the signal background of the 

nanoESI-MS/MS measurement, a control sample with lysate from E. coli expressing an empty 

vector was also prepared. Samples were incubated for 30 min at room temperature before 

stopping the reactions by shock-freezing the samples in liquid nitrogen. Until neutral lipid 

extraction was performed, samples were stored at -20 °C. 

Neutral lipid extraction was performed as described by Vollheyde et al. (2020) for the in vitro 

bifunctionality assay using 800 µL solvents instead of 1 mL and without adding internal 

extraction standards. The extracted neutral lipids were spotted on a thin layer chromatography 

(TLC) silica plate (TLC Silica gel 60, 20 x 20 cm, Merck Millipore). The TLC plate was 

developed with hexane/diethyl ether/acetic acid (80:20:1, v/v/v) as running solvent. Afterwards, 

the plate was sprayed with 8-anilino-1-naphthalene sulfonic acid (0.2 %, w/v) and lipid bands 

were marked under UV light. WE-containing bands were scraped from the plate and WE were 

extracted from the silica with hexane. For that, 1 mL hexane was added to the silica of each 

sample and the samples were vortexed. The samples were either stored overnight at -20 °C 

with argon or processed further immediately. After centrifugation (10 min, 800 g), the hexane 

phase was transferred to a new vial and another 1 mL hexane was added to the silica. After 

vortexing and centrifuging (10 min, 800 g), the hexane phase was combined with the first 

hexane phase. To remove remaining small silica particles, 500 µL ultrapure water were added 

to the combined hexane phase, the sample was vortexed and centrifuged (10 min, 800 g). The 

upper hexane phase was transferred to a new vial and either stored overnight at -20 °C with 

argon or processed further immediately. The hexane was evaporated under a nitrogen stream 

and WE were dissolved in 50 µL methanol:chloroform (2:1, v/v) containing 5 mM ammonium 

acetate for the nanoESI-MS/MS measurement. Each sample was measured three times. From 

all three empty vector controls, the signal areas of each transition of the multiple reaction 

monitoring (MRM) were averaged and these data were considered as background signals. 

Therefore, these means were subtracted from the signal area of the corresponding MRM 

transition of each sample measurement. Resulted negative values were set to zero. Relative 

amounts of all WE species in one measurement were calculated and mean values and 

standard deviations were calculated from the three measurements for each WE species of 

each sample. 
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TLC-based enzymatic activity assay 

The assay, modified from Stöveken et al. (2005) using enzymatic reaction conditions chosen 

according to Barney et al. (2012), was performed as described by Vollheyde et al. (2020). Fatty 

alcohol, DAG and acyl-CoA were purchased from Sigma if not stated differently. 

The assay was performed with E. coli lysate. The reactions were set up with 20 µM 18:1 OH 

or di-16:0-DAG (20 µL of 1 mM stock solution in DMSO), 12.5 µL 18:1 CoA (stock solution of 

0.62 mM in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.34) and 20 µL protein solution (corresponding to 

20 µg total protein from lysate samples) in a total volume of 1 mL enzymatic activity reaction 

buffer (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl). 

Neutral lipid extraction and TLC were performed as described by Vollheyde et al. (2020) for 

the in vitro bifunctionality assay. 

 

Results 

AbWSD1 crystallized with a bound myristic acid 

A fusion protein of E. coli TF and A. baylyi bifunctional AbWSD1 was crystallized through in 

situ proteolysis with trypsin (Table S3.2). Crystals diffracted up to 2.1 Å resolution. The 

structure was determined by single-wavelength anomalous diffraction phasing using 

selenomethionine labelled crystals. The structure revealed that AbWSD1 crystallized without 

the TF. 

AbWSD1 consists of two subdomains and each subdomain is composed of an / fold with a 

mixed -sheet (Figure 3.1a). The stretch comprising residues 166-217, which connects both 

subdomains is missing from the structure. The AbWSD1 structure contains 384 from 458 

residues. There are crossovers between the two subdomains with strands β12 and β13 

completing the N-terminal -sheet and strand β13 interacts with strand β1. Furthermore, 

strands β7 and β8 interact with strand β15 in the -sheet of the C-terminal subdomain. The 

electrostatic potential of the protein revealed mostly negatively charged residues on the 

surface of the N-terminal part of the enzyme and more positively charged residues on the 

surface of the C-terminal part (Figure 3.1b). 

AbWSD1 belongs to the superfamily of CoA-dependent acyltransferases (Murzin et al., 1995). 

A DALI search revealed that the structure of MaWSD1 (PDB accession code 6CHJ) is the most 

similar structure to AbWSD1 in the Protein Data Bank (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018; Holm, 2020). 

AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 structures share 47 % sequence identity and superimpose with a root 
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mean square deviation (r.m.s.d.) of 1.9 Å for 355 aligned residues in case of MaWSD1 chain 

A and 356 aligned residues in case of MaWSD1 chain B. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Crystal structure of AbWSD1. 
(a) Rainbow representation of AbWSD1. The polypeptide chain and secondary structure elements are 
colored from dark blue (N-terminus) to red (C-terminus). The co-crystallized myristic acid is depicted in 
grey with red oxygen atoms. A detailed view of the fatty acid is shown in Figure 3.2a. (b) Electrostatic 
potential of AbWSD1. The electrostatic potential of the surface was depicted using the APBS Tools 
Pymol plugin (Baker et al., 2001; Dolinsky et al., 2004; Lerner & Carlson, 2006). Red color marks areas 
with positively charged residues, blue highlights regions with negatively charged residues, grey depicts 
neutral amino acids. 

 

The AbWSD1 structure contains a myristic acid (14:0, the number in front of the colon displays 

the number of carbon atoms, the number behind the colon displays the number of double 

bonds) that most likely bound during E. coli expression (Figure 3.1a and 3.2). The aliphatic 

chain of the saturated fatty acid forms hydrophobic interactions with the -sheet and helix α6 

in the N-terminal subdomain (Figure 3.2). The carboxylate group is localized in the active 

center of the enzyme at the interface of both subdomains. The conserved HHxxxDG motif is 
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localized in the loop connecting strand β6 and helix α6 (Figure 3.2a). A part of the motif is 

arranged in a short α-helical turn (α5). The second histidine AbWSD1-H133 of the motif and 

AbWSD1-D137 are pointing towards the active site. The carboxylate group of myristic acid 

forms a hydrogen bond with the amide nitrogen of AbWSD1-G138 (Figure 3.2b). 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Active site. 
(a) The conserved motif HHAMVDG is shown with the 2.1 Å resolution 2mFo-DFc electron density map 
contoured at σ=1.3. The bound ligand myristic acid is shown with the omit difference electron density 
map contoured at σ=+2.5. Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue and sulfur in yellow. 
(b) The schematic view shows the interactions between myristic acid and AbWSD1. Oxygen atoms are 
depicted in red, the nitrogen atom is depicted in blue. The figure was prepared with LigPlot+ (Wallace 
et al., 1995). 

 

AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 crystal structures differ in two distinct areas 

The recently crystallized MaWSD1 is the closest homolog of AbWSD1 in Marinobacter 

(Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). A structural comparison of 

both MaWSD1 chains with AbWSD1 shows that the two proteins share a nearly identical 

tertiary structure (Figure 3.3a, Figure S3.1). The second histidine of the catalytic motif 

(HHxxxDG) of both enzymes is located at a similar position. However, MaWSD1-H136 is 

slightly twisted in both chains compared to AbWSD1-H133. 
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Figure 3.3. Structural alignment of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1. 
(a) The structures of AbWSD1 (green) and MaWSD1 chain A (purple) and chain B (dark blue) were 
superimposed using Pymol 2.2.0a0 (Schrodinger, 2015). The yellow and red dashed ellipses highlight 
areas that structurally differ between AbWSD1 and MaWSD1. The black dashed ellipse marks the 
proposed catalytic histidines. The co-crystallized myristic acid in AbWSD1 is depicted in pink with red 
oxygen atoms. (b) Inner surfaces of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 chain B. The red dashed ellipses mark 
putative substrate binding sites (Pocket 1: acyl-CoA; Pocket 2: fatty alcohol) proposed by Petronikolou 
and Nair (2018). 
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Although AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 are structurally very similar, they differ in two areas (Figure 

3.3a). Area 1 consists of the region C-terminal of helix α9 and α10 from AbWSD1 as well as 

α5, the C-terminal part of α8 and α9 (and a small α-helix only present in chain A) from 

MaWSD1. Helix α5 from MaWSD1 was described as a helical linker region between the N- 

and C-terminal domain of the protein (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). The helix is positioned on 

top of the C-terminal part of α9. Both helices interact with each other through hydrophobic 

interactions between alanine, leucine, isoleucine and phenylalanine residues. The 

corresponding region of AbWSD1 is missing in the crystal structure. 

Helix α9 from MaWSD1 and the corresponding helix α10 from AbWSD1 differ not only in 

position, but also in length. Whereas α10 from AbWSD1 is shorter and shifted towards α1, α9 

is longer and kinked and shifted towards the outer part of the protein. Due to the inward position 

of α10 in AbWSD1, the C-terminal part of α9 is shortened in the protein compared to MaWSD1 

α8. Petronikolou and Nair (2018) identified two potential substrate binding pockets in 

MaWSD1, which were proposed to harbor the acyl-CoA and the fatty alcohol during WE 

production. Whereas pocket 1 can be found in a similar position and also with a comparable 

size in AbWSD1, pocket 2 is much smaller (Figure 3.3b). The reduction in size of pocket 2 in 

AbWSD1 is caused by the shift of α10 towards α1. This conformational difference results in 

the closure of pocket 2 on top of the active site. 

Area 2 depicts a second region with structural differences between AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 

(Figure 3.3a). This area consists of a loop region that is present in AbWSD1 but not displayed 

in the structure of MaWSD1. The loop region is located on the outside of the protein, covering 

the region beneath the entrance towards the active site of the enzyme. 

 

The co-crystallized myristic acid aligns with the proposed acyl-CoA binding 

site 

Petronikolou and Nair (2018) assigned pocket 1 of MaWSD1 as the potential acyl-CoA binding 

site. This assignment is confirmed by our finding that the co-crystallized myristic acid aligns 

perfectly with pocket 1 of AbWSD1 (Figure 3.3b). Furthermore, Petronikolou and Nair (2018) 

could show that mutations of the pocket aligning residues MaWSD1-G25 and MaWSD1-A144 

towards valine and phenylalanine, respectively, change the acyl-CoA preference of MaWSD1, 

but not the fatty alcohol specificity. These mutations shorten pocket 1 and only allow the 

binding of C6-CoA and C7-CoA in a fully extended form. A structural alignment of AbWSD1 

and MaWSD1 shows that MaWSD1-G25 and MaWSD1-A144 are both located as such that 

an interaction with an acyl chain positioned like the co-crystallized myristic acid is possible 

(Figure 3.4a, c, e). Within the alignment, the side chain of MaWSD1-A144 even interacts with 
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the carbons C8 and C9 of myristic acid within a distance of 3.5 Å. This shows, that a mutation 

of both residues towards larger amino acids closes the cavity and results in a preference for 

shorter acyl chains. 

In order to obtain more evidence for the binding of acyl-CoA in pocket 1 upon WE production, 

amino acid exchange mutants were generated for AbWSD1. Residues AbWSD1-V23 and 

AbWSD1-G24 were chosen for mutations towards tryptophan. Both residues are located on 

the β-strand β1 like MaWSD1-G25, but compared to MaWSD1-G25 and MaWSD1-A144, both 

amino acids are closer positioned towards the proposed catalytic histidine (Figure 3.4a, b, d). 

A LigPlot+ analysis depicts that AbWSD1-V23 and AbWSD1-G24 both show hydrophobic 

interactions with carbon C3 and C5 as well as C6 and C8 of myristic acid (Figure 3.2b). 

However, as neither WE nor TAG formation was detected for the generated double mutant 

AbWSD1-V23W-G24W by the TLC-based enzymatic activity assay, a more detailed analysis 

for changes in substrate specificities was not possible (Figure 3.5a, Figure S3.2, Table S3.3). 

Attempts to extend pocket 1 by generating the mutants AbWSD1-S148A, AbWSD1-L149A and 

AbWSD1-S148A-L149A, resulted in less active protein in case of the AbWSD1-L149 mutants 

and no changes in acyl-CoA specificity for AbWSD1-S148A (data not shown). All generated 

amino acid exchange mutants are summarized in Table S3.3. The AbWSD1 structure with all 

marked amino acids that were substituted is shown in Figure S3.3. 
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Figure 3.4. Acyl-CoA binding pocket. 
(a) Superimposition of AbWSD1 (green) with co-crystallized myristic acid (pink) and MaWSD1 chain B 
(blue) (b) AbWSD1 alone (c) MaWSD1 chain B alone (d) inner surface of AbWSD1 (e) inner surface of 
MaWSD1 chain B. The proposed catalytic histidines are depicted as well as mutated residues around 
the acyl-CoA binding site in AbWSD1 (this study) and in MaWSD1 (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Yellow 
dashed lines mark interactions between atoms within 3.5 Å. Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen 
atoms in blue. 
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Figure 3.5. Analysis of the DAG binding pocket. 
(a) Analysis of WS and DGAT activities of different AbWSD1 variants. E. coli lysate of cells expressing 
AbWSD1 WT or the generated amino acid exchange mutants was incubated for one hour at room 
temperature either with 18:1 CoA and 18:1 OH to test for WS activity or 18:1 CoA and di-16:0-DAG to 
test for DGAT activity. Neutral lipids were extracted from the reaction mix and separated by TLC. (b) 
Close up of the DAG binding cavity. The mutated residues are depicted as well as the proposed catalytic 
histidine. Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue. (c) (d) WE competition assay. 
E. coli lysate expressing the enzyme variants was incubated with six different acyl-CoA and eight 
different fatty alcohols. The produced WE species were analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS. The method is 
optimized for the detection of WE species with 32 carbons or more (Iven et al., 2013). To determine 
enzyme specificities, detected WE species were grouped by the incorporated acyl-CoA (c) and fatty 
alcohol species (d). Each bar represents the mean of three measurements of one biological replicate ± 
standard deviation. Bars of the same color depict different biological replicates. For a better comparison 
of AbWSD1 WT and AbWSD1-V139W-I303W, the data for AbWSD1 WT, which is the same presented 
in Figure 3.6, is displayed again. 
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The β-strand β11 is important for right acyl-CoA positioning 

The LigPlot+ analysis shows an interaction of AbWSD1-S374 and AbWSD1-V376 with the 

carboxylate group of myristic acid, too (Figure 3.2b). Both residues are located on the β-strand 

β11 (Figure 3.6a, Figure S3.4). Amino acids forming this β-strand are quite conserved in WSD 

(Figure S3.5). The β-strand forms the curvature opposite to the active site. Except for 

AbWSD1-S374 and AbWSD1-V376, also AbWSD1-V372 is located on β11, facing towards the 

cavity. Directly on top of AbWSD1-V372 a third valine is located (AbWSD1-V350), which is 

part of α-helix α10 and it is also oriented towards the active site. 

In order to analyze the sterical influence of the described valine residues on the positioning of 

acyl-CoA, these residues were mutated to the large but still hydrophobic tryptophan. The 

AbWSD1-V376W single mutant was generated to analyze the sterical importance of the C-

terminal part of β11. To get more information about the sterical function of the N-terminal part 

of β11 and also about the region on top of this, the double mutant AbWSD1-V350W-V372W 

was generated. The influence of the mutations on substrate selectivity were analyzed by a 

nanoESI-MS/MS competition assay. For that, lysate of E. coli cells expressing the enzyme 

variants was incubated with six different acyl-CoA and eight different fatty alcohols. The 

generated WE species were analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS. The method is optimized for the 

detection of WE species of 32 carbons and more (Iven et al., 2013) and was used here for a 

direct comparison of produced WE species by AbWSD1 WT and mutants. The measured WE 

profiles of AbWSD1 WT, AbWSD1-V376W and AbWSD1-V350W-V372W are shown in the 

Figure S3.6. Figures 3.6c and d depict the relative amounts of the chain length specificities for 

the fatty acid and the alcohol moieties. Compared to AbWSD1 WT, AbWSD1-V376W and 

AbWSD1-V350W-V372W show a higher preference for the incorporation of 18:0 CoA into WE 

and a lower preference for the incorporation of 20:0 CoA. In terms of fatty alcohol selectivity 

the differences are not that pronounced between the AbWSD1 WT and the two mutants. 

AbWSD1-V350W-V372W seems to have a higher preference for 14:0 OH and a lower 

preference for 16:0 OH when compared to the AbWSD1 WT. In addition to AbWSD1-V376W, 

also AbWSD1-V376A and AbWSD1-V376F were analyzed by the nanoESI-MS/MS assay. 

Both mutants showed a similar substrate preference as AbWSD1 WT (data not shown). 

Compared to WT, AbWSD1-V376W and AbWSD1-V350W-V372W showed less WE forming 

activity and at least no detectable DGAT activity (Figure 3.5a, Figure S3.7). Due to that, it is 

not possible to conclude, that the preference for the incorporation of shorter acyl-CoA into WE 

is caused by sterical hindrance or, whether it is an artefact caused by the lower enzymatic 

activity. Interestingly, for AbWSD1-V376A and AbWSD1-V376F a reduced DGAT activity was 

observed as well, whereas the WS activity was comparable to WS activity of AbWSD1 WT 

(Figure S3.7). 
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Figure 3.6. Amino acids forming the active site opposite to the catalytic histidine. 
(a) (b) Close up of the active site of AbWSD1 without (a) and with (b) inner curvatures displayed. The 
catalytic histidine is depicted as well as the amino acid residues that were mutated in this study. Oxygen 
atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue (c) (d) WE competition assay. E. coli lysate expressing 
the enzyme variants was incubated with six different acyl-CoA and eight different fatty alcohols. The 
produced WE species were analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS. The method is optimized for the detection of 
WE species with 32 carbons or more (Iven et al., 2013). To determine enzyme specificities, detected 
WE species were grouped by the incorporated acyl-CoA (c) and fatty alcohol species (d). Each bar 
represents the mean of three measurements of one biological replicate ± standard deviation. Bars of 
the same color depict different biological replicates. For a better comparison of AbWSD1 WT and the 
mutants, the data for AbWSD1 WT, which is the same presented in Figure 3.5, is displayed again. 

 

A conformational change of helix α10 may facilitate the binding of the CoA unit 

Petronikolou and Nair (2018) identified two substrate pockets within the structure of MaWSD1. 

They allocated the potential acyl-CoA binding site in pocket 1 and assigned pocket 2 as the 

fatty alcohol binding site (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). In order to study cavities within AbWSD1 

and to compare them with MaWSD1, cavities within both proteins were analyzed using CAVER 

3.0.1 PyMol plugin (Chovancova et al., 2012; Pavelka et al., 2016). The CAVER analysis 

revealed three potential cavities in AbWSD1 and four cavities around the active site of 

MaWSD1 (Figure S3.8). Based on Petronikolou and Nair (2018) and results described here, 

two out of these four cavities are involved in substrate binding: Cavity 1 resembles pocket 1 
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and binds the acyl chain and cavity 2 in MaWSD1 is assigned to the narrowed pocket 2 of 

AbWSD1 and harbors the fatty alcohol. 

Petronikolou and Nair (2018) proposed binding of acyl-CoA with the acyl chain hidden in pocket 

1, the phosphoadenosine moiety exposed to the solvent and the pantetheine part linking both. 

As a consequence of the inward position of AbWSD1-α10, the large aperture in front of the 

active site as present in MaWSD1 (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018) is closed in AbWSD1 and cavity 

C3 is generated instead (Figure S3.8). To investigate whether a binding of acyl-CoA, especially 

of the pantetheine linker and the phosphoadenosine moiety might also be possible in cavity 

C3, palmitoyl-CoA was modelled into the structure of AbWSD1 (Figure S3.9a). Upon 

positioning of palmitoyl-CoA the following prerequisites were considered: 1. the acyl chains of 

the co-crystallized myristic acid and the modelled palmitoyl-CoA are at similar positions; 2. the 

hydrogen bonding distance between AbWSD1-G138 main chain NH and the carboxyl group 

of the co-crystallized myristic acid is retained in the model by the AbWSD1-G138 main chain 

NH and the thioester CO (Figure 3.2b); 3. the sulfur atom of the thioester is in close proximity 

to the proposed catalytic AbWSD1-H133 to allow a protonation of the CoA-S- after the thioester 

bond cleavage as proposed by Stöveken et al. (2009); 4. the carbonyl carbon of the thioester 

is facing towards the alcohol cavity to be accessible for the nucleophilic attack of the oxyanion; 

5. the pantetheine part is modelled in the upper part of the cavity to leave some space in the 

catalytic pocket for the fatty alcohol and DAG. When sticking to these prerequisites palmitoyl-

CoA is positioned in AbWSD1 as shown in Figure S3.9a. Due to the short length of cavity C3 

only the pantetheine linker of palmitoyl-CoA is buried in the cavity and the phosphoadenosine 

part is exposed to the solvent (Figure 3.7a, Figure S3.9b). This would also allow a binding of 

acyl-ACP, which harbors the larger ACP instead of the phosphoadenosine part. By sticking to 

prerequisites 3 and 5, the thioester bond of the modelled palmitoyl-CoA may be slightly twisted 

compared to the position of the carboxyl group of the co-crystallized myristic acid (Figure 

S3.9a, c). In the model, palmitoyl-CoA is able to form four hydrogen bonds with amino acids 

from AbWSD1 (Figure 3.7): thioester CO – AbWSD1-G138 (main chain NH); first peptide bond 

NH – AbWSD1-D137 (Oδ1); second peptide CO – AbWSD1-R337 (Nη2-H); first phosphate 

PO – AbWSD1-H5 (Nδ1). Interestingly, AbWSD1-D137 and AbWSD1-G138 are part of the 

conserved catalytic motif. The corresponding amino acids in MaWSD1 are MaWSD1-N5, 

MaWSD1-D140, MaWSD1-G141 and MaWSD1-H342. The positions of the first three amino 

acids are similar in the structures of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1. However, MaWSD1-H342 is 

differently located on top of MaWSD1-α8 facing towards the outside of the protein (Figure 

S3.9d). The C-terminal part of MaWSD1-α8 is the region that is present as a loop region in 

AbWSD1 on the N-terminal site of AbWSD1-α10 which is positioned inward compared to the 

corresponding MaWSD1-α9. 
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The position of MaWSD1-H342 seems too far away from the active site in order to interact with 

CoA. However, a conformational change within MaWSD1, which moves α9 closer to α1 might 

lead to a shortening of α8 at the C-terminal part and together with this, a positional change of 

MaWSD1-H342 towards a similar position as AbWSD1-R337 might be possible. Since 

AbWSD1 crystallized with a bound myristic acid and MaWSD1 not, it might be possible, that 

this described conformational change occurs upon acyl-CoA binding. 

To analyze, whether the incubation with substrates leads to a conformational change in 

AbWSD1, dynamic light scattering (DLS) was performed. But, as the particle sizes in tested 

solutions with AbWSD1 were not homogenous, it was not possible to detect small differences 

in protein size after substrate addition (data not shown). 

 

Figure 3.7. Modelling of palmitoyl-CoA into the structure of AbWSD1. 
(a) Chemical structure of palmitoyl-CoA. The grey box highlights the area that is burried in cavity C3. 
The yellow dashed lines mark potential hydrogen bonds between the molecule and amino acids of 
AbWSD1. (b) 3D orientation of the modelled palmitoyl-CoA and the amino acids forming potential 
hydrogen bonds (yellow dashed lines) in AbWSD1. Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms 
in blue, phosphorus atoms in orange and the sulfur atom is depicted in dark yellow. 
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The loop region from area 2 is important for DAG binding 

AbWSD1 is a bifunctional enzyme, that is not only capable to produce WE from acyl-CoA and 

fatty alcohols, but also TAG from acyl-CoA and DAG (Stöveken et al., 2005). However, DAG 

and fatty alcohol clearly differ on the structural level. Whereas the fatty alcohol only consists 

of an alkyl chain with the hydroxyl group at one end, DAG consists of two acyl chains esterified 

to a glycerol backbone. The second carbon chain does not only lead to a larger molecule, but 

also the presence of the esterified glycerol backbone might result in the need of a more 

hydrophilic binding environment. 

To analyze, whether cavity 4 might be involved in DAG binding, amino acid exchange mutants 

of residues surrounding this cavity were generated. The cavity is formed by the loop region 

from area 2, the α-helix α6 and the C-terminal part of β11 together with the subsequent loop 

region (Figure S3.8b). For this purpose, a valine residue from α6 (AbWSD1-V139) and an 

isoleucine residue from the loop region of area 2 (AbWSD1-I303) facing each other were 

chosen (Figure 3.5b). 

Mutations of AbWSD1-V139 towards alanine, phenylalanine, tryptophan and isoleucine 

resulted in changes in TAG production, but did not affect WE production when the mutants 

were compared to WT (Figure S3.7). The generated AbWSD1-V139W-I303W double mutant 

did not produce TAG in detectable amounts anymore (Figure 3.5a, Figure S3.2). The WE 

production as well as the acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol specificities were not altered in the double 

mutant (Figures 3.5a,c,d, Figures S3.2, S3.6). After one hour incubation of E. coli lysate 

expressing the WT or the mutant enzyme with 18:1 OH and 18:1 CoA, the produced WE 

amounts of the mutant were comparable with that of the WT enzyme (Figure 3.5a, Figure 

S3.2). An analysis of AbWSD1-V139W-I303W with the nanoESI-MS/MS competition assay 

also showed that the substrate selectivity towards acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol is not changed 

compared to the WT enzyme (Figures 3.5c,d, Figure S3.6). 

Within the class of WSD, enzymes are described that are not capable to produce TAG 

(Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King et al., 2007; Vollheyde et al., 2020). Having amino acids 

identified that form the potential DAG binding site, it may now be possible to examine, whether 

the ability to produce TAG can be predicted from the amino acid sequence. To investigate this, 

a multiple sequence alignment of 25 WSD from bacteria and plants was generated. Out of 

these 25 WSD, 17 enzymes were described to harbor WS and DGAT activity, three only have 

WS activity, three others were only tested on WE production and exhibited WS activity and the 

last two enzymes are only able to form TAG (Table S3.4). Figure 3.8 depicts the parts of the 

multiple sequence alignment that contain the DAG cavity forming residues of AbWSD1. It can 

be seen, that mono- and bifunctional WSD do not from groups in the alignment. Differences 

caused by different phylogenetic origins seem to be more pronounced than differences that 
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cause differences in substrate specificities. An evaluation of parts of the potential DAG cavity 

revealed no correlation between DAG cavity forming amino acid residues and the ability to 

produce WE or TAG. 

Amino acids from tDGAT of Thermonospora curvata that were identified to have an influence 

on the DGAT activity upon mutation (Röttig et al., 2015; Santín et al., 2019a) as well as 

AbWSD1-G355, that was shown by Röttig et al. (2015) to lead to a lack of DGAT activity of 

AbWSD1 when exchanged to isoleucine, are marked in the sequence alignment (Figure S3.5). 

None of these residues align with amino acid residues that form the proposed DAG binding 

site in AbWSD1. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Sequence alignment of mono- and bifunctional WSD. 
The displayed part of the sequence alignment depicts the amino acids that align to the proposed DAG 
cavity in AbWSD1. The color code provides information whether the enzyme was tested for WS or DGAT 
activity and whether the enzyme exhibits the tested activity. A detailed list of all enzymes used for the 
sequence alignment can be found in Table S3.4. The whole sequence alignment can be found in Figure 
S3.5. 
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Discussion 

The role of conserved active site residues 

The class of bacterial bifunctional WSD was discovered 17 years ago (Kalscheuer & 

Steinbüchel, 2003). Since then a number of enzymes were characterized (Kalscheuer & 

Steinbüchel, 2003; Daniel et al., 2004; Kalscheuer et al., 2004; Stöveken et al., 2005; 

Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 

2008; Arabolaza et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 

2012; Villa et al., 2014; Röttig et al., 2015; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; 

Miklaszewska et al., 2018; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018; Santín et al., 2019a; Vollheyde et al., 

2020). The WSD from Acinetobacter and Marinobacter however are the best-characterized 

WSD so far. With the aim to gain a more detailed information on the enzymes´ catalytic 

mechanism, several amino acid exchange mutants of AbWSD1, MaWSD1 and MaWSD2 were 

analyzed (Stöveken et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Villa et al., 

2014; Barney et al., 2015; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). However, without any available crystal 

structure of WSD, it was only possible to draw limited conclusions about the role of the mutated 

residues. This situation changed when the first crystal structure of a WSD (MaWSD1) was 

published recently (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). The AbWSD1 structure presented here further 

contributes to our understanding, since it also contains a bound fatty acid, which clarifies the 

location of the active site. A comparison of both WSD structures revealed that the two proteins 

share a nearly identical tertiary structure and that acyl-CoA binding causes a conformational 

change of the active site. 

The availability of two structures allows a detailed structure-function analysis of WSD, which 

also takes published analyses of general enzymatic characteristics and amino acid exchange 

mutants of several WSD into account. In 2009, a catalytic mechanism for AbWSD1 was 

proposed that is based on a histidine residue (Stöveken et al., 2009). Mutagenesis of the two 

histidines from the conserved HHxxxDG motif significantly reduced the enzymatic activity of 

AbWSD1 (Stöveken et al., 2009). However, although the substitution of the second histidine 

had a larger impact on the enzymatic activity than the exchange of the first one, it remained 

unclear, which one of the two histidines abstracts the hydrogen from the fatty alcohol´s 

hydroxyl group (Scheme 3.1b). Similar results were also obtained upon the substitution of the 

two histidines in MaWSD2 (Villa et al., 2014). The crystal structures of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 

show that the second histidine may be the one that is involved in catalysis because only the 

second histidine of MaWSD1 (MaWSD1-H136) faces towards pocket 2, whereas MaWSD1-

H135 is twisted away from it (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). A similar observation was made in 

this study. The orientation of AbWSD1-H133 towards the carboxylate group of the co-

crystallized myristic acid provides even stronger evidence that the second histidine is involved 
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in catalysis (Figure 3.2a). The structural importance of the first histidine of the catalytic motif is 

supported by mutational studies for both AbWSD1 and MaWSD2 and can be explained by the 

fact that AbWSD1-H132 is located in hydrogen bonding distance to AbWSD1-E15 as 

MaWSD1-H135 is it to MaWSD1-E15 (Figure S3.10) (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Villa et al., 

2014; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). The existence of this hydrogen bond was also supported by 

the mutation of AbWSD1-E15 towards lysine. It resulted in a severe reduction in enzymatic 

activity and this residue was found to be conserved among different WSD (Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 2013b). A second hydrogen bond of AbWSD1-H132 with AbWSD1-W112 is part 

of a conserved motif as well. This so-called PLW motif was studied in MaWSD2 (Villa et al., 

2014). It consists of a proline, a leucine and the tryptophan residue (Figure S3.10). Mutations 

of the proline and the leucine residues towards alanine led to a reduced enzymatic activity of 

MaWSD2. The tryptophan-alanine-mutant however may result in major structural changes, 

since it was found to be insoluble. Together the position of the PLW motif and the hydrogen 

bond towards AbWSD1-H132 strongly suggest that it is needed to facilitate the structural 

integrity of the catalytic motif as already suggested by Villa et al. (2014). 

Apart from the two histidine residues an aspartate and a glycine residue are also part of the 

conserved catalytic motif. Whereas an AbWSD1-D137A substitution did not result in significant 

decrease of WS activity, the MaWSD1-D140A variant had only around 50 % WS activity 

(Stöveken et al., 2009; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Therefore, the authors speculated that 

MaWSD1-D140 might be important for structural integrity of the catalytic site loop because it 

forms hydrogen bonds with residues in MaWSD1-α4. This is possible in AbWSD1 as well, 

where AbWSD1-D137 forms hydrogen bonds with residues of AbWSD1-α6 (corresponding to 

MaWSD1-α4). However, additional hydrogen bonds between AbWSD1-D137 and AbWSD1-

R302 are found in AbWSD1. AbWSD1-R302 is one of the residues that forms the proposed 

DAG cavity and AbWSD1-R302 is part of the loop region of area 2, which is missing in the 

MaWSD1 crystal structure. The modelling of palmitoyl-CoA into the AbWSD1 structure 

indicates that AbWSD1-D137 could form a hydrogen bond to the pantetheine part, suggesting 

that the conserved aspartate might also be needed for the right positioning of acyl-CoA. 

Following this line, AbWSD1-G138 is in hydrogen bonding distance to the carboxyl group of 

the co-crystallized myristic acid. This rises the hypothesis that the main chain NH of AbWSD1-

G138 might also interact with the carbonyl group of the acyl-CoA´s thioester as shown for the 

modelled palmitoyl-CoA (Figure 3.7). The main chain NH of the glycine residue might function 

in a similar manner as an oxyanion hole in serine proteases (Hedstrom, 2002). It could stabilize 

the negatively charged oxyanion that is formed upon a possible intermediate state during the 

nucleophilic attack of the oxyanion of the fatty alcohol on the carbonyl C of the thioester. In line 

with this, a substitution of the glycine residue towards alanine in AbWSD1 did not significantly 

affect the WS activity of the enzyme (Stöveken et al., 2009), because alanine is not much 
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larger than glycine and the important interaction with the carbonyl oxygen is taking place via 

the main chain. 

 

The combination of both available WSD structures lead to unravelling their 

substrate binding sites 

The two bacterial WSD structures do not only allow the correct assignment of the active site, 

but also the identification of substrate binding sites. Based on their own mutational studies and 

supported by the publications of Barney and colleagues (Barney et al., 2013; Barney et al., 

2015; Petronikolou & Nair, 2018), Petronikolou and Nair (2018) assigned the binding sites for 

acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol. The position of the co-crystallized myristic acid within the structure 

of AbWSD1 described in this study provides additional evidence for the acyl-CoA binding site 

located in pocket 1 (Figure 3.3b). Especially, one α-helix (AbWSD1-α6/MaWSD1-α4) and one 

β-strand (AbWSD1-β1/MaWSD1-β1) aligning pocket 1 are involved in acyl-CoA selectivity. 

Amino acid substitutions on those two secondary structure elements lead to a changed acyl-

CoA selectivity and are therefore potential mutation sites in order to produce tailor-made WE 

(Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Even a more pronounced decrease in enzymatic activity for an 

amino acid substitution on the β-strand (MaWSD1-G25) than on the α-helix was observed. 

Corresponding to that, it was observed in this study, that mutations at a similar position on the 

β-strand of AbWSD1 (AbWSD1-V23-G24) resulted in no detectable WE and TAG formation 

for the enzyme variant in the TLC-based enzymatic activity test (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5a). The 

N-terminal part of β1 is in close spatial distance to the active site. Mutations here might not 

only influence the width of pocket 1, but also the orientation of the catalytic site. In contrast to 

that, mutations on the α-helix (AbWSD1-α6/MaWSD1-α4) might be balanced out by the 

enzyme, since the helix is located at the border of the enzyme, which might allow an outward 

movement of the helix in case of sterical hindrance. 

In addition to the amino acids around the substrate cavities, residues around the active site 

also have an influence on the acyl-CoA selectivity of the enzyme. Indeed the amino acid 

exchange mutants AbWSD1-V376W and AbWSD1-V350W-V372W showed a higher 

preference for shorter acyl-CoA compared to the WT enzyme in the competition assays (Figure 

3.6). This preference for shorter acyl-CoA may be explained by sterical hindrance. AbWSD1-

V372 and AbWSD1-V376 are both located on β11, which confines the active site pocket 

opposite to the catalytic histidine. Mutations along this β-strand may have an influence on the 

positioning of the substrate within the active site. The substitution of the two valines by 

tryptophan may prevent the bound acyl-CoA from entering deeper into pocket 1, prohibiting 

the binding of long acyl-CoA. Interestingly, there is also a serine (AbWSD1-S374) located on 

AbWSD1-β11 (Figure S3.4). This residue is conserved among different WSD and the 
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AbWSD1-S374P mutation resulted in a reduction in enzymatic activity (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 

2013a; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Villa et al., 2014). This might be due to the fact, that 

proline which is known to be a “structural disruptor” might disrupt β11. However, a structural 

alignment of the modeled structure of MaWSD2 with the crystal structure of sorghum 

hydroxycinnamoyltransferase (HCT), which was crystallized with a bound p-coumaroyl-CoA, 

revealed, that the corresponding serine of MaWSD2 (MaWSD2-S388) may be involved in 

interacting with the oxyanion of acyl-CoA and therefore may be important for right positing of 

the substrate (Villa et al., 2014). However, due to the position of the carboxyl group of the co-

crystallized myristic acid and the hydrogen bonding distance to the main chain NH of AbWSD1-

G138 it is more likely, that AbWSD1-G138 forms the oxyanion hole to stabilize bound acyl-

CoA. But, it can be speculated, that AbWSD1-S374 (corresponding to MaWSD2-S388) may 

be needed to stabilize the oxyanion that is formed at the acyl acceptor after hydrogen 

abstraction. 

In addition to acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol, AbWSD1 also uses DAG as a substrate. Although 

the reaction mechanism of WE and TAG formation is similar, the DAG binding site has to fulfill 

different requirements than the fatty alcohol binding site. Here we propose a potential DAG 

cavity within AbWSD1. Amino acid substitutions of residues aligning this cavity with more 

space-filling ones resulted in the loss of TAG production while WE production was not changed 

(Figure 3.5). This strongly suggests that AbWSD1-V139 and AbWSD1-I303 are involved in 

DAG binding. However, the adjacent cavity might be too small to accommodate both acyl 

chains and DAG binds with one acyl chain in pocket 2 like the fatty alcohol and only the second 

acyl chain will then bind to the here identified cavity. This model is supported by the AbWSD1-

G355I mutant which lost TAG formation as well (Röttig et al., 2015). Interestingly, AbWSD1-

G355I is located at the fatty alcohol binding site and has an additional influence on the fatty 

alcohol selectivity (Barney et al., 2013). Hence, the fatty alcohol binding site might also be 

important for the DAG binding of AbWSD1. Recently, ten different enzyme variants of tDGAT 

from T. curvata were identified that show an altered DGAT activity compared to the WT enzyme 

(Santín et al., 2019a). Three enzyme variants showed reduced TAG production and two of 

them (tDGAT-T5I, tDGAT-D71Y) still produced WE in comparable amounts to the WT enzyme. 

These two residues are located in proximity to the fatty alcohol binding site in the modeled 

tDGAT structure (Santín et al., 2019a). In a sequence alignment of AbWSD1 and tDGAT, the 

corresponding amino acid to tDGAT-D71 is AbWSD1-N63. This residue is located on 

AbWSD1-β2 which might only have an indirect effect on the shape of pocket 2. The 

corresponding residue to tDGAT-T5 is AbWSD1-H5. We propose that this residue forms a 

hydrogen bond to the acyl-CoA substrate (Figure 3.7). It might be possible that mutations in 

this residue cause a slightly tilted position of the acyl-CoA substrate in the catalytic site. Hence, 
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the binding or right positioning of large DAG molecules is abolished compared to positioning 

or binding of a fatty alcohol. 

By modelling palmitoyl-CoA into the crystal structure of MaWSD1, Petronikolou and Nair 

(2018) assigned the position of the phosphoadenosine part on the outside of the protein and 

the pantetheine linker connecting the phosphoadenosine part with the acyl chain in the inside 

of the protein. Due to the outward position of MaWSD1-α9, the entrance towards the active 

site of the protein is much larger in MaWSD1 compared to AbWSD1, where the entrance is 

narrowed to cavity C3 by the inward position of AbWSD1-α10. By modelling palmitoyl-CoA into 

the AbWSD1 structure we show that binding of the CoA´s pantetheine part is still possible in 

cavity C3 and that the molecule is able to form hydrogen bonds to AbWSD1-H5, AbWSD1-

D137, AbWSD1-G138 and AbWSD1-R337 (Figure 3.7). However, the phosphoadenosine part 

of CoA is still located on the outside of the protein. Thus, an alternative binding of acyl-ACP in 

a similar position as acyl-CoA could also be possible, since the larger ACP moiety would be 

located on the outside of the enzyme without any sterical hindrance by the protein. The here 

described potential binding of acyl-CoA to AbWSD1 with the phosphoadenosin part outside of 

the protein, the pantetheine linker reaching into the enzyme to the catalytic histidine and the 

acyl chain buried in the protein, is similar to the position of oleoyl-CoA in the structures of 

human DGAT1 (hDGAT1) (Qian et al., 2020; Sui et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) and human 

acyl-CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase 1 (ACAT1) (Qian et al., 2020). The structures were 

solved with bound acyl-CoA in a similar orientation as described here: the phosphoadenosin 

part is located outside of the proteins, the pantetheine linker is placed in the cavity towards the 

active site and the acyl chain is located in the inside of the protein. As hDGAT1 and ACAT1 

belong to the class of membrane-bound O-acyltransferases and not to the class of WSD, a 

general binding concept for acyl-CoA caused by the molecule´s amphipathic nature seems to 

be conserved. 

 

The structure comparison revealed a conformational change upon substrate binding 

and WSD bind their substrates with an induced fit model 

The comparative analysis of the here published crystal structure of AbWSD1 with the published 

structure of MaWSD1 revealed that both proteins share an almost identical tertiary structure. 

The structure of AbWSD1 mostly differs in area 1 from MaWSD1 as well as in the co-

crystallized myristic acid positioned in pocket 1. We assume, that the differences in area 1 

result from a conformational change induced by the binding of myristic acid to AbWSD1. In 

that case, MaWSD1 would resemble the open (non-substrate bound) conformation and 

AbWSD1 the closed (substrate bound) one. In the open conformation AbWSD1-

α10/MaWSD1-α9 is in an outward position and pocket 2 is large and can bind the fatty alcohol. 
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In addition, pocket 1, which harbors the acyl-CoA, is easily accessible. In the closed 

conformation, AbWSD1-α10/MaWSD1-α9 is shifted towards α1. This conformational change 

leads to a closure of pocket 2 and of pocket 1´s entrance (Figure 3.3, Figure S3.9). Upon this 

structural rearrangement, the potential CoA-binding residues AbWSD1-R337/MaWSD1-H342 

are shifted into a position allowing the interaction with the CoA moiety at the in this study 

proposed position. Due to the fact, that AbWSD1 crystallized in the closed conformation with 

only a bound fatty acid (without CoA), it is also possible that the binding of the acyl chain might 

induce this structural rearrangement. 

Barney et al. (2012) observed that the order of substrate addition has an influence on the 

enzymatic activity of bacterial WSD. Based on this observation it was hypothesized that this 

serves as an allosteric regulation of enzymatic activity based on acyl-CoA and fatty alcohol 

concentrations in the cell. In addition, product inhibition of AbWSD1 was proposed due to a 

decreased WS activity upon increasing free amounts of CoA (Stöveken et al., 2005). However, 

whether this effect was due to competitive or noncompetitive inhibition was not further 

examined. Based on these observations and the two published crystal structures showing 

different conformations, we hypothesize an induced fit model (Koshland, 1958) as an enzyme 

substrate interaction model (Figure 3.9). The binding of acyl-CoA induces a conformational 

change, that closes pocket 2 and forms the CoA binding site and this closed conformation is 

resembled by the structure of AbWSD1. This occurs independent from the binding of the fatty 

alcohol. It is also conceivable that already the binding of free CoA might induce the 

conformational change. Due to the observations from Barney et al. (2012) it can be 

hypothesized, that the fatty alcohol is only able to bind to the open conformation (represented 

by the structure of MaWSD1). Consequently, the fatty alcohol has to bind first to the open 

conformation of the enzyme and the acyl-CoA binds next, inducing a conformational change. 

The structural rearrangement finally leads to correct binding of the CoA-moiety by forming 

several hydrogen bonds. This facilitates the positioning of the acyl chain and the thioester 

bond. The conformational change might also lead to a right positioning of the hydroxyl group 

of the fatty alcohol to allow the abstraction of the hydrogen by the catalytic histidine (AbWSD-

H133/MaWSD1-H136). Therefore, the highest enzymatic activity is only achieved, when the 

enzyme is pre-incubated with the fatty alcohol or when the fatty alcohol concentration is much 

higher than that of acyl-CoA. By the time when the acyl-CoA is added to start the reaction, all 

enzymes are present in solution as [enzyme-fatty alcohol-complex] in the open conformation. 

Binding of the acyl-CoA to this complex directly leads to a conformational change and to the 

formation of WE. In case of the pre-incubation with acyl-CoA or at high free CoA 

concentrations, all enzymes are present in solution as [enzyme-acyl-CoA-complex] or 

[enzyme-CoA-complex] in the closed conformation. In order to facilitate WE production, the 
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[enzyme-acyl-CoA-complex] and [enzyme-CoA-complex] have to dissociate first to allow the 

fatty alcohol to bind to the open conformation. 

To gain more evidence for the binding and reaction mechanism of WSD, it is necessary to 

determine the exact kinetic parameters as well as different rate and binding constants of acyl-

CoA and fatty alcohol with and without the other substrates bound to the enzyme. However, 

due to the hydrophobic character of the substrates and the protein it is very challenging to 

determine accurate kinetic values. 

 

Figure 3.9. Proposed catalytic cycle of WSD. 
Depicted are the acyl-CoA (cylinder) and fatty alcohol (half-open cylinder) binding sites as well as acyl-
CoA (yellow), fatty alcohol (orange) and α-helix 10 (green tube) that is proposed to move inward upon 
acyl-CoA binding. For WE formation, the fatty alcohol has to bind the protein prior to acyl-CoA, since 
acyl-CoA binding closes the binding site. 
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Conclusions 

Tailor-made WE production facilitated by bacteria from low cost substrates is of high interest 

for industrial application. In order to generate WSD variants that specifically produce the 

desired WE type, it is important to know the structural determinants for acyl-CoA and fatty 

alcohol specificities. The fatty acid bound crystal structure of AbWSD1 presented here, 

together with a detailed structural comparison with MaWSD1 and a detailed reevaluation of 

enzymatic characterization studies published within the last years, revealed more detailed 

insights into structure-function-relations of bacterial bifunctional WSD. The knowledge about 

potential substrate binding sites as well as the proposed substrate binding mechanism will help 

to generate WSD variants for the needed purposes. 
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Supporting Figures 

 

 

Figure S3.1. Sequence alignment of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1. 
The sequence alignment was generated with Clustal Omega (Madeira et al., 2019) using default 
settings. Secondary structure elements of AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 chain B are depicted by a green box 
(α-helix), a blue arrow (β-sheet), a black line (no secondary structure) or no line (not present in crystal 
structure). The yellow (Area 1) and red (Area 2) boxes highlight regions, that structurally differ in 
AbWSD1 and MaWSD1.  
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Figure S3.2. Analysis of WS and DGAT activity of AbWSD1 WT, AbWSD1-V23W-G24W, AbWSD1-
V139W-I303W and AbWSD1-V350W-V372W. 
(a) Analysis of WS and DGAT activity of different AbWSD1 variants. E. coli lysate of cells expressing 
AbWSD1 WT or the generated amino acid exchange mutants was incubated for one hour at room 
temperature either with 18:1 CoA and 18:1 OH to test for WS activity or with 18:1 CoA and di-16:0-DAG 
to test for DGAT activity. Neutral lipids were extracted from the reaction mix and separated by TLC. 5 µg 
of cholesterol and 5 µg of di-17:0-WE were used as internal extraction standards for WS and DGAT 
activity samples, respectively. Spots of the internal extraction standards can be seen on the TLC plate 
in the corresponding samples. (b) SDS-PAGE of E. coli lysate expressing the AbWSD1 variants. 7.5 µg 
total protein was loaded on the gel for each sample.  
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Figure S3.3. Generated and analyzed AbWSD1 amino acid exchange mutants (this study). 
Marked in orange are residues that were mutated in this study. Residue G355 has been mutated before 
by Barney et al. (2013). Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue.  
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Figure S3.4. Published and analyzed AbWSD1 amino acid exchange mutants. 
Marked in orange are amino acids that were mutated in AbWSD1 and analyzed by others (Stöveken et 
al., 2009; Barney et al., 2013; Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b; Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016). 
Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue. A list of the publications corresponding to the 
generated amino acid exchange mutants can be found in Table S3.5.  
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PhWS1          -------------------------------------------MKSLATELRNR--SSEP 15 
AtWSD1         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
TrWSD4         MAENNNHLDEAVVDEAQREQDVEVEEEVEEEEEEEEEEEEEAVVEDVKATLADGPAEKSP 60 
TrWSD5         --------------------------------------------------MG---SGKSP 7 
MaWSD5         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
ScSco1280      ---------------------------------------------------------MRP 3 
RoAtf1         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MtTgs1         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
ScSco0958      ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
SaSAV7256      ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MtTgs4         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MtTgs3         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
TctDGAT        ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
AlbAtfA1       ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MhWS1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MaWSD1         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
AbWSD1         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
PaWS           ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
PcPs1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
RoAtf2         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
RjRh1          ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MtTgs2         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MhWS2          ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
MaWSD2         ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
AlbAtfA2       ------------------------------------------------------------ 0 
                                                                            
 
PhWS1          CLKPIETKRKTIEEYETVAVEEEPLSPTAR---LFHDANFN--VHVVVIIALDTR-ISPQ 69 
AtWSD1         ------MKAEKVMEREIETTPIEPLSPMSH---MLSSPNFF----IVITFGFKTR-CNRS 46 
TrWSD4         KVAPKQTKRK--GRR---VKHRASVTTRL--IGNLQREAQSKSSWVVGLLFFKSD----P 109 
TrWSD5         KRV----K----ADT---FSHLMHLGSRD--FEAGKLDAKP--ITTMGWFYFA--EPVDM 50 
MaWSD5         ------------------------MLPSDSAWLALERPENP--MTITIMLRVDGL--TPG 32 
ScSco1280      DFG----T----DGR---LPSALSMGTADVAFHL-ATGGNP--VPLAFTFGFEGRAPTLD 49 
RoAtf1         ------------------------MTQTDFMSWRMEEDPILR-STIVAVALLDR-SPDQS 34 
MtTgs1         ---------------------MNHLTTLDAGFLKAEDVDRHVSLAIGALAVIEGPAPDQE 39 
ScSco0958      -------------------MTPDPLAPLDLAFWNIESAEHP--MHLGALGVFEADSPTAG 39 
SaSAV7256      -------------------MTSDLLAPLDLAFWNIESAQHP--MHLGALGVFSCHSPTAG 39 
MtTgs4         ---------------------MTRINPIDLSFLLLERANRP--NHMAAYTIFEKPKGQKS 37 
MtTgs3         --------------------MVTRLSASDASFYQLENTATP--MYVGLLLILRRPRA-GL 37 
TctDGAT        ---------------------MRQLTAVDANFLNVETGTTH--AHIAGLGILDPVACPGG 37 
AlbAtfA1       ---------------------MKALSPVDQLFLWLEKRQQP--MHVGGLQLFSFPEGAGP 37 
MhWS1          ---------------------MTPLNPTDQLFLWLEKRQQP--MHVGGLQLFSFPEGAPD 37 
MaWSD1         ---------------------MTPLNPTDQLFLWLEKRQQP--MHVGGLQLFSFPEGAPD 37 
AbWSD1         ---------------------MRPLHPIDFIFLSLEKRQQP--MHVGGLFLFQIPDNAPD 37 
PaWS           ---------------------MRLLTAVDQLFLLLESRKHP--MHVGGLFLFELPENADI 37 
PcPs1          ---------------------MRLLTAVDQLFLLLESRKQP--MHVGGLFLFELPEDADI 37 
RoAtf2         ------------------------MPVTDSIFLLGESREHP--MHVGSLELFTPPEDAGP 34 
RjRh1          ------------------------MPVTDSIFLLGESREHP--MHVGSLELFTPPEDAGP 34 
MtTgs2         ---------------------MDLMMPNDSMFLFIESREHP--MHVGGLSLFEPPQGAGP 37 
MhWS2          ---------------------MKRLGTLDASWLAVESEDTP--MHVGTLQIFSLPEGAPE 37 
MaWSD2         ---------------------MKRLGTLDASWLAVESEDTP--MHVGTLQIFSLPEGAPE 37 
AlbAtfA2       --------------------MARKLSIMDSGWLMMETRETP--MHVGGLALFAIPEGAPE 38 
                                       :                          .         
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PhWS1          PI-----KDKLVHT-LLKHPRFTSLM--V--------VDEENLADMKWVQ-TKIDLDQHI 112 
AtWSD1         AF-----VDGINNT-LINAPRFSSKM--E--------INYKKKGEPVWIP-VKLRVDDHI 89 
TrWSD4         GF--EAVRETVGKR-LLQIPRFRSKLTAR--------RFPAKM-EFVELDDDEIDMDYHF 157 
TrWSD5         EV----LRNEVHEK--LVDKVFRYRA-----------VPRERKGWTYWEEAGPIDDAYHF 93 
MaWSD5         RF--REFLEVY----WLAWERFRCRP--VWRA-----------PAWYWEKDLTFSAPQHL 73 
ScSco1280      SV-----RARVAER-VHHVPALRYRIARD---------------RRKFRRVDRIAVDRHV 88 
RoAtf1         RF-----VDMMRRA-VDLVPLFRRTA--I--------EAPMGFAPPRWADDHDFDLSWHL 78 
MtTgs1         AF-LSSLAQR-----LRPCTRFGQRL--R--------LRPFDLGAPKWVDDPDFDLGRHV 83 
ScSco0958      AL-AADLLA----ARAPAVPGLRMRIRDTWQPP-MALRRPFAFGGATREPDPRFDPLDHV 93 
SaSAV7256      AH-AADLLA----SRAAAVPGLRMRIRDVWQPLAFPLTFPLPFGGATREPAPDFDPLDHV 94 
MtTgs4         SF-GPRLFDAYRH--SQAAKPFNHKL--KWL------GT----DVAAWET-VEPDMGYHI 81 
MtTgs3         SY--EALLETVEQR-LPQIPRYRQKV--Q--------EVKLGLARPVWIDDRDFDITYHV 84 
TctDGAT        RLTAEDLIEVIRERAHLAPRPLRMRL--A--------AVPLGIDRPYWEDDPDFDPARHV 87 
AlbAtfA1       KY-VSELAQQMRDY-CHPVAPFNQRL--T-----------RRLGQYYWTRDKQFDIDHHF 82 
MhWS1          DY-VAQLADQLRQK-TEVTAPFNQRL--S-----------YRLGQPVWVEDEHLDLEHHF 82 
MaWSD1         DY-VAQLADQLRQK-TEVTAPFNQRL--S-----------YRLGQPVWVEDEHLDLEHHF 82 
AbWSD1         TF-IQDLVNDIRISKSIPVPPFNNKL--N---------------GLFWDEDEEFDLDHHF 79 
PaWS           SF-VHQLVKQMQDSDVPPTFPFNQVL--E-----------H---MMFWKEDKNFDVEHHL 80 
PcPs1          SF-VHQLVKQMQDSHVPPTFPFNQVL--E-----------H---MVFWKKDKNFDVEHHL 80 
RoAtf2         DY-VKSMHETLLKH-TDVDPTFRKKP--A--------GPVGSLGNLWWADESDVDLEYHV 82 
RjRh1          DY-VKSMHETLLEH-TDVDPAFRKKP--A--------GPVGSLGNLWWADESDVDLEYHV 82 
MtTgs2         EF-VREFTERLVAN-DEFQPMFRKHP--A--------TIGGGIARVAWAYDDDIDIDYHV 85 
MhWS2          TF-LRDMVTRMKEA-GDVAPPWGYKL--AWS------GFLGRVIAPAWKVDKDIDLDYHV 87 
MaWSD2         TF-LRDMVTRMKEA-GDVAPPWGYKL--AWS------GFLGRVIAPAWKVDKDIDLDYHV 87 
AlbAtfA2       DY-VESIYRYLVDV-DSICRPFNQKI--Q--------SHLPLYLDATWVEDKNFDIDYHV 86 
                                                                         *. 
 
PhWS1          IVPEVDETQLESPDKFVEDYIYNLTKT-SLDRTKPLWDLHLVNVKTR-----DAEAVALL 166 
AtWSD1         IVPDLEYSNIQNPDQFVEDYTSNIANI-PMDMSKPLWEFHLLNMKTS-----KAESLAIV 143 
TrWSD4         RQAFQDRTA---TLDEVDEFVGSMFDGFNHPMDKPLWQITYIPKLED------GRAVLIT 208 
TrWSD5         QHHAGFE-----DEQHWQEYLQQLVDD-GLDYSKPWWRYVVVDKLPC------GRAAVIG 141 
MaWSD5         DVA-L-DRF---EPEQLQDWVSERLNE-PLPLYRPRWKFWLAPNAQG-------GAALVL 120 
ScSco1280      HEAWLPEDT---DGSATSR--LMLSRP-MSTDDRPPWDVWLVHGPAE-------RHTLVY 135 
RoAtf1         RRYTLPEPR---TWDGVLDFARTAEMT-AFDKRRPLWEFTVLDGLHD------GRSALVM 128 
MtTgs1         WRIALPRPG---NEDQLFELIADLMAR-RLDRGRPLWEVWVIEGLAD------SKWAILT 133 
ScSco0958      RLHAP--------ATDFHARAGRLMER-PLERGRPPWEAHVLPGADG------GSFAVLF 138 
SaSAV7256      RLHAP--------AADFHAVAGRLMQR-PLERGRPPWEAHVLPGEDG------TSFAVLF 139 
MtTgs4         RHLALPAPG---SMQQFHETVSFLNTG-LLDRGHPMWECYIIDGIER------GRIAILL 131 
MtTgs3         RRSALPSPG---SDEQLHELIARLAAR-PLDKSRPLWEMYLVEGLEK------NRIALYT 134 
TctDGAT        FEVGLPAPG---NAAQLADVVAMLHER-PLDRARPLWEAVVIQGLEG------GRTAVYI 137 
AlbAtfA1       RHEALPKPG---RIRELLSLVSAEHSN-LLDRERPMWEAHLIEGIRG------RQFALYY 132 
MhWS1          RFEALPTPG---RIRELLSFVSAEHSH-LMDRERPMWEVHLIEGLKD------RQFALYT 132 
MaWSD1         RFEALPTPG---RIRELLSFVSAEHSH-LMDRERPMWEVHLIEGLKD------RQFALYT 132 
AbWSD1         RHIALPHPG---RIRELLIYISQEHST-LLDRAKPLWTCNIIEGIEG------NRFAMYF 129 
PaWS           HHVALPKPA---RVRELLMYVSREHGR-LLDRAMPLWECHVIEGIQPETEGSPERFALYF 136 
PcPs1          HHVALPKPA---RVRELLMYVSREHGR-LLDRAMPLWECHVIEGIQPESEGSPERFALYF 136 
RoAtf2         RHSALPAPY---RVRELLTLTSRLHGT-LLDRHRPLWEMYLIEGLSD------GRFAIYT 132 
RjRh1          RHSALPAPY---RVRELLTLTSRLHGT-LLDRHRPLWEMYLIEGLSD------GRFAIYT 132 
MtTgs2         RRSALPSPG---RVRDLLELTSRLHTS-LLDRHRPLWELHVVEGLND------GRFAMYT 135 
MhWS2          RHSALPRPG---GERELGILVSRLHSN-PLDFSRPLWECHVIEGLEN------NRFALYT 137 
MaWSD2         RHSALPRPG---GERELGILVSRLHSN-PLDFSRPLWECHVIEGLEN------NRFALYT 137 
AlbAtfA2       RHSALPRPG---RVRELLALVSRLHAQ-RLDPSRPLWESYLIEGLEG------NRFALYT 136 
                                                 * *                        
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PhWS1          RVHHSLGDGTSLISLLLACTRQTADELKLPTIPTKKRR------PTPSGY---------- 210 
AtWSD1         KIHHSIGDGMSLMSLLLACSRKISDPDALVSNTTATKK------P--------------- 182 
TrWSD4         NISHIVGDGIAQVEVLMRLLDPVKESKGEKVQKPRTGAN-K-KRKPPALG---------- 256 
TrWSD5         IADHTHADGASAVSALLSMCEGQGDNPVFSKKTSSGAGSKKGKRAAGRGR---------- 191 
MaWSD5         RLHHCYADGLSLLGIFDRLCPASPRQYPA--VYGSTE--------EPRAG-AWMAAAQSW 169 
ScSco1280      RTDHTFQDGMGAAYTARALLGDHPEGGPAPQRPARPTAH----------G---------- 175 
RoAtf1         KVHHSLTDGVSGMQIAREIVDFTRDGGPRPDRTDHRTAAPNGKSPTPRGRLSWYRNSATD 188 
MtTgs1         KLHHCMADGIAATHLLAGLSDESMSDSFASNIHTTMQSQSA-SVRR--GG-FR---VNP- 185 
ScSco0958      KFHHALADGLRALTLAAGVLDPM----DLPAPRPRPEQ-------PPRGL-L------PD 180 
SaSAV7256      KFHHALADGLRALMLAAALMDPM----DMPTPRPRPAE-------PARGL-L------PD 181 
MtTgs4         KVHHALIDGEGGLRAMRNFLSDSPDDTTLAGPWMSAQGADR-PRRTPATV---------- 180 
MtTgs3         KSHQALINGVTALAIGHVIADRTRRPPAFPEDIWVPERDPG-TTRL----LLRAVGDWLV 189 
TctDGAT        KVHHAAVDGVLATETLAALLDLSPQPRELPPDDTVPQQAPA-LAERVRTGLLRALAHPVR 196 
AlbAtfA1       KIHHSVMDGISAMRIASKTLSTDPSEREMAPAWAFNTKKRS-RSLPSNPV-----DMASS 186 
MhWS1          KVHHSLVDGVSAMRMATRMLSENPDEHGMPPIWDLPCLSRD-RGESDG-H-----SLWRS 185 
MaWSD1         KVHHSLVDGVSAMRMATRMLSENPDEHGMPPIWDLPCLSRD-RGESDG-H-----SLWRS 185 
AbWSD1         KIHHAMVDGVAGMRLIEKSLSHDVTEKSIVPPWCVEGKRAK-RLREPKTG-----KI--- 180 
PaWS           KIHHSLVDGIAAMRLVKKSLSQSPNEPVTLPIWSLMAHHRN-QIDAIFPK------E--- 186 
PcPs1          KIHHSLVDGIAAMRLVKKSLSQSPNEPVTLPIWSLMARHRN-QIDAILPK------E--- 186 
RoAtf2         KLHHSLMDGVSGLRLLMRTLSTDPDVRDAPPPWNLPRRASA-NGAAP----------APD 181 
RjRh1          KLHHSLMDGVSGLRLLMRTLSTDPDVRDAPPPWNLPRRASA-NGAAP----------APD 181 
MtTgs2         KMHHALIDGVSAMKLAQRTLSADPDDAEVRAIWNLPPRPRT-RP-------------PSD 181 
MhWS2          KMHHSMIDGISGVRLMQRVLTTDPERCNMPPPWTVRPHQRR-GAKTDKEA-----SVPAA 191 
MaWSD2         KMHHSMIDGISGVRLMQRVLTTDPERCNMPPPWTVRPHQRR-GAKTDKEA-----SVPAA 191 
AlbAtfA2       KMHHSMVDGVAGMHLMQSRLATCAE-DRLPAPWSGEWDAEK-KPRKSRGAA----AANAG 190 
                  :   :*                                                    
 
PhWS1          -ST-KE-ESFK----LWHYLAVIWLFIRMIGNT---LVD-----VLMFII-----TVIFL 250 
AtWSD1         -------ADSM----AWWLFVGFWFMIRVTFTT---IVE-----FSKLML-----TVCFL 218 
TrWSD4         -------PFTKAKVFMGGVWEGFFSVISSP--------D--------KKNTL---R---- 286 
TrWSD5         ----KLSGYER----LVALWEGVWGPISEQ------IL----------AND----VQSRL 223 
MaWSD5         LEARMAEALPA--------VSGSVDAPST-PGTGKSMAGRALENSLRLVHEFSEFLVTPE 220 
ScSco1280      ----LADALGE--------VVAA----------------------------------FRA 189 
RoAtf1         VARRASNTLGRNSVRLVRTPRATWRDAAALAGS---------------TLRL---T-RPV 229 
MtTgs1         -SE----ALTA----STAVMAGIVRAAKG-------------------ASEI---AAGVL 214 
ScSco0958      VRA-LP-----------DRLRGALSDAGRA-------LD--------IGAAA---ALSTL 210 
SaSAV7256      VRK-LP-----------ELLRGTLSDVGRA-------LD--------IGASV---ARATL 211 
MtTgs4         -SR-RAQLQGQ----LQGMIKGLTKLPSGLFGVSADAAD-LGAQALSLKARK---ASLPF 230 
MtTgs3         --R-PGAQLQA----VGSAVAGLVTNSGQ-------LVE-T--GRKVLDIAR---TVARG 229 
TctDGAT        GAR-MLARTAP----YLDEIPGLAQLPGVQP-----LAR-AIQGALGRDGVV---PLPRT 242 
AlbAtfA1       MAR-LTASISK----QAATVPGLAREVYK-------VT-----QKAKKDENY---V-SIF 225 
MhWS1          VTH-LLGLSDR----QLGTIPTVAKELLK-------TI-----NQARKDPAY---D-SIF 224 
MaWSD1         VTH-LLGLSGR----QLGTIPTVAKELLK-------TI-----NQARKDPAY---D-SIF 224 
AbWSD1         -KK-IMSGIKS----QLQATPTVIQELSQ-------TVF----KDIGRNPDH---V-SSF 219 
PaWS           -RS-ALRILKE----QVSTIKPVFTELLN--------NF----KNY-NDDSY---V-STF 223 
PcPs1          -RS-ALRILKE----QVSTIKPVFTELLD--------NF----KNY-NDDSY---V-STF 223 
RoAtf2         LWS-VVNGVRR----TVGEVAGLAPASLR-------IAR-----TAMGQHDM---R-FPY 220 
RjRh1          LWS-VMNGVRR----TVGEVAGLAPASLR-------IAR-----TAMGQHDM---R-FPY 220 
MtTgs2         GSS-LLDALFK----MAGSVVGLAPSTLK-------LAR-----AALLEQQL---T-LPF 220 
MhWS2          VSQ-AMDALKL----QADMAPRLWQAGNR-------LVH-S--VRHPEDGL----T-APF 231 
MaWSD2         VSQ-AMDALKL----QADMAPRLWQAGNR-------LVH-S--VRHPEDGL----T-APF 231 
AlbAtfA2       MK---------------GTMNNLRRGGGQ-------LVD-L--LRQPKDGNV---K-TIY 221 
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PhWS1          KDTKTPINTVPDSESRVRRIV----HRIIDLDDLKLV-KNAMNMTINDVALGITQAGLSK 305 
AtWSD1         EDTKNPLMGNPSDGFQSWKVV----HRIISFEDVKLI-KDTMNMKVNDVLLGMTQAGLSR 273 
TrWSD4         ---LKDVNKP----SPTKRCTF---SETIPLDKVKELKNMYEGATLNDVLVTLLTLTLRA 336 
TrWSD5         KQPSGKFPKHW-------RFATTPPGEHLDVKMLKEIKDRVPGATVNDVMLALTALGIKE 276 
MaWSD5         DS-PSELKRSL---LGRRSCRW---SSPIPLSRFRTI-ARATSTTINDVLLACVAAAVKP 272 
ScSco1280      PTPKPAFDGDF---TGRVDVC----HADTPLARLRAI-ARAHGGTVTDVYLAALSHAVRT 241 
RoAtf1         VSTLSPVMKKR---STRRHCA----VLDVPVEALAQA-AAAGAGSINDAFLAAVLLGMAK 281 
MtTgs1         SPAASSLNGPI---SDLRRYS----AAKVPLADVEQV-CRKFDVTINDVALAAITESYRN 266 
ScSco0958      DVRSSPALTAAS--SGTRRTA----GVSVDLDDVHHV-RKTTGGTVNDVLIAVVAGALRR 263 
SaSAV7256      GARSSSALTSEP--SGTRRTA----GVLIDLDAVHRV-RKTVGGTVNDVLIAIVAGALRT 264 
MtTgs4         TARRTLFNNTAK--SAARAYG----NVELPLADVKAL-AKATGTSVNDVVMTVIDDALHH 283 
MtTgs3         TAPSSPLNATV---SRNRRFT----VARASLDDYRTV-RARYDCDSTTWC---------- 271 
TctDGAT        VAPPTPFNGTI---SARRAVA----FGELPLAEIRRI-RRELGGSVNDVVMALVATALHR 294 
AlbAtfA1       QAPDTILNNTI---TGSRRFA----AQSFPLPRLKVI-AKAYNCTINTVVLSMCGHALRE 277 
MhWS1          HAPRCMLNQKI---TGSRRFA----AQSWCLKRIRAV-CEAYGTTVNDVVTAMCAAALRT 276 
MaWSD1         HAPRCMLNQKI---TGSRRFA----AQSWCLKRIRAV-CEAYGTTVNDVVTAMCAAALRT 276 
AbWSD1         QAPCSILNQRV---SSSRRFA----AQSFDLDRFRNI-AKSLNVTINDVVLAVCSGALRA 271 
PaWS           DAPRSILNRRI---SASRRIA----AQSYDIKRFNDI-AERINISKNDVVLAVCSGAIRR 275 
PcPs1          DAPRSILNRRI---SASRRIA----AQSYDIKRFNDI-AERINISKNDVVLAVCAGAIRR 275 
RoAtf2         EAPRTMLNVPI---GGARRFA----AQSWPLERVHAV-RKAAGVSVNDVVMAMCAGALRG 272 
RjRh1          EAPRTMLNVPI---GGARRFA----AQSWPLERVHAV-RKVAGVSVNDVVMAMCAGALRG 272 
MtTgs2         AAPHSMFNVKV---GGARRCA----AQSWSLDRIKSV-KQAAGVTVNDAVLAMCAGALRY 272 
MhWS2          TGPVSVLNHRV---TAQRRFA----TQHYQLDRLKNL-AHASGGSLNDIVLYLCGTALRR 283 
MaWSD2         TGPVSVLNHRV---TAQRRFA----TQHYQLDRLKNL-AHASGGSLNDIVLYLCGTALRR 283 
AlbAtfA2       RAPKTQLNRRV---TGARRFA----AQSWSLSRIKAA-GKQHGGTVNDIFLAMCGGALRR 273 
                                             .               .              
 
PhWS1          YLNRRYAVDEEDKGDTERNNNLPKNIRLRSCLVINLRPSAGIEDLADMMEKGPKEKRGWG 365 
AtWSD1         YLSSKYDGS------TAEKKKILEKLRVRGAVAINLRPATKIEDLADMMAKGSK--CRWG 325 
TrWSD4         YFREVGDKGAL-------------RNKVRAQFPINIRSKSEG-----PFR---N--DNPR 373 
TrWSD5         YYKSINDPIMQ--G----------TADLRGTLAANVRPSGVD-----YL-----SDKWFG 314 
MaWSD5         RLGMTPEQLD--------------ETVMHAAVPVDIRARLPD-----GVR---PEEGEPG 310 
ScSco1280      WYLKDTGSAH---------------PPLPVSIPMSVRAPGE--------------EYAPG 272 
RoAtf1         YHRLHGAEI----------------SELRMTLPISLRAETD---------------PVGG 310 
MtTgs1         VLIQRGERPR--------------FDSLRTLVPVSTRSNSA--------------LSKTD 298 
ScSco0958      WLDERGDGSE--------------GVAPRALIPVSRRRPRS--------------AHPQG 295 
SaSAV7256      WLDERGDGSA--------------GVAPRALIPVSRRRPRT--------------AHPQG 296 
MtTgs4         YLAEHQASTD---------------RPLVAFMPMSLREKSG---------------EGGG 313 
MtTgs3         ------------------------------------------------------------ 271 
TctDGAT        WLDKRGELPD---------------RPLVAAVPVSLRRGRD-------------GDAAGG 326 
AlbAtfA1       YLISQHALPD---------------EPLIAMVPMSLRQDD----------------STGG 306 
MhWS1          YLMNQDALPE---------------KPLVAFVPVSLRRDD----------------SSGG 305 
MaWSD1         YLMNQDALPE---------------KPLVAFVPVSLRRDD----------------SSGG 305 
AbWSD1         YLMSHNSLPS---------------KPLIAMVPASIRNDD----------------SDVS 300 
PaWS           YLISMDALPS---------------KPLIAFVPMSLRTDD----------------SIAG 304 
PcPs1          YLISMDALPS---------------KPLIAFVPMSLRTDD----------------SVAG 304 
RoAtf2         YLEEQKALPD---------------EPLIAMVPVSLRDEQK--------------ADAGG 303 
RjRh1          YLEEQNALPD---------------EPLIAMVPVSLRDEQQ--------------ADAGG 303 
MtTgs2         YLIERNALPD---------------RPLIAMVPVSLRSKED--------------ADAGG 303 
MhWS2          FLAEQNNLPD---------------TPLTAGIPVNIRPADD--------------EGTGT 314 
MaWSD2         FLAEQNNLPD---------------TPLTAGIPVNIRPADD--------------EGTGT 314 
AlbAtfA2       YLLSQDALSD---------------QPLVAQVPVALRSADQ--------------AGEGG 304 
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PhWS1          NWFGYVLLPFKIALRDDPLDYVKEAKATVDRKKRSFEALYTLIMAEVLIKIFGIKVAT-- 423 
AtWSD1         NFIGTVIFPLWVKSEKDPLEYIRRAKATMDRKKISLEAFFFYGIIKFTLKFFGGKAVE-- 383 
TrWSD4         NKFTYGFMPFHVSGNRDASATFWRTKRTLDKIKSSPSPVVQHQVGKVISNIMPLKALNA- 432 
TrWSD5         NHIVVQTARYPLHEG-RV-ETLLSFRDQSRMRKASPDMIVRRYLMEAMSYLPRDKVV--- 369 
MaWSD5         NCFGTVFVPLPVDGE-SALERLFRIKHETRKLKKSWQPGLAWGLTACASLLPDVGRK--- 366 
ScSco1280      NRMVTARLLLPCDEE-SPQRALARVVAGTGRLRESRRRDAMRLLLS---ASPRALGATVG 328 
RoAtf1         NRITLARFALPADID-DPAELMHRVHATVDAWRHEPAIPLSPTIAGALNLLP-------- 361 
MtTgs1         NRVSLMLPNLPVDQE-NPLQRLRIVHSRLTRAKAGGQRQFGNTLMAIANRLPFPMTAWAV 357 
ScSco0958      NRLSGYLMRLPVGDP-DPLARLGTVRAAMDRNKDAGPGRGAGAVALLADH-VPALGHRLG 353 
SaSAV7256      NRLSGYLIRLPVDDP-DPLGRLRTVRMAMDRNKDAGPNRGAGAVALLADH-VPPLGHRLG 354 
MtTgs4         NRVSAELVPMGAPKA-SPVERLKEINAATTRAKDKGRGMQTTSRQAYALLLLGSLTVADA 372 
MtTgs3         ------------------------------------------------------------ 271 
TctDGAT        NRMSAMVTPLATHLA-DPAERFAAIRGDLAAAKRRFARSSGAWLEGLSELVPAPLAGPLL 385 
AlbAtfA1       NQIGMILANLGTHIC-DPANRLRVIHDSVEEAKSRFSQMSPEEILNFTALTMAPTGLNLL 365 
MhWS1          NQVGVILASLHTDVQ-DAGERLLKIHHGMEEAKQRYRHMSPEEIVNYTALTLAPAAFHLL 364 
MaWSD1         NQVGVILASLHTDVQ-EAGERLLKIHHGMEEAKQRYRHMSPEEIVNYTALTLAPAAFHLL 364 
AbWSD1         NRITMILANLATHKD-DPLQRLEIIRRSVQNSKQRFKRMTSDQILNYSAVVYGPAGLNII 359 
PaWS           NQLSFVLANLGTHLD-DPLSRIKLIHRSMNNSKRRFRRMNQAQVINYSIVSYAWEGINLA 363 
PcPs1          NQLSFVLANLGTHLD-DPLSRIKLIHRSMNNGKRRFRRMNQAQVINYSVVSYAWEGINLA 363 
RoAtf2         NAVGVTLCNLATDVD-DPAERLTAISASMSQGKELFGSLTSMQALAWSAFNMSPIALTPV 362 
RjRh1          NAVGVTLCNLATDVD-DPAERLTAISASMSQGKELFGSLTSMQALAWSAVNMSPIALTPV 362 
MtTgs2         NLVGSVLCNLATHVD-DPAQRIQTISASMDGNKKVLSELPQLQVLALSALNMAPLTLAGV 362 
MhWS2          -QISFMIASLATDEA-DPLNRLQQIKTSTRRAKEHLQKLPKSALTQYTMLLMSPYILQLM 372 
MaWSD2         -QISFMIASLATDEA-DPLNRLQQIKTSTRRAKEHLQKLPKSALTQYTMLLMSPYILQLM 372 
AlbAtfA2       NAITTVQVSLGTHIA-QPLNRLAAIQDSMKAVKSRLGDMQKSEIDVYTVLTNMPLSLGQV 363 
                                                                            
 
PhWS1          -----AVTVRVFSNATVCFSNVVGPQEEIGFCGHPIS------YLAP-SIYGQ-PSALMI 470 
AtWSD1         -----AFGKRIFGHTSLAFSNVKGPDEEISFFHHPIS------YIAG-SALVG-AQALNI 430 
TrWSD4         ------QLLNLAAKATAQVSNVPGPQDAVTVAGTEVD------DMRFLLYS---PLSFYV 477 
TrWSD5         -----EIVVEANAKFSIMISNVLFSLTKLSLFGQEIE------DVRFVACS---PLGFYA 415 
MaWSD5         -----PLADLFFRKASAVVSNVPGTPETRYLAGCPIT------EQMFWVPQAG-DIGLGV 414 
ScSco1280      T-------------RLVRGAFVAGPVSSVNFGTALVHQGVAARRSAVFAGVAS-GIRCVT 374 
RoAtf1         ----ASTLGNMLKQRAFVASNVVGSPVPLFIAGSEVL------HYYAFSPTL--GSAFNV 409 
MtTgs1         G----LLMRLPQRGVVTVATNVPGPRRPLQIMGRRVL------DLYPVSPIAM-QLRTSV 406 
ScSco0958      G---PLVSGAARLWFDLLVTSVPLPSLGLRLGGHPLT------EVYPLAPLAR-GHSLAV 403 
SaSAV7256      G---PVVGQAARLLFDILVTSVPLPSLGLKLGGSPLT------EVYPFAPLAR-GQSLAV 404 
MtTgs4         L----PLLGK-LPSANVVISNMKGPTEQLYLAGAPLV------AFSGLPIVPP-GAGLNV 420 
MtTgs3         ------------------------------------------------------------ 271 
TctDGAT        RLALQARPGEYLRPVNLLVSNVPGPDFPLYLRGARVL------GYFPISVVSDLTGGLNI 439 
AlbAtfA1       T----GLAPK-WRAFNVVISNIPGPKEPLYWNGAQLQ------GVYPVSIALD-RIALNI 413 
MhWS1          T----GLAPK-WQTFNVVISNVPGPSRPLYWNGAKLE------GMYPVSIDMD-RLALNM 412 
MaWSD1         T----GLAPK-WQTFNVVISNVPGPSRPLYWNGAKLE------GMYPVSIDMD-RLALNM 412 
AbWSD1         S----GMMPK-RQAFNLVISNVPGPREPLYWNGAKLD------ALYPASIVLD-GQALNI 407 
PaWS           T----DLFPK-KQAFNLIISNVPGSEKPLYWNGARLE------SLYPASIVFN-GQAMNI 411 
PcPs1          T----GLFPK-KQAFNLIISNVPGSEKSLYWNGARLQ------SLYPASIVFN-GQAMNI 411 
RoAtf2         P----GFVRFTPPPFNVIISNVPGPRKTMYWNGSRLD------GIYPTSVVLD-GQALNI 411 
RjRh1          P----GFVRFTPPPFNVIISNVPGPRKTMYWNGSRLD------GIYPTSVVLD-GQALNI 411 
MtTgs2         P----GFLSAVPPPFNIVISNVPGPVDPLYYGTARLD------GSYPLSNIPD-GQALNI 411 
MhWS2          S----GLGGRMRPVFNVTISNVPGPEGTLYYEGARLE------AMYPVSLIAH-GGALNI 421 
MaWSD2         S----GLGGRMRPVFNVTISNVPGPEDTLYYEGARLE------AMYPVSLIAH-GGALNI 421 
AlbAtfA2       T----GLSGRVSPMFNLVISNVPGPKETLHLNGAEML------ATYPVSLVLH-GYALNI 412 
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PhWS1          NFQSYIDKMIIVVA-----VDEGAIPDPQQLLDDFENSLHLIKEAVLERGLVKNLK---- 521 
AtWSD1         HFISYVDKIVINLA-----VDTTTIQDPNRLCDDMVEALEIIKSATQGEIFHKTEV---- 481 
TrWSD4         GLLTYNGNLSASFCIDSALADPRLISKHWLP------EFEKFYAHAKEAAGESGLIR--- 528 
TrWSD5         GAATYVDKVSFGLV-----ATEDVKTDPSVMLPLFRSECEKLHKEVMALDPD-------- 462 
MaWSD5         SIVSYAGQVQFGVV-----ADEAVMADPAAF---LEDCLAELDQLD-------------- 452 
ScSco1280      TLTSQHDTACLTVVHDEALATADELPDLWLA------ALLELERP--------------- 413 
RoAtf1         TLMSYTTRCCVGIN-----ADTDAIPDLATLTDSIADGFRAVLGLCTKTTDTRVVVAS-- 462 
MtTgs1         AMLSYADDLYFGIL-----ADYDVVADAGQLARGIEDAVARLVAISKRRKVTRRRGALS- 460 
ScSco0958      AVSTYRGRVHYGLL-----ADAKAVPDLDRLAVAVAEEVETLLTACRP------------ 446 
SaSAV7256      AVSTYRGRVHYGLV-----ADAKAVPDLGRLARAVTEEMETLLTVCGP------------ 447 
MtTgs4         TFASINTALCIAIG-----AAPEAVHEPSRLAELMQRAFTELQTEAGTTSPTTSKSRTP- 474 
MtTgs3         ------------------------------------------------------------ 271 
TctDGAT        TVLSYDGKLDVGIV-----TCRQMIPDPWEIMDHLDDALGELRGLIDG------------ 482 
AlbAtfA1       TLTSYVDQMEFGLI-----ACRRTLPSMQRLLDYLEQSIRELEIGAGIK----------- 457 
MhWS1          TLTSYNDQVEFGLI-----GCRRTLPSLQRMLDYLEQGLAELELNAGL------------ 455 
MaWSD1         TLTSYNDQVEFGLI-----GCRRTLPSLQRMLDYLEQGLAELELNAGL------------ 455 
AbWSD1         TMTSYLDKLEVGLI-----ACRNALPRMQNLLTHLEEEIQLFEGVIAKQEDIKTA----- 457 
PaWS           TLASYLDKMEFGIT-----ACSKALPHVQDMLMLIEEELQLLESVSKELEFNGITVKDKS 466 
PcPs1          TLASYLDKIEFGIT-----ACSKALPHVQDMLMLIEEELQLLEKVSKELEFNGITVEDKS 466 
RoAtf2         TLTTNGGNLDFGVI-----GCRRSVPSLQRILFYLETALGELEAALL------------- 453 
RjRh1          TLTTNGGNLDFGVI-----GCRRSVPSLQRILFYLETALGELEAALL------------- 453 
MtTgs2         TLVNNAGNLDFGLV-----GCRRSVPHLQRLLAHLESSLKDLEQAVGI------------ 454 
MhWS2          TCLSYAGSLNFGFT-----GCRDTLPSMQKLAVYTGEALDELESLILPPKKRARTRK--- 473 
MaWSD2         TCLSYAGSLNFGFT-----GCRDTLPSMQKLAVYTGEALDELESLILPPKKRARTRK--- 473 
AlbAtfA2       TVVSYKNSLEFGVI-----GCRDTLPHIQRFLVYLEESLVELEP---------------- 451 
                                                                            
 
PhWS1          --------------------------------- 521 
AtWSD1         --------------------------------- 481 
TrWSD4         ------KPRSCLDCL------------------ 537 
TrWSD5         YFEKQDKPLAVSPALVSALAALLVAILLSVLLL 495 
MaWSD5         --------------------------------- 452 
ScSco1280      --------------------------------- 413 
RoAtf1         --------------------------------- 462 
MtTgs1         ---------LVV--------------------- 463 
ScSco0958      --------------------------------- 446 
SaSAV7256      --------------------------------- 447 
MtTgs4         --------------------------------- 474 
MtTgs3         --------------------------------- 271 
TctDGAT        --------------------------------- 482 
AlbAtfA1       --------------------------------- 457 
MhWS1          --------------------------------- 455 
MaWSD1         --------------------------------- 455 
AbWSD1         ----N---------------------------- 458 
PaWS           EKK----LKKLAP-------------------- 475 
PcPs1          GYKGNGKTKKLAP-------------------- 479 
RoAtf2         --------------------------------- 453 
RjRh1          --------------------------------- 453 
MtTgs2         --------------------------------- 454 
MhWS2          --------------------------------- 473 
MaWSD2         --------------------------------- 473 
AlbAtfA2       --------------------------------- 451 
                                                 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has WS and DGAT activity 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has only WS activity 

Only WS activity tested, enzyme has WS activity 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has only DGAT activity 

 
Figure S3.5. Multiple sequence alignment of WSD with published enzymatic activity. (Figure 
legend: see next page) 
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Figure S3.5. Multiple sequence alignment of WSD with published enzymatic activity. 
The color code displays whether the enzyme was tested for WS or DGAT activity and whether the 
enzyme exhibits the tested activity. A list of all WSD and their published activities can be found in Table 
S3.4. Underlined residues mark amino acids of the catalytic motif of AbWSD1. Light green highlighted 
residues are amino acids that form the proposed DAG cavity in AbWSD1. Highlighted residues in 
TctDGAT mark amino acids, whose mutations lead to increased (dark blue) or reduced (dark green) 
TAG production of the enzyme (Santín et al., 2019b). 
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Figure S3.6. WE profile of AbWSD1 WT and different mutant variants. 
E. coli lysate expressing the enzyme variants was incubated with six different acyl-CoA and eight different fatty alcohols. The produced WE species were analyzed 
by nanoESI-MS/MS. The method is optimized for the detection of WE species with 32 carbons or more (Iven et al., 2013). Each bar represents the mean of three 
measurements of one biological replicate ± standard deviation. Bars of the same color depict different biological replicates.
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Figure S3.7. Analysis of WS and DGAT activity of AbWSD1 WT and AbWSD1-V139 and AbWSD1-
V376 mutants. 
(a) (b) Analysis of WS (a) and DGAT (b) activity of different AbWSD1 variants. E. coli lysate of cells 
expressing AbWSD1 WT or the generated amino acid exchange mutants was incubated for one hour at 
room temperature either with 18:1 CoA and 18:1 OH to test for WS activity (a) or with 18:1 CoA and di-
16:0-DAG to test for DGAT activity (b). Neutral lipids were extracted from the reaction mix and separated 
by TLC. 5 µg of cholesterol (chol.) and 5 µg of di-17:0-WE were used as internal extraction standards 
for WS (a) and DGAT (b) activity samples, respectively. Spots of the internal extraction standards can 
be seen on the TLC plates in the corresponding samples. (c) SDS-PAGE of E. coli lysate expressing 
the AbWSD1 variants. 7.5 µg total protein was loaded on the gel for each sample.  
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Figure S3.8. Cavities calculated by Pymol plugin Caver 3.0.1. 
Depicted are the crystal structures of all aligned (a), only AbWSD1 with in orange highlighted amino 
acids and their corresponding secondary structure elements that form C4 (b), MaWSD1 chain A (c) and 
MaWSD1 chain B (d) together with the calculated cavities using the Pymol plugin CAVER 3.0.1 
(Chovancova et al., 2012; Pavelka et al., 2016). The following settings were applied to CAVER: Input: 
only 20_AA; starting point: AbH133-AbS374/MaH136-MaS379; shell radius: 5; rest: default settings. 
Oxygen atoms are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue. 
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Figure S3.9. Binding site with modelled palmitoyl-CoA. 
(a) Cartoon representation of AbWSD1 with co-crystallized myristic acid (pink) and modelled palmitoyl-
CoA (yellow). (b) Surface of AbWSD1 with modelled palmitoyl-CoA (yellow), having the acyl chain and 
the pantetheine linker buried in the protein and the phosphoadenosine part exposed to the outside of 
the protein. (c) 3D orientation of the co-crystallized myristic acid (pink), the modelled palmitoyl-CoA 
(yellow) with the hydrogen bonds forming amino acids of AbWSD1 (blue and pink) as well as a table 
depicting the corresponding amino acids in MaWSD1. (d) Comparison of the positions of the with 
palmitoyl-CoA hydrogen bonds forming amino acids in AbWSD1 and MaWSD1. Oxygen atoms are 
depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, phosphorus atoms in orange and sulfur atoms in dark yellow. 
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Figure S3.10. Hydrogen bonds formed by residues from the catalytic motif. 
The residues of the catalytic motif are displayed in red. The amino acids of the conserved PLW motif 
(Villa et al., 2014) are highlighted in orange. The conserved and mutated amino acid E15 (Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 2013b) is displayed in blue. The co-crystallized myristic acid (MYR) is depicted in pink. 
Yellow dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds labeled with their corresponding length. Oxygen atoms 
are depicted in red, nitrogen atoms in blue and the sulfur atom is depicted in yellow. 
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Supporting Tables 

Table S3.1. Primer sequences. 

Primer name Primer sequence (5´→3´) 

pCOLD-His6-TF-AbWSD1 
For 

ACGGAATTCATGCGTCCGCTGCACCCGAT 

pCOLD-His6-TF-AbWSD1 
Rev 

ACGGGATCCTTAGTTGGCTGTCTTAATGT 

pET28a-His6-AbWSD1 For ACGGGATCCATGCGTCCGCTGCACCCGAT 

pET28a-His6-AbWSD1 Rev ACGAAGCTTTTAGTTGGCTGTCTTAATGT 

AbWSD1-V23W-G24W For GCCAGCAGCCTATGCACTGGTGGGGCCTGTTCCTGTTCCAGATCCC 

AbWSD1-V23W-G24W Rev GGAACAGGAACAGGCCCCACCAGTGCATAGGCTGCTGGCGCTTTTC
C 

AbWSD1-V139A For CGCCATGGTGGACGGCGCAGCAGGCATGCGTCTGATCG 

AbWSD1-V139A Rev CAGACGCATGCCTGCTGCGCCGTCCACCATGGCGTGATGG 

AbWSD1-V139F For CGCCATGGTGGACGGCTTTGCAGGCATGCGTCTGATCG 

AbWSD1-V139F Rev CAGACGCATGCCTGCAAAGCCGTCCACCATGGCGTGATGG 

AbWSD1-V139I For CGCCATGGTGGACGGCATTGCAGGCATGCGTCTGATCG 

AbWSD1-V139I Rev CAGACGCATGCCTGCAATGCCGTCCACCATGGCGTGATGG 

AbWSD1-V139W For CGCCATGGTGGACGGCTGGGCAGGCATGCGTCTGATCG 

AbWSD1-V139W Rev CAGACGCATGCCTGCCCAGCCGTCCACCATGGCGTGATGG 

AbWSD1-I303W For CGATGTGAGCAACCGCTGGACAATGATCCTGGCCAACCTGG 

AbWSD1-I303W Rev GGCCAGGATCATTGTCCAGCGGTTGCTCACATCGCTGTC 

AbWSD1-S148A For TCTGATCGAGAAGGCACTGAGTCACGACGTTACCG 

AbWSD1-S148A Rev CGTCGTGACTCAGTGCCTTCTCGATCAGACGCATGC 

AbWSD1-S148A-L149A For GTCTGATCGAGAAGGCAGCAAGTCACGACGTTACCGAGAAGAGCAT
CGTGC 

AbWSD1-S148A-L149A 
Rev 

GGTAACGTCGTGACTTGCTGCCTTCTCGATCAGACGCATGCCTGCA
ACGCC 
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AbWSD1-L149A For CTGATCGAGAAGAGCGCAAGTCACGACGTTACCGAGAAGAGCATCG
TGC 

AbWSD1-L149A Rev GGTAACGTCGTGACTTGCGCTCTTCTCGATCAGACGCATGCCTGCA
AC 

AbWSD1-V350W For GAACTACAGCGCAGTGTGGTACGGCCCTGCCGGCTTAAATATC 

AbWSD1-V350W Rev GCCGGCAGGGCCGTACCACACTGCGCTGTAGTTCAGAATTTG 

AbWSD1-V372W For CGTCAGGCCTTTAATCTGTGGATCAGCAACGTTCCGGGTCC 

AbWSD1-V372W Rev CGGAACGTTGCTGATCCACAGATTAAAGGCCTGACGCTTCG 

AbWSD1-V376A For CTGGTGATCAGCAACGCACCGGGTCCGCGTGAACCG 

AbWSD1-V376A Rev CACGCGGACCCGGTGCGTTGCTGATCACCAGATTAAAGG 

AbWSD1-V376F For CTGGTGATCAGCAACTTTCCGGGTCCGCGTGAACCG 

AbWSD1-V376F Rev CACGCGGACCCGGAAAGTTGCTGATCACCAGATTAAAGG 

AbWSD1-V376W For CTGGTGATCAGCAACTGGCCGGGTCCGCGTGAACCG 

AbWSD1-V376W Rev CACGCGGACCCGGCCAGTTGCTGATCACCAGATTAAAGG 
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Table S3.2. Data collection and refinement statistics. 

 Native AbWSD1 SeMet AbWSD1 

Beamline SLS X10SA X6SA 

Wavelength (Å) 0.9788 0.9764 

Space group I 4 2 2  I 4 2 2 

Cell dimensions   

a, b, c (Å) 117.1, 117.1, 141.2 117.8, 117.8, 139.7 

α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 

Resolution (highest res. 
shell) (Å) 

45-2.10 (2.17-2.10) 50-2.5 (2.6- 2.5) 

R-factor (%) 7.7 (60.2) 9.6 (59.9) 

No. of observed reflections 
/unique 

reflections 

381836 (29155) 297939 / 32789 

I/σ (I) 26.6 (4.3) 18.9 (3.5) 

Completeness (%) 99.6 (98.6) 98.6 (91.5) 

Wilson B factor (Å2) 38.4 54.2 

Refinement   

Molecules per unit cell 1  

Rwork/Rfree (%) 18.1/20.9  

Residues included in 
model 

1-165, 218-294, 300-356, 
367-451 

 

Number of protein atoms 3217  

Number of ligand atoms 16  

Number of water 
molecules 

139  

B-factors (Å2) 

overall 

36.6  

Protein 36.5  

Ligand 42.2  

Water 38.7  
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r.m.s.d.   

Bond lengths (Å) 0.003  

Bond angles (°) 0.59  

Ramachandran 
favored/allowed/outliers 
(%) 

98.2/1.8/0  
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Table S3.3. Generated and analyzed AbWSD1 amino acid exchange mutants (this study). 
The column “Experiments” depicts, which analysis method was performed (TLC, photometer, nanoESI-MS/MS, CD spectroscopy), which activity was tested (WS, 
DGAT) and what kind of protein was used for the analysis (E.coli lysate, purified protein). Residue G355 has been mutated before by Barney et al. (2013). 

Amino acid exchange 
Location of the amino acid 
residue within the AbWSD1 
structure 

Experiments 
Location of the amino acid 
residue around a cavity 

V23W G24W β1, β1 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

CD spectroscopy 

Formation of acyl-CoA cavity close to the 
active site 

V139A α6 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 
Formation of DAG cavity 

V139F α6 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 
Formation of DAG cavity 

V139W α6 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 
Formation of DAG cavity 

V139I α6 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 
Formation of DAG cavity 

V139W I303W α6, loop between β9 and β10 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

CD spectroscopy 

Formation of DAG cavity 

S148A First C-terminal residue after α6 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

Photometer, WS, purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of acyl-CoA cavity at the end of 
the cavity 
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S148A L149A 
First C-terminal residue after α6, second 
C-terminal residue after α6 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

Photometer, WS, purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of acyl-CoA cavity at the end of 
the cavity 

S148A I343F First C-terminal residue after α6, α10 

TLC, WS, lysate 

TLC, DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of acyl-CoA cavity at the end of 
the cavity, formation of CoA cavity 

L149A Second C-terminal residue after α6 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

Photometer, WS, purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of acyl-CoA cavity at the end of 
the cavity 

I343F α10 

TLC, WS, lysate 

TLC, DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of CoA cavity 

I343Y α10 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 
Formation of CoA cavity 

I343W α10 

TLC, WS, lysate 

TLC, DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of CoA cavity 

S347F α10 

TLC, WS, lysate 

TLC, DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of CoA cavity 

S347Y α10 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

Photometer, WS, purified protein 
Formation of CoA cavity 
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nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

S347W α10 

TLC, WS, lysate 

TLC, DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of CoA cavity 

V350W V372W α10, β11 

TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate/purified protein 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

CD spectroscopy 

Formation of curvature opposite to the 
active site 

G355I Loop region between α10 and β11 nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate Formation of fatty alcohol cavity 

V376A β11 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of curvature opposite to the 
active site 

V376F β11 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of curvature opposite to the 
active site 

V376W β11 
TLC, WS/DGAT, lysate 

nanoESI-MS/MS, WS, lysate 

Formation of curvature opposite to the 
active site 
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Table S3.4. List of WSD with published enzymatic activity. 
The color code displays whether the enzyme was tested for WS or DGAT activity and whether the enzyme exhibits the tested activity. If one row is colored with two 
colors, both conditions apply to the enzyme. For the evaluation of the sequence alignment yellow was chosen for the coloring of those proteins. FAEE: fatty acid 
ethyl ester. 

Organism 
(Phylogenetic 

clade) 
Protein 

NCBI 
Accession 

Number 

Protein name 
in sequence 
alignment 

WS activity DGAT activity Reference 

Acinetobacter baylyi 
ADP1 (bacterium) 

AtfA, Ac1, WS/DGAT WP_004922247.1 AbWSD1 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vivo WS activity 
In vitro WS activity 

In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo FAEE production 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vitro DGAT activity 
 

In vivo DGAT activity 
In vitro DGAT activity 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

In vivo DGAT activity 
 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

(Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 
2003) 

(Kalscheuer et al., 2004) 
(Stöveken et al., 2005) 

(Shi et al., 2012) 
 

(Barney et al., 2012) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2016) 
 

Marinobacter 
hydrocarbonoclasticus 

(bacterium) 
WS1 ABO21020.1 MhWS1 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

In vitro DGAT activity 
 

In vivo DGAT activity 
 

(Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 
2007) 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

 WS2 ABO21021.1 MhWS2 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo FAEE production 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vivo WS activity, in 
vitro WS activity 

No in vitro DGAT 
activity detectable 
DGAT activity not 

tested 
In vivo low DGAT 

activity 
DGAT activity not 

tested 
No DGAT activity 

 

(Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 
2007) 

(Shi et al., 2012) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2016) 
 

(Miklaszewska et al., 2018) 
 

Marinobacter aquaeolei 
VT8 (bacterium) 

Ma1, WS/DGAT WP_011783747.1 MaWSD1 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vitro WS activity 
In vivo WS activity 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

In vitro DGAT activity 
In vivo DGAT activity 

(Barney et al., 2012) 
 

(Petronikolou & Nair, 2018) 
(Vollheyde et al., 2020) 

 Ma2 WP_011786509.1 MaWSD2 

In vitro WS activity 
 

In vitro WS activity 
In vivo WS activity 

 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

In vitro DGAT activity 
No in vivo DGAT 

activity 

(Barney et al., 2012) 
 

(Villa et al., 2014) 
(Vollheyde et al., 2020) 

 

 MaWSD5 
GenBank: 

ABM20482.1 
MaWSD5 

In vivo and in vitro 
WS activity 

No in vivo and no in 
vitro DGAT activity 

(Vollheyde et al., 2020) 
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Alcanivorax 
borkumensis SK2 

(bacterium) 
AtfA1 WP_011590012.1 AlbAtfA1 

High levels of in vitro 
WS activity, in vivo 

WS activity 
In vivo FAEE 

production 
In vitro WS activity 

 

Lower in vitro DGAT 
activity, in vivo DGAT 

activity 
In vivo DGAT activity 

 
DGAT activity not 

tested 

(Kalscheuer et al., 2007) 
 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2016) 
 

 AtfA2 WP_011589085.1 AlbAtfA2 

Substantial in vitro 
WS activity, no WS 

activity in vivo 
In vivo FAEE 

production 

Negligible in vitro 
DGAT activity, no 

DGAT activity in vivo 
No in vivo DGAT 

activity 

(Kalscheuer et al., 2007) 
 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

Rhodococcus opacus 
PD630 (bacterium) 

Atf1 ACX81314.1 RoAtf1 

In vitro WS activity 
 
 
 
 

In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo FAEE production 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

Almost no DGAT 
activity in vitro, in vivo 

DGAT activity 
(reduced TAG after 

knockout) 
DGAT activity not 

tested 
No in vivo DGAT 

activity 

(Alvarez et al., 2008) 
 
 
 
 

(Shi et al., 2012) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

 Atf2 EHI41112.1 RoAtf2 

In vitro WS activity 
(lower than DGAT 

activity) 
In vivo FAEE 

production 

In vitro DGAT activity 
 
 

No in vivo DGAT 
activity 

(Alvarez et al., 2008) 
 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

Rhodococcus jostii 
RHA1 (bacterium) 

Rh1 WP_011594556.1 RjRh1 
In vitro WS activity 

 
DGAT activity not 

tested 
(Barney et al., 2012) 

 
Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis H37Rv 
(bacterium) 

Tgs1 NP_217646.1 MtTgs1 
Really low / almost no 

in vitro WS activity 
In vitro DGAT activity 

 
(Daniel et al., 2004) 

 

 Tgs2 NP_218251.1 MtTgs2 
Lower in vitro WS 

activity 
In vitro DGAT activity 

 
(Daniel et al., 2004) 

 

 Tgs3 NP_217751.1 MtTgs3 No in vitro WS activity In vitro DGAT activity (Daniel et al., 2004) 

 Tgs4 NP_217604.1 MtTgs4 
Really low in vitro WS 

activity 
In vitro DGAT activity 

 
(Daniel et al., 2004) 

 

Streptomyces coelicolor 
A3(2) (bacterium) 

Sco0958 NP_625255.1 ScSco0958 

No WS activity in vitro 
 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

In vitro DGAT activity, 
in vivo DGAT activity 

No in vivo DGAT 
activity 

(Arabolaza et al., 2008) 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

 Sco1280 NP_625567.1 ScSco1280 

No WS activity in vitro 
 
 
 
 

No in vitro DGAT 
activity, no in vivo 

DGAT activity, 
however DGAT 

activity is discussed 

(Arabolaza et al., 2008) 
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Streptomyces avermitilis 
MA-4680 (bacterium) 

SAV7256 WP_010988651.1 SaSAV7256 

In vitro WS activity 
 
 

In vivo FAEE 
production 

In vitro DGAT activity 
(lower than WS 

activity) 
No in vivo DGAT 

activity 

(Kaddor et al., 2009) 
 
 

(Röttig et al., 2015) 
 

Psychobacter arcticus 
273-4 (bacterium) 

PaWS, DGAT WP_011279534.1 PaWS 
In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo FAEE production 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

(Shi et al., 2012) 
 

Thraustochytrium 
roseum (bacterium) 

TrWSD4 ASA49417.1 TrWSD4 

In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo WS activity 

 
 

In vitro DGAT activity 
(lower than WS 

activity), no in vivo 
DGAT activity 

(Zhang et al., 2017) 
 
 
 

 TrWSD5 ASA49418.1 TrWSD5 

In vitro WS activity, in 
vivo WS activity 

 
 

In vitro DGAT activity 
(lower than WS 

activity), no in vivo 
DGAT activity 

(Zhang et al., 2017) 
 
 
 

Psychobacter 
cryohalolentis K5 

(bacterium) 
Ps1 WP_011512619.1 PcPs1 

In vitro WS activity 
 

DGAT activity not 
tested 

(Barney et al., 2012) 
 

Thermomonospora 
curvata (bacterium) 

tDGAT UniProt: ACY99349 TctDGAT 
In vivo WS activity 
In vivo WS activity 

In vivo DGAT activity 
In vivo DGAT activity 

(Lázaro et al., 2017) 
(Santín et al., 2019a) 

Petunia hybrida (plant) PhWS1 AAZ08051.1 PhWS1 
In vivo WS activity, in 

vitro WS activity 
 

No in vivo DGAT 
activity, no in vitro 

DGAT activity 

(King et al., 2007) 
 
 

Arabidopsis thaliana 
(plant) 

AtWSD1 AED94163.1 AtWSD1 
In vitro WS activity, in 

vivo WS activity 
 

In vitro DGAT activity, 
no in vivo DGAT 

activity 

(Li et al., 2008) 
 
 

 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has WS and DGAT activity 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has only WS activity 

Only WS activity tested, enzyme has WS activity 

WS and DGAT activity tested, enzyme has only DGAT activity 
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Table S3.5. List of published amino acid exchange mutants in different WSD. 
Stop codon insertions at the corresponding positions are indicated by *. 

Protein Mutation Experiments 
If applicable, assigned role of the 

residue based on its publication and 
on this study 

Reference 

Acinetobacter baylyi WSD1 
(AtfA1, Ac1, WS/DGAT) 

H132L Highly reduced WS activity 
Important for the structural integrity of the 

catalytic motif 
(Stöveken et 

al., 2009) 

 H133L Almost inactive protein (WS activity) Catalytic histidine 
(Stöveken et 

al., 2009) 

 H132L H133L Inactive protein (WS activity) 
Both histidines are needed for unrestricted 

activity 
(Stöveken et 

al., 2009) 

 D137A No significant decrease in WS activity Positioning of acyl-CoA 
(Stöveken et 

al., 2009) 

 G138A No significant decrease in WS activity Positioning of acyl-CoA 
(Stöveken et 

al., 2009) 

 R2C No significant decrease in WS activity  
(Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 
2013b) 

 E15K Highly reduced WS activity 
Hydrogen bond towards H132, structural 

integrity of the catalytic motif 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 W67G Reduced WS activity 
Possible hydrogen bond to D8, structural 

integrity of the protein 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 W67* Highly reduced WS activity 

Possible hydrogen bond to D8, structural 
integrity of the protein, mutation leads to 

truncated protein without active site 
residues 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 E72* Highly reduced WS activity 
Mutation leads to truncated protein without 

active site residues 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 A126D Highly reduced WS activity Structural integrity of the protein 
(Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 
2013b) 

 L172* Reduced WS activity 
Not present in crystal structure, mutation 

leads to truncated protein 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 L201F No significant decrease in WS activity 
Not present in crystal structure, linker 

between N- and C-terminus 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 
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 S217L No significant decrease in WS activity 
Not present in crystal structure, linker 

between N- and C-terminus 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 Q333* Highly reduced WS activity 
Mutation leads to truncated protein, lacking 
the inward moving α-helix (α10) and parts of 

the fatty alcohol binding site 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 Q342R Reduced WS activity 
Structural integrity of the protein, part of the 

inward moving helix (α10) 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 G352D Reduced WS activity  
(Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 
2013b) 

 Q367* Highly reduced WS activity 
Mutation leads to truncated protein lacking 

part of the fatty alcohol binding site 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 S374P Reduced WS activity 
Part of the active site curvature (located on 

β11), speculated role during catalysis 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 G378S Reduced WS activity 
Part of the DAG binding site and located C-
terminally of β11, mutation to larger residue 

might change position of β11 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 G378D Reduced WS activity 
Part of the DAG binding site and located C-
terminally of β11, mutation to larger residue 

might change position of β11 

(Röttig & 
Steinbüchel, 

2013b) 

 V399G Reduced WS activity  
(Röttig & 

Steinbüchel, 
2013b) 

 G355I 
Changed alcohol selectivity towards shorter 

fatty alcohols 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2013) 

 G355I Higher affinity towards shorter fatty alcohols Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 
(Röttig et al., 
2015; Röttig 
et al., 2016) 

Marinobacter aquaeolei 
WSD1 (Ma1, WS/DGAT) 

A360V 
Changed alcohol selectivity towards shorter 

fatty alcohols 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2013) 

 A360I 
Changed alcohol selectivity towards shorter 

fatty alcohols 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2013) 

 A360I 
Positive effect on WE production with short 

chain alcohols 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Röttig et al., 
2016) 

 A360F 
Changed alcohol selectivity towards shorter 

fatty alcohols 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2013) 

 T355I No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 
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 L356W Different selectivity for fatty alcohols Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 L356Y 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 L356F 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 L356V 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 L356A 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 A357V No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 A359I 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 A360W 
Significant loss in activity affecting both 

assays 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 A360F 
Significant loss in activity affecting both 

assays 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 A360I Different selectivity for fatty alcohols Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 A360V Different selectivity for fatty alcohols Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 F361L No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 T365F No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 Q372F 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 V376F 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 V376L 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 V376A No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 L395A No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 G397I No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 G397A No alteration in alcohol selectivity  
(Barney et al., 

2015) 

 M405W 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 
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 M405F 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 M405L 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 M405A 
Differences for small and medium alcohol 

selectivity 
Located at the fatty alcohol binding pocket 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 A409L 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 N411V 
No alteration in alcohol selectivity for one 

assay 
 

(Barney et al., 
2015) 

 D8A 
Only 24.1 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-

CoA (compared to WT enzyme) 
 

(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

 G25V 

Only 1.0 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-CoA 
(compared to WT enzyme), only 46.9 % of 

WS activity with hexanoyl-CoA (compared to 
WT enzyme), competition assays: no 

changes in alcohol specificity, but higher 
preference for shorter acyl-CoA (compared 

to WT enzyme) 

Located at the acyl-CoA binding pocket 
(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

 H136N 
Only 1.5 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-CoA 

(compared to WT enzyme) 
Catalytic histidine 

(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

 D140A 
Only 49.6 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-

CoA (compared to WT enzyme) 
Positioning of acyl-CoA 

(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

 A144V 
Only 43.3 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-

CoA (compared to WT enzyme) 
Located at the acyl-CoA binding pocket 

(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

 A144F 

Only 53 % of WS activity with palmitoyl-CoA 
(compared to WT enzyme), 654.6 % of WS 

activity with hexanoyl-CoA (compared to WT 
enzyme), competition assays: no changes in 
alcohol specificity, but higher preference for 
shorter acyl-CoA (compared to WT enzyme) 

Located at the acyl-CoA binding pocket 
(Petronikolou 
& Nair, 2018) 

Marinobacter aquaeolei 
WSD2 (Ma2) 

H140A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity 
Important for structural integrity of the 

catalytic motif 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 H141A 
Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity 

(higher reduction in both activities than 
H140A) 

Catalytic histidine 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 D145A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity Positioning of acyl-CoA 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 P118A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity 
Important for structural integrity of the 

catalytic motif 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 L119A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity 
Important for structural integrity of the 

catalytic motif 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 
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 W120A Insoluble protein 
Important for structural integrity of the 

catalytic motif 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 N270A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity  
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 D271A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity  
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 R305A Reduced WS activity, reduced DGAT activity  
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

 
N- and C-terminal 

domain 

Co-expression and co-purification of the N-
terminal domain (1-176) and the C-terminal 
domain (178-473) resulted in the purification 
of a complex formed by both domains; the 

reconstituted enzyme displays WS and 
DGAT activity in a comparable range to the 

WT 

 
(Villa et al., 

2014) 

Thermomonospora curvata 
tDGAT 

P35L 
More TAG production, a little bit more WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 D80E 
A bit more TAG production, a bit more WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 V87I 
More TAG production, WE production 

similar to WT 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 D114G More TAG production, more WE production  
(Santín et al., 

2019a) 

 G17C/V32L/A94G 
More TAG production, a little bit more WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 L166P 
A bit more TAG production, a bit more WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 T5I 
Reduced TAG production, more WE 

production 
Corresponding residue of AbWSD1 is 

proposed to hydrogen bond with acyl-CoA 
(Santín et al., 

2019a) 

 L29P 
Reduced TAG production, reduced WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 

 D71Y 
Reduced TAG production, more WE 

production 
 

(Santín et al., 
2019a) 
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3.2 Additional work to manuscript Article II 

 

 

Katharina Vollheyde generated the AbWSD1 mutant variants. She performed the DTNB-based 

and TLC-based activity assays and the SDS-PAGE. Katharina Vollheyde purified and prepared 

the proteins for circular dichroism (CD) measurements. With the help of Dr. Viktor Sautner from 

the Department of Molecular Enzymology (Georg-August-University, Göttingen), she 

processed, recalculated and evaluated the obtained CD spectra. Dr. Viktor Sautner recorded 

the CD spectra. 

 

No major structural differences were observed between AbWSD1 WT and 

AbWSD1-V139W-I303W 

To analyze whether mutations in AbWSD1 alter the structure of the protein variants compared 

to AbWSD1 WT, CD spectra from AbWSD1 WT, AbWSD1-V139W-I303W, AbWSD1-V350W-

V372W and AbWSD1-V23W-G24W were recorded. For AbWSD1 WT and AbWSD1-V139W-

I303W, the curves showed a similar shape, however, the curve of AbWSD1-V139W-I303W 

had a smaller amplitude (Figure 3.10a). When analyzing the SDS-PAGE gels with samples of 

the purification and sample preparation process, it appeared, that the amount of AbWSD1-

V139W-I303W used for the measurements did not differ much from the AbWSD1 WT amount, 

but the measured protein concentration of AbWSD1-V139W-I303W, which was used to 

calculate the CD spectrum was almost twice as high as the concentration of the AbWSD1 WT 

protein (Figure 3.10e,f). Due to this, the concentration of the mutant was recalculated based 

on the SDS-PAGE (detailed calculation see materials and methods part below) and the new 

concentration was used to recalculate the CD spectrum of the AbWSD1-V139W-I303W. The 

recalculated spectrum looks similar to the AbWSD1 WT spectrum, suggesting a similar fold of 

the mutant compared to AbWSD1 WT (Figure 3.10b). As AbWSD1-V139W-I303W showed a 

WS activity similar to AbWSD1 WT (manuscript Article II), but no TAG formation was detected 

for the mutant, it can be assumed, that the introduced amino acid substitutions, do not lead to 

general structural rearrangements within the protein, causing the change in activity, but to a 

closure or narrowing of the proposed DAG cavity, preventing TAG production. 

For AbWSD1-V23W-G24W and AbWSD1-V350W-V372W, CD spectra with smaller 

amplitudes compared to AbWSD1 WT were obtained as well. However, as only small protein 

amounts were obtained after purification and buffer exchange and low or even no enzymatic 
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activity was detected for the purified proteins, an evaluation and discussion of the CD spectra 

of both AbWSD1 variants was not possible. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. CD spectroscopy. (Figure legend: see next page) 
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Figure 3.10. CD spectroscopy. 
AbWSD1 WT and AbWSD1-V139W-I303W were purified from E. coli lysate by IMAC and subsequent 
desalting (buffer exchange to CD buffer using a PD10 column). (a) (b) CD spectra of AbWSD1 WT 
(black) and AbWSD1-V139W-I303W (green) calculated with the measured protein concentration (a) and 
the recalculated protein concentration (b). (c) (d) WS and DGAT activity analysis of IMAC purified (IMAC 
elu.: IMAC elution) and desalted enzyme (desalting). As negative control, the respective buffer was used 
in the activity assay (BC: buffer control). 20 µL protein (AbWSD1 WT IMAC elu.:~20 µg protein; 
AbWSD1 WT desalting: ~5 µg protein; AbWSD1-V139W-I303W IMAC elu.: ~15 µg protein; AbWSD1-
V139W-I303W desalting: ~5 µg protein) or 20 µL buffer were incubated with 18:1 CoA and 18:1 OH to 
test for WS activity or 18:1 CoA and di-16:0-DAG to test for DGAT activity. Neutral lipids were extracted 
from the reaction mix and separated by TLC. 5 µg of cholesterol (chol.) and 5 µg of di-17:0-WE were 
used as internal extraction standard for WS and DGAT activity samples, respectively. (e) (f) SDS-PAGE 
of AbWSD1 WT and AbWSD1-V139W-I303W purification. (e) Loading order (7.5 µL protein solution 
mixed with 2.5 µL 4x Laemmli buffer were loaded on the gel): 1 lysate (1:50 diluted), 2 pellet (1:100 
diluted), 3 supernatant (1:2 diluted), 4 IMAC flowthrough (1:2 diluted), 5 IMAC buffer A wash 1 (1:2 
diluted), 6 IMAC ATP wash, 7 IMAC Elution 2/3 non centrifuged, 8 IMAC Elution 2/3 centrifuged, 9 PD10 
1. Elution non centrifuged, 10 PD10 1. Elution centrifuged, 11 PD10 1. Elution centrifuged diluted for 
CD (this sample was used for the CD measurement), 12 PD10 1. Elution centrifuged undiluted for CD, 
13 PD10 2. Elution non centrifuged. (f) Loading order (7.5 µL protein solution mixed with 2.5 µL 4x 
Laemmli buffer were loaded on the gel): 1 lysate (1:50 diluted), 2 pellet (1:100 diluted), 3 supernatant 
(1:2 diluted), 4 IMAC flowthrough (1:2 diluted), 5 IMAC buffer A wash 1 (1:2 diluted), 6 IMAC ATP wash, 
7 IMAC Elution 2/3 non centrifuged, 8 IMAC Elution 2/3 centrifuged, 9 PD10 1. Elution non centrifuged, 
10 PD10 1. Elution centrifuged, 11 PD10 1. Elution centrifuged for CD (undiluted), 12 PD10 1. Elution 
centrifuged for CD (0.1mg/mL) (this sample was used for the CD measurement), 13 PD10 buffer for 
dilution of CD sample (this sample was used for the CD measurement), 14 PD10 2. Elution non 
centrifuged. 

 

The order of substrate addition influences the reaction velocity 

In 2012, Barney et al. (2012) published substrate specificity analyses of five bacterial WSD 

and reported an influence of the order of substrate addition on the reaction rate. The authors 

showed, that the reaction rate was reduced up to 95 % for all five analyzed proteins when the 

enzymes were pre-incubated with the acyl-CoA (fatty alcohol added to start the reaction), 

compared to when the enzyme was pre-incubated with the fatty alcohol (acyl-CoA added to 

start the reaction). AbWSD1 and MaWSD1, which were both included into this study, showed 

the largest differences in reaction rates between pre-incubation with acyl-CoA and pre-

incubation with fatty alcohol (AbWSD1: reduction of the reaction to 5 % for pre-incubation with 

acyl-CoA; MaWSD1: reduction to 12 %). 

Using 16:1 CoA and 18:1 OH as substrates for AbWSD1, similar results were obtained here 

(Figure 3.11). The highest activity was observed when AbWSD1 was pre-incubated with fatty 

alcohol and acyl-CoA was added to start the reaction. When the fatty alcohol was added last, 

the reaction rate was reduced to 22 % (Table 3.1). Adding the enzyme last resulted in a 

reaction rate between the two others, with the rate being reduced to 36 % (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.11. Test of enzymatic activity based on the order of substrate addition. 
The WS activity of purified AbWSD1 WT was analyzed by a 5,5´-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB)-
based enzymatic activity assay as described by Barney et al. (2012). Each reaction mix consisted of 
reaction buffer supplemented with 16:1 CoA (10.6 µM), 18:1 OH (20 µM), 1 µg purified enzyme and 
DTNB (0.2 mg/mL). All reaction components except one were mixed and pre-incubated before the 
reaction was started by adding the missing component (acyl-CoA: black line, fatty alcohol: blue line, 
enzyme: red line). The reaction was monitored with a photometer by recording the change of absorption 
at 412 nm. The experiment was performed once by recording each reaction two times (two lines per 
condition). 

 

Table 3.1. Dependency of specific WS activity on the order of substrate addition. 
Specific activities were calculated from the WS activity measurements depicted in Figure 3.11, using a 
molar extinction coefficient of DTNB of 14150 M-1cm-1 (Barney et al., 2012). The listed specific WS 
activities are mean values of two measurements performed with AbWSD1 obtained from one 
purification. Relative specific WS activities were calculated by setting the WS activity when acyl-CoA 
was added last to 1. 

Substance added last Specific WS activity 

[(nmol product) (mg protein)-1 min-1] 

(mean of two measurements) 

Ratio of specific WS activity 

(Specific WS activity divided by 

the specific WS activity when 

acyl-CoA was added last) 

Acyl-CoA 

(pre-incubation with fatty 

alcohol and enzyme) 

3997 1.00 

Fatty alcohol 

(pre-incubation with acyl-

CoA and enzyme) 

861 0.22 

Enzyme 

(pre-incubation with acyl-

CoA and fatty alcohol) 

1429 0.36 
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Methods part for additional AbWSD1 part 

CD spectroscopy 

AbWSD1 and the variants were purified via gravity flow IMAC (see section 3.1 Article II). 

Combined elution fractions 2 and 3 were centrifuged (10000 g, 10 min, 4 °C) to remove 

precipitated protein. The supernatant was applied to a PD-10 Desalting Column (GE 

Healthcare) for buffer exchange. By sticking to the manufacture´s manual using the gravity 

protocol, the sample buffer was exchanged to a CD compatible desalting buffer (10 mM sodium 

phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 150 mM NaF, 10 mM OGP). The eluted protein fraction was 

centrifuged (10000 g, 10 min, 4 °C) to remove precipitated protein. Protein concentration was 

determined in solution by recording the absorbance at 280 nm and the sample was diluted to 

a final protein concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. Shortly before the CD measurement, exact protein 

concentration of the diluted protein sample was determined again by recording absorbance at 

280 nm. The CD spectra were recorded on a Chirascan CD spectrometer (Applied 

Photophysics, Surrey, United Kingdom) using a wavelength range from 185 nm to 260 nm, a 

step size of 1 nm, an accumulation time per step of 1 s and a 1 mm cuvette. For each protein 

variant 20-40 measurements were recorded (AbWSD1 WT: 20 measurements, AbWSD1-

V139W-I303W: 30 measurements, AbWSD1-V23W-G24W: 30 measurements, AbWSD1-

V350W-V372W: 40 measurements) as well as 10 measurements for the corresponding buffer 

samples. For background subtraction, averaged buffer measurements were subtracted from 

the corresponding averaged protein measurements. The concentration of AbWSD1-V139W-

I303W used for the calculation of the CD spectrum was recalculated as described in the 

following whereas the measured concentration of AbWSD1 WT was considered as correct 

(measured concentrations: AbWSD1 WT: 0.0897 mg/mL, AbWSD1-V139W-I303W: 

0.1325 mg/mL). Using ImageJ 1.50i (Schneider et al., 2012), the spot intensities of the 

samples, that were used for the CD measurement (AbWSD1 WT lane 11 (Figure 3.10e), 

AbWSD1-V139W-I303W lane 12 (Figure 3.10f) were determined on each SDS-PAGE picture 

as well as the spot intensities of the 29 kDa band of the molecular weight marker on the same 

gel. Afterwards, the relative protein spot intensity of each enzyme variant was calculated 

(protein spot intensity / 29 kDa spot intensity; AbWSD1 WT: 1.1544; AbWSD1-V139W-I303W: 

0.5682). The calculated value for AbWSD1 WT was correlated to its measured protein 

concentration and by this the concentration of AbWSD1-V139W-I303W was recalculated to 

0.0441 mg/mL ([relative spot intensity AbWSD1-V139W-I303W] * [0.0897 mg/mL] / [relative 

spot intensity AbWSD1 WT]). 
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TLC-based enzymatic activity assay 

The assay was performed with purified protein as described in the section 3.1 of Article II. As 

purified protein either combined elution fractions 2 and 3 of gravity flow purified enzymes were 

used or further PD-10 desalted protein samples. The assay was set up with 20 µL protein 

solution (the used protein amounts of purified enzyme are stated in the figure caption of the 

corresponding experiment) or 20 µL buffer for control samples in a total volume of 1 mL 

enzymatic activity reaction buffer. 

 

DTNB-based enzymatic activity assay 

The DTNB-based enzymatic activity assay was performed according to Barney et al. (2012) 

with modifications described by Vollheyde et al. (2020). If not stated differently, fatty alcohol 

and acyl-CoA were purchased from Sigma. The assay was performed with gravity flow IMAC 

purified protein (elution fraction 3), described in section 3.1 of Article II, stored overnight on ice 

at 4 °C. 

The reactions were set up with 20 µM 18:1 OH (20 µL of 1 mM stock solution in DMSO) and 

12.5 µL 16:1 CoA (stock: 0.85 mM in 20 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.34) and 10 µL of a 

0.1 µg/µL protein solution. Except for one component (either fatty alcohol, acyl-CoA or the 

enzyme), all other were added to the cuvette. The reaction was started by adding the missing 

component and mixing the reaction mix vigorously by vortexing. WS activities were calculated 

via Lambert-Beer-Law with a DTNB extinction coefficient of 14150 M-1cm-1. 
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4 ARTICLE III 

4.1 Plastidial localized wax ester biosynthesis results in the 

formation of shorter and more saturated wax esters 

 

The manuscript is ready for submission. 

 

Katharina Vollheyde cloned the constructs, generated and screened the transgenic A. thaliana 

plants. She performed the western blot analysis of the transgenic seeds. She prepared the 

seedlings for confocal microscopy and displayed the images. Katharina Vollheyde furthermore 

performed the GC-FID analysis and processed, analyzed, displayed and discussed the 

obtained data. She prepared the samples for the nanoESI-MS/MS measurement and 

processed, analyzed, displayed and discussed the obtained data. Katharina Vollheyde wrote 

the first draft of the manuscript. 
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Summary 

Wax esters (WE) are neutral lipids. They consist of a fatty alcohol that is esterified to a fatty 

acid. Dependent on chain length and desaturation degree of the acyl and alcohol moieties, WE 

have diverse physicochemical properties. Due to these properties, WE are requested in 

industry for instance as lubricants, coatings, in cosmetics and for the production of candles. 

Industrial WE are produced chemically from fossil fuel or plant derived triacylglycerol (TAG). 

As fossil fuel resources are finite, efforts for the synthesis of tailor-made WE in transgenic 

plants were made over the last years. Here we report the analysis of ten WE producing 

constructs in Arabidopsis thaliana. The constructs expressed different combinations of a fatty 

acid reductase (FAR) and two wax synthases/acyl-coenzyme A (CoA):diacylglycerol O-

acyltransferases (WSD) namely WSD2 and WSD5 from the bacterium Marinobacter 

aquaeolei. In order to get access to different substrate pools, constructs with and without 

plastidial localization signals were generated. Expression was controlled either by seed 

specific promoters or by the ubiquitous 35S promoter. WE formation was observed with plastid 

and cytosol localized FAR and WSD, whose expression was driven by seed specific promoters. 

Plastidial localization of proteins was confirmed by confocal microscopy. Detailed WE analysis 

by gas chromatography coupled to flame ionization detection (GC-FID) and nano electrospray 

ionization coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (nanoESI-MS/MS) revealed the production 

of shorter and more saturated WE by plastidial localized WE biosynthesis compared to 

cytosolic WE synthesis. Hence, a shift of WE formation into seed plastids is a suitable 

approach for tailor-made WE production. 

 

Introduction 

WE are neutral lipids that consist of a fatty alcohol moiety esterified to a fatty acid. WE can 

have diverse physical and chemical properties, which are influenced by chain length and 

desaturation degree of incorporated alcohol and acyl moieties (Patel et al., 2001). Dependent 

on their physicochemical properties, WE fulfill diverse functions in nature: As part of the plant 

cuticle, WE protect plants against UV radiation and desiccation (Post-Beittenmiller, 1996; 

Samuels et al., 2008). They are part of the human skin and lead to the evaporation retarding 
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effect of the eye´s tear film (Jacobsen et al., 1985; Craig & Tomlinson, 1997; Rantamäki et al., 

2013). Some bacteria, as Acinetobacter baylyi, as well as the slow growing desert plant jojoba 

(Simmondsia chinensis) produce WE as energy storage molecules (Fixter et al., 1986; 

Sturtevant et al., 2020). Due to their diverse properties, there is a high demand for WE for 

industrial applications: WE are used for example in inks, as coatings, for the production of 

candles, in cosmetics and as lubricants (Rontani, 2010; Wei, 2012). In former times mostly 

obtained from sperm whale, WE are synthesized chemically from fossil fuel or plant derived 

TAG nowadays (Vanhercke et al., 2013; Karmakar et al., 2017). In addition, WE are also 

expensively extracted from S. chinensis seeds (Sturtevant et al., 2020). 

Due to finite sources of fossil fuel, attempts are made to synthesize WE sustainably in 

transgenic plants (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Heilmann et al., 2012; Aslan et al., 2014; Aslan et 

al., 2015a; Aslan et al., 2015b; Iven et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Ivarson et al., 2017; Ruiz-

Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018; Vollheyde et al., 2020). As a prerequisite for tailor-made 

WE production, WE biosynthesis and its regulation screws for the production of specific WE 

species have to be understood in detail. Acyl carrier protein (ACP) or CoA activated fatty acids 

and fatty alcohols are the building blocks of WE. As fatty alcohols derive from acyl-CoA/ACP 

by the reduction of the carboxyl group catalyzed by FAR (Reiser & Somerville, 1997; Wahlen 

et al., 2009; Hofvander et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2011), acyl-CoA/ACP availability is the 

bottleneck for enzyme catalyzed WE formation. In successive rounds of condensation, 

reduction and dehydration reactions acyl-ACP are synthesized in plastids from acetyl-CoA 

(Hölzl & Dörmann, 2019). Plastidial de novo fatty acid synthesis yields saturated and 

monounsaturated activated fatty acids of 16 and 18 carbon chain length (Hölzl & Dörmann, 

2019). Mostly 16:0 (number carbon atoms:number double bonds) and 18:1 fatty acids are 

exported from plastids and enter as CoA derivatives the cytosolic acyl-CoA pool (Ohlrogge & 

Jaworski, 1997; Hölzl & Dörmann, 2019). Here they are modified further by desaturases or 

endoplasmic reticulum bound elongases (Hölzl & Dörmann, 2019). 

Two enzymes catalyze the formation of WE: FAR and WS. FAR derived fatty alcohols are 

esterified with another acyl-CoA/ACP molecule by wax synthases (WS) to yield WE (Lardizabal 

et al., 2000; Samuels et al., 2008). WS belong to the class of acyltransferases and are 

distributed over the whole tree of life (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a). Dependent on the 

evolutionary origin, WS are classified into three major groups (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013a): 

WS similar to acyl-CoA:diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase (DGAT) 1 are enzymes with six to 

nine transmembrane domains. DGAT2-like WS have one to two transmembrane domains at 

their N-terminus. The third class of WS consists of bifunctional WS/DGAT (WSD) enzymes 

(Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003). The term bifunctional results from the ability of some WSD 

to not only catalyze the formation of WE, but also the synthesis of TAG from diacylglycerol and 
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acyl-CoA/ACP (Kalscheuer & Steinbüchel, 2003; Daniel et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-

Dannert, 2007; Kalscheuer et al., 2007; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017). First identified 

in bacteria, WSD proteins have been also found in plants (King et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; 

Shalini & Martin, 2020). 

In order to produce WE in crop plants, WS and FAR enzymes need to be expressed in chosen 

organisms. Which and how much WE are synthesized by the expressed enzyme combination 

is dependent on the activities and substrate specificities of FAR and WS proteins as well as 

the availability of acyl-CoA/ACP. Until now, several combinations of FAR and WS enzymes 

have been expressed in A. thaliana, Camelina sativa, Crambe abyssinica, Brassica carinata, 

Lepidium campestre and Nicotiana benthamiana plants (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Heilmann et 

al., 2012; Aslan et al., 2014; Aslan et al., 2015a; Aslan et al., 2015b; Iven et al., 2016; Zhu et 

al., 2016; Ivarson et al., 2017; Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018; Vollheyde et al., 2020). 

When introducing WE production into plants, researchers aim for as high WE amounts as 

possible and production of mainly certain WE species that are requested for special 

applications. Especially monounsaturated long chain WE are desired in industry due to 

excellent lubrication properties (Heilmann et al., 2012). High WE amounts of 89 to 108 mg/g 

seed were obtained by expressing a FAR from the bacterium M. aquaeolei (MaFAR) and a 

WS from S. chinensis (ScWS) in A. thaliana seeds (Iven et al., 2016). Different enzyme 

combinations expressed resulted in diverse WE that were synthesized. Expression of mouse 

FAR and mouse WS for instance resulted in the formation of WE with mainly polyunsaturated 

18 carbon acyl moieties (Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016). In contrast to that, enzyme 

combinations with MaFAR and ScWS, WSD1 from A. baylyi (AbWSD1) or WSD5 from M. 

aquaeolei (MaWSD5) produced WE mainly from monounsaturated 18 and 20 carbon acyl and 

alcohol moieties (Iven et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018; Vollheyde et al., 2020). A major influence 

on which WE species are produced however was found to have not the expressed enzymes, 

but which substrates are available for WE biosynthesis. An expression of different WE 

producing enzymes in a fad2 fae1 mutant with highly decreased fatty acid biosynthesis beyond 

18 carbons chain length and polyunsaturated fatty acids in seeds (Kunst et al., 1992; Okuley 

et al., 1994) resulted in more than 60 mol % 18:1/18:1 (alcohol moiety / acyl moiety) WE 

(Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018). Expressing fatty acid elongases in 

combination with WE producing enzymes resulted in the synthesis of longer WE in B. carinata, 

C. sativa and L. campestre (Zhu et al., 2016; Ivarson et al., 2017). In contrast to that, shorter 

WE were generated in C. sativa upon co-expression of a 14:0 ACP thioesterase (Ruiz-Lopez 

et al., 2017). 

Substrate availability cannot only be changed by influencing, which substrates are 

synthesized, but also by changing the localization of WE biosynthesis to different cellular 
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compartments with diverse substrate pools. Here we analyzed, whether a change in WE 

biosynthesis to plastids has an influence on produced WE species. As plastids are the 

compartments of de novo fatty acid synthesis, mid and long chain saturated as well as 

monounsaturated acyl-ACP are present there. Similar to the recently published analysis of 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 plants (Vollheyde et al., 2020), transgenic A. thaliana plants were generated 

expressing different combinations of MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 from the bacterium M. 

aquaeolei. Some constructs contained a plastidial target signal to direct WE biosynthesis to 

plastids. The analysis of generated transgenic plants allowed not only a direct comparison of 

substrate specificities of MaWSD2 and MaWSD5, but also a comparison of produced WE 

species and overall WE amount, when WE biosynthesis is directed either to plastids or to the 

cytosol. 

 

Results 

Generation of transgenic A. thaliana plants expressing combinations of 

MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 

In order to analyze the influence of WE producing enzymes and their localization on WE 

species and overall WE amount, transgenic A. thaliana plants expressing WE producing 

enzymes were generated. Only recently, we published the generation and analysis of 

transgenic A. thaliana plants expressing M. aquaeolei MaFAR and MaWSD5 under seed 

specific promoters (Vollheyde et al., 2020). In accordance to this, nine other constructs were 

generated consisting of combinations of MaFAR (Wahlen et al., 2009; Hofvander et al., 2011), 

MaWSD5 (Knutson et al., 2017; Vollheyde et al., 2020) and MaWSD2 (Barney et al., 2012; 

Villa et al., 2014; Vollheyde et al., 2020), another WSD from M. aquaeolei that was used in 

another study of WE production in plants before (Yu et al., 2018) (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1. Constructs generated for A. thaliana transformation. 
The MaFAR/MaWSD5 construct was published recently (Vollheyde et al., 2020). ßcon: ß-conglycinin 
promoter (Glycine max), seed specific; gly: glycinin promoter (G. max), seed specific; 35S: 35S 
promoter, ubiquitous promoter; ubT: ubiquitin 3 terminator; glT: glycinin terminator; ocT: octopine 
synthase terminator. 

 

Since it was shown before, that not only enzyme specificity but especially substrate availability 

influences which WE species are formed, several constructs were made harboring a plastidial 

tag to direct WE biosynthesis from the cytosol to plastids, the location of de novo fatty acid 

biosynthesis. For localization studies and western blot analyses, all constructs contain a 

fluorescent protein (either YFP or CFP) and an immunotag (either myc or flag tag). Similar to 

the published and analyzed MaFAR/MaWSD5 (ßcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-

MaWSD5) construct (Vollheyde et al., 2020), a construct was created, expressing YFP- and 

myc-tagged MaFAR under the control of the seed specific ß-conglycinin promoter and CFP- 

and flag-tagged MaWSD2 under the control of seed specific glycinin promoter (ßcon::YFP-

myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-MaWSD2, from here on referred to as MaFAR/MaWSD2). Two 

additional constructs harbor the same enzyme combinations but with a 5´ fusion of a plastidial 

localization sequence (Lee et al., 2002) (clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD5). 

Furthermore, two constructs were made aiming for an expression of plastidial constructs 

controlled by the 35S promoter (35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2, 
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35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5). To analyze the WE production when only a plastid-localized 

WSD is expressed, another four constructs were generated (gly::clMaWSD2, gly::clMaWSD5, 

35S::clMaWSD2, 35S::clMaWSD5). 

A. thaliana Col-0 plants were transformed with the generated constructs by floral dipping. A 

first and rapid screening for independent transgenic T1 plants was done by herbicide treatment 

with glufosinate. By this, 40 to 100 independent plants were obtained for each construct (Table 

4.1). Despite of two transformation events and screening of a large number of seedlings, only 

18 transgenic T1 plants were obtained for MaFAR/MaWSD2. For each construct, ca. 20 

independent lines were screened for high WE content in T2 seeds by WE extraction and thin 

layer chromatography (TLC). For MaFAR/MaWSD5 ten new lines were screened in addition 

to the ones published by Vollheyde et al. (2020). In MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 plants, 50 % to 80 % of the screened lines 

showed WE formation in T2 seeds. No WE formation was detected in T2 seeds of lines 

expressing plastidial localized enzymes under the control of the 35S promoter or expressing 

the plastidial localized MaWSD2 or MaWSD5 alone. Since expression under the control of the 

35S promoter should lead to expression of WE synthesizing enzymes in leaves, leaves of T1 

plants, expressing the respective constructs were screened for WE formation as well. 

However, no WE were detected after WE extraction and subsequent TLC. 

As significant WE amounts were obtained in T2 seeds of plants expressing the four constructs 

MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5, three 

independent lines per construct with high WE levels were chosen for further analyses regarding 

protein expression, WE content and generated WE species (Table 4.1). For a comparison with 

results published for MaFAR/MaWSD5, three additional lines were analyzed in detail as the 

five already published ones were only analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS (Vollheyde et al., 2020). 

 

MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 protein levels are different in seeds 

Making use of their YFP-myc and CFP-flag tags, MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 protein 

levels were investigated by western blot analysis in protein extracts of MaFAR/MaWSD2, 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 dry T2 seeds. A detection 

of MaFAR was achieved via an anti-myc IgG antibody and a detection of MaWSD2 as well as 

MaWSD5 was done via an anti-flag IgG antibody. In addition to that, anti-GFP IgG antibody 

was used for the detection of all three proteins via their YFP and CFP labels. MaFAR protein 

was detected in clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 constructs (Figure 4.2, Figure 

S4.1). Despite a weak signal in MaFAR/MaWSD5 line 17, no MaFAR protein was detected in 

MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 seeds. A signal corresponding to MaWSD5 protein 
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was obtained in all MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 lines. In contrast to that, 

MaWSD2 protein was only detected in the clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 lines and as a weak signal in 

MaFAR/MaWSD2 line 17. 

 

Table 4.1. Overview of generated and analyzed transgenic A. thaliana plants. 

Construct expressed (short 
name) 
(ßcon/gly: seed specific promoters, 35S: 
35S promoter) 

Number of 
independent 
lines after 
herbicide 
treatment 

Number of 
screened 
heterozygous 
lines by TLC 
(number of lines 
with increased 
WE amounts) 

Plant lines used 
for further 
analysis 
(†western blot 
‡confocal microscopy 
§analysis of WE 
species and WE 
amounts by GC-FID 
and nanoESI-MS/MS) 

ßcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR 
gly::CFP-flag-MaWSD2 
(MaFAR/MaWSD2) 
 

18 T2 seeds: 17 (9) 
 

†§Lines 2, 6, 17 

ßcon::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR 
gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2 
(clMaFAR/clMaWSD2) 
 

85 T2 seeds: 36 (22) 
 

†§Lines 11, 28, 35 

ßcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR 
gly::CFP-flag-MaWSD5 
(MaFAR/MaWSD5) 
 

52 T2 seeds: 19 (16) 
[9 (6) lines 
screened for 
Vollheyde et al. 
(2020), 10 (10) 
additional lines 
screened for this 
publication] 

†§Lines 11, 12, 17 
(lines 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 
(Vollheyde et al., 
2020)) 

ßcon::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR 
gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5 
(clMaFAR/clMaWSD5) 
 

43 T2 seeds: 18 (12) 
 

†§Lines 4, 12, 18 

35S::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR 
35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2 
(35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2) 

72 T2 seeds: 22 (0) 
T1 leaves: 5 (0) 

‡Line 21 

35S::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR 
35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5 
(35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5) 

56 T2 seeds: 23 (0) 
T1 leaves: 9 (0) 

‡Lines 18, 19, 23 

gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2 100 T2 seeds: 21 (0) 
 

 

gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5 95 T2 seeds: 21 (0) 
 

 

35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2 50 T2 seeds: 12 (0) 
T1 leaves: 5 (0) 

 

35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5 91 T2 seeds: 21 (0) 
T1 leaves: 38 (0) 
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Figure 4.2. Western blot analysis of MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and 
clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds. 
Equal amounts of total T2 seed protein extracts were loaded on SDS gels for western blot analyses and 
SDS-PAGE. Protein detection was achieved by anti-GFP, anti-myc and anti-flag IgG antibodies followed 
by the anti-Mouse IgG (whole molecule)—Alkaline Phosphatase. The SDS-PAGE gel, serving as 
loading control, was stained with coomassie. The experiment was performed once analyzing three 
independent plant lines per construct (MaFAR/MaWSD2: βcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-
MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2: βcon::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2, 
MaFAR/MaWSD5: βcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-MaWSD5, clMaFAR/clMaWSD5: βcon::cl-
YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5). For images of whole membranes and gel, see Figure 
S4.1. 

 

WE producing enzymes can be targeted to plastids 

In some constructs, MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 are expressed with a transit peptide with 

the aim to localize the WE producing enzymes to plastids. To examine, whether plastidial 

localization of the proteins is successful with the used transit peptide, 

35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2 and 35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5 T2 seedlings were 

analyzed by confocal microscopy. In green tissue, plastidial localization can be confirmed by 

fluorescence overlay with chlorophyll autofluorescence. Besides a variety of WT seedlings 

obtained by segregation of heterozygous T1 mother plants showing no fluorescence, several 

seedlings were found with only YFP fluorescence. Whereas for 

35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5 seedlings with both fluorescence signals were found, no CFP 

fluorescence signal was detected in 35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2 seedlings analyzed by 

confocal microscopy. Figure 4.3 depicts that CFP and YFP fluorescence overlay with 

chlorophyll autofluorescence, confirming plastidial localization of the expressed clMaFAR and 

clMaWSD5. Interestingly, CFP and YFP fluorescence sometimes overlays with chlorophyll 

autofluorescence of smaller plastids and not with the one of large chloroplasts. It is striking, 

that expressed clMaFAR and clMaWSD5 localize to subdomains within plastids. When CFP 
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and YFP fluorescence was detected, both signals hinted to a co-localization of the expressed 

enzymes at these subdomains. 

 

Figure 4.3. Localization studies of WE producing enzymes in seedlings using confocal 
microscopy. 
Pictures were taken from transgenic 35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2 (35S::cl-YFP-myc-
MaFAR/35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2) and 35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5 (35S::cl-YFP-myc-
MaFAR/35S::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5) T2 seedlings. Pictures were processed with Image J 1.50i 
(Schneider et al., 2012). The scale bar represents 6 µm. 

 

Plastidial WE synthesis leads to a shift in WE length and degree of 

desaturation 

In order to determine how much and which WE species are generated by the four constructs 

MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5, T2 

seeds were analyze by GC-FID and nanoESI-MS/MS. Neutral lipid extraction from T2 seeds 

followed by separation of WE and TAG by TLC and subsequent analysis of both neutral lipids 

by GC-FID, revealed WE contents between 12 and 22 mg/g seed as well as TAG contents 

between 188 and 268 mg/g seed (Figure 4.4, Figure S4.2). For both analyzed enzyme 

combinations, the shift of WE biosynthesis to plastids did not result in significantly reduced WE 

amounts. However, a tendency towards lower levels upon plastidial WE biosynthesis was 

observed. Seeds expressing clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 contained ~50 % less WE than 

MaFAR/MaWSD2 seeds. In clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds, the WE content was only ~60 % of 

the WE amount of MaFAR/MaWSD5 seeds (Figure 4.4a). No significant difference in TAG 

content was observed in seeds between the constructs (Figure 4.4b). However, 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 TAG content was slightly reduced compared to seeds expressing MaWSD2. 
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And in clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds, the TAG content was reduced even more. Figure 4.4c 

shows, that MaFAR/MaWSD2 seeds contained on average 8 % WE, which was even higher 

in an individual line (Figure S4.2c). In clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 lines, the percentage of WE was 

4 %. Due to accompanied changes in total TAG amount, WE content in MaFAR/MaWSD5 and 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds accounted to 7 %. 

In order to investigate whether plastidial localization of WE producing enzymes leads to 

changes in generated WE species, profiles of WE forming fatty acids and fatty alcohols were 

analyzed by GC-FID as well (Figure 4.5, Figure S4.3). The acyl moiety profile displays only 

small differences between MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5. Both enzyme 

combinations led to WE formed mostly from 20:1 (n-9), 18:1 (n-9), 18:2 (n-6) and 16:0 fatty 

acids (Figure 4.5a). For MaFAR/MaWSD5 significantly higher content of 16:0 was detected.  

Comparing MaFAR/MaWSD2 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, a plastidial WE biosynthesis led to a 

significantly reduced incorporation of 18:1 (n-9) accompanied with a higher content of 18:0 and 

16:0 acyl moieties (Figure 4.5a). Although not significantly, a trend towards the reduction of 

WE with 20:1 (n-9) and 18:2 (n-6) acyl moieties was observed as well. Comparing 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5, a reduced content of 20:1 (n-9) acyl moieties in 

the plastidial constructs was observed as well as a slight reduction in 16:0 even though these 

differences were not significant. This was accompanied with an increase in 18:0 and 18:1 (n-

9) as well as a significant higher content of 18:1 (n-7) acyl moieties. 

The summed up overall chain length and desaturation degree status of acyl moieties reflected 

the above mentioned trends: For both plastidial constructs a decrease in 20 carbon acyl 

moieties compared to the corresponding non-plastidial constructs was detected, although this 

decrease was not significant. Whereas the decrease in 20 carbon chain length species resulted 

mainly in a significant increase in 16 carbon acyl moieties for clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, acyl 

moieties with 18 carbon chain length increased in clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seed WE (Figure 

4.5c). The number of double bonds present in acyl moieties did not differ between 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. In contrast to that, a clear trend towards the 

incorporation of saturated acyl moieties was observed for clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 compared to 

the corresponding non-plastidial construct. While monounsaturated acyl species were favored 

by the non-plastidial construct, saturated and monounsaturated acyl moieties were equally 

distributed in clMaFAR/clMaWSD2. 

Figure 4.5b displays the alcohol moiety profiles of extracted WE. No differences were observed 

between MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5. In both enzyme combinations 20:1 (n-9) 

and 18:1 (n-9) were the preferred alcohol species incorporated into WE. Comparing the alcohol 

profiles of plastidial and corresponding non-plastidial constructs, a clear decrease in 20:1 (n-
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9) alcohol species to almost half of the content was observed, as well as a decrease in 18:1 

(n-9). This was accompanied with a large increase in 18:0 alcohol moiety as well as a slight, 

although not significant, increase in 16:0 in both plastidial constructs. Interestingly, in 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 the 18:0 alcohol moiety content was significantly more than in 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. 

Figure 4.5d shows the summed up overall chain length and desaturation degree preference 

for alcohol moieties of WE in the analyzed constructs. Whereas alcohol moieties with 20 

carbons chain length were preferred over 18 carbons chain length alcohols in non-plastidial 

constructs, the incorporation of fatty alcohols with 18 carbons chain length was preferred in 

plastidial constructs. A slight, although not significant, increase in 16 carbon alcohol species 

was observed in the same combinations as well in comparison to the corresponding non-

plastidial constructs. A large shift occurred in the number of double bonds. MaFAR/MaWSD2 

and MaFAR/MaWSD5 preferred monounsaturated alcohol moieties with ~70 mol %. In both 

plastidial enzyme combinations, the number of double bonds decreased significantly in alcohol 

moieties. In clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 saturated and monounsaturated species accounted to equal 

amounts of ~50 mol %. In clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, the content of saturated and 

monounsaturated alcohol moieties even inverted compared to MaFAR/MaWSD2 accounting 

for ~70 mol % saturated moieties in the plastidial construct. 

Acyl and alcohol moiety profiles obtained by GC-FID analysis give a summarized overview 

about the composition of acyl and alcohol species forming the whole WE pool. Information 

about single WE species synthesized cannot be obtained by this analysis. In order to examine 

which WE species are produced in the four constructs MaFAR/MaWSD2, 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5, WE of the three 

independent plant lines per construct were analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS. This method allows 

a detection of 784 even chain molecular WE species (Iven et al., 2013). Figure 4.6 displays 

the top 20 molecular WE species synthesized by the four analyzed enzyme combinations. As 

already observed in the GC-FID profiles, MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 seed WE 

have a similar composition. The top 20 WE species in both constructs were mostly the same, 

despite smaller differences in the ranking position. In both constructs, 20:1/18:1 and 20:1/20:1 

WE species were the two most abundant WE species, which accounted to ~20 mol %. In 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 seeds more than 50 mol % of all WE species contained 18:0 alcohol 

moieties, which formed the six most abundant WE species. 18:0/18:0 and 18:0/16:0 were the 

two main WE species in clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 seeds, accounting to 30 mol %. 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 plants showed a rather equally distributed WE profile lacking two main 

WE species standing out as observed in the other constructs. Similar to but not as consistent 

as in clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 seeds, 18:0 alcohol moieties were preferred by 
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clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 accounting for ~30 mol %. 18:1 and 18:2 acyl moieties formed the two 

most abundant WE species in clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. 

 

Figure 4.4. WE and TAG content of MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and 
clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds. 
Absolute WE (a) and TAG (b) amounts in mg/g seed were obtained by GC-FID analysis. Both values 
were used to calculate their relative portion in mass % (c). Each bar represents the mean of three 
independent plant lines per construct determined in three extraction replicates (+SD). Analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) revealed no significant differences in absolute and relative WE and TAG contents 
between the constructs. For the data from each plant line, see Figure S4.2. 
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Figure 4.5. Acyl and alcohol moiety profiles of seed WE from MaFAR/MaWSD2, 
clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. 
Acyl (a) and alcohol (b) moiety profiles were obtained by GC-FID analysis. Displayed are relative 
abundances of WE moieties in mol %. Combined relative abundances of acyl (c) and alcohol (d) 
moieties with similar chain length or desaturation degree were attained by summing up relative 
abundances of respective moieties. Each bar represents the mean of three independent plant lines per 
construct determined in three extraction replicates (+SD). ANOVA analysis followed by post-hoc Tukey 
test was performed separately for each acyl and alcohol moiety as well as each chain length and double 
bond number (n.s.: not significant). For the data from each plant line, see Figure S4.3. 
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Figure 4.6. Analysis of seed WE species in MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, 
MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. 
Molecular WE species were analyzed by nanoESI-MS/MS in MaFAR/MaWSD2 (a), 
clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 (b), MaFAR/MaWSD5 (c) and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 (d) T2 seeds. Displayed are 
relative abundances of the top 20 WE species (alcohol moiety/acid moiety) of each construct in mol %. 
Each bar represents the mean of three independent plant lines per construct determined in three 
measuring replicates (+SD). 

 

Discussion 

Here we report the analysis of transgenic WE producing A. thaliana plants. The ten studied 

constructs consisted of combinations of MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 from the bacterium 

M. aquaeolei. Besides different enzyme combinations, the influence of different promoters, as 

well as a shift of WE biosynthesis from the cytosol to the plastid was studied. We showed that 

the used plastidial signal peptide was sufficient to localize the expressed enzymes to plastids 
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(Figure 4.3). WE production was detected in plants expressing MaFAR and MaWSD 

combinations under the control of seed specific promoters with cytosolic and plastidial 

localized WE biosynthesis (Figure 4.4). Expression of plastidial localized enzymes under the 

control of the 35S promoter led neither to the detection of WE in seeds nor leaves. Similar 

results were observed for the expression of plastidial localized WSD alone. GC-FID and 

nanoESI-MS/MS analyses of MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds revealed a shift towards shorter and more saturated WE species 

synthesized by plastidial localized enzymes (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). 

Expressing MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and 

clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 constructs under the control of seed specific promoters, seed WE 

amounts of 12 to 22 mg/g seed were obtained (Figure 4.4). This is consistent with WE amounts 

obtained with combinations of MaFAR and other bacterial WSD (Yu et al., 2018). Yu et al. 

(2018) reached between 12 and 17 mg/g seed with constructs expressing MaFAR together 

with either PCOAbWSD1 (DNA sequence for first 20 amino acids plant codon optimized), 

TMMmAWAT2-AbWSD1 (60 amino acids N-terminal fusion of two transmembrane domains 

from mouse AWAT2 to AbWSD1) or MaWSD2 and 4 mg/g seed with a MaFAR/AbWSD1 

construct. 

Here it is shown, that seeds of transgenic MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 contained 

WE with equal amounts of 20:1 (n-9) and 18:1 (n-9) acyl moieties accounting for 20-25 mol % 

each, and to a bit lesser extent WE with 18:2 (n-6) and 16:0 acyl moieties, accounting for 10-

15 mol % each (Figure 4.5). As fatty alcohol moiety, 20:1 (n-9) was favored by both enzyme 

combinations followed by 18:1 (n-9) (Figure 4.5). Yu et al. (2018) published acyl and alcohol 

profiles of seed WE produced by a MaFAR/MaWSD2 enzyme combination as well. In that 

study, MaFAR/MaWSD2 synthesized WE mainly from 18:0 fatty acids, followed by 18:1 fatty 

acids and from 18:1 fatty alcohols followed by 18:2 fatty alcohols. Whereas the here obtained 

results revealed WE are formed by MaFAR/MaWSD2 with almost equal contents of 18 and 20 

carbon acyl moieties and a clear preference for monounsaturated acyl species, 

MaFAR/MaWSD2 from the study of Yu et al. (2018) favored saturated acyl moieties and almost 

exclusively produced WE with 18 carbon chain length. Differences can also be observed in the 

alcohol moieties. Here alcohol moieties of 18 and 20 carbon chain length were incorporated 

into WE by MaFAR/MaWSD2 to a nearly similar extent. Yu et al. (2018) observed a clear 

preference for 18 carbon fatty alcohols by the same enzyme combination. The preference for 

shorter substrates preferred by the MaFAR/MaWSD2 combination from Yu et al. (2018) 

compared to the here published MaFAR/MaWSD2 combination might be explained by different 

promoters that were chosen to regulate expression of the enzymes. Expression of MaFAR and 

MaWSD2 was controlled by the seed specific napin promoter in the publication of Yu et al. 
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(2018). Here, MaFAR expression was driven by the ß-conglycinin promoter and MaWSD2 

expression was regulated by the glycinin promoter. Although the ß-conglycinin and the glycinin 

promoters are also seed specific promoters similar to the napin promoter, promoter activity 

during seed development might be different. Baud et al. (2002) showed that the fatty acid 

profile changes in developing A. thaliana seeds over time. Until torpedo stage, around 50 % of 

all seed fatty acids are 16:0 and 18:0 fatty acids. During proceeding seed development, the 

content of both fatty acids decreases and the amount of 18:3 and 20:1 fatty acids increases. 

This observation suggests that the napin promoter might be active during earlier time points in 

seed development when a higher content of saturated and shorter acyl substrates is present. 

The ß-conglycinin and the glycinin promoter might promote protein expression during later time 

points in seed development when longer substrates, mainly 20:1 fatty acids are available. 

Another explanation for differences in WE acyl and alcohol moiety profiles of MaFAR/MaWSD2 

constructs between this study and the work of Yu et al. (2018) might be the presence of N-

terminal YFP-myc and CFP-flag fusions in the here analyzed constructs. They might have an 

influence on substrate specificities of the proteins. Yu et al. (2018) also observed differences 

in formed WE species by MaFAR/AbWSD1 and MaFAR/TMMmAWAT2-AbWSD1. In addition 

to that, differences in expression levels might be a third explanation, as Yu et al. (2018) 

obtained differences in WE acyl and alcohol profiles for MaFAR/AbWSD1 and 

MaFAR/PCOAbWSD1 as well, which only differ in the codon usage of the first 20 amino acids 

of AbWSD1. 

WE species produced by MaFAR/MaWSD5 were analyzed recently (Vollheyde et al., 2020). 

NanoESI-MS/MS results show, that cytosolic MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 formed 

similar WE species as published before (Figure 4.6). Upon localization of both enzyme 

combinations to plastids, altered WE profiles were obtained for both constructs compared to 

the corresponding non-plastidial constructs. Interestingly, differences in WE profiles were 

observed between clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. Whereas the cytosolic 

substrate pool provides acyl-CoA, which do not reveal differences in substrate specificities 

between MaWSD2 and MaWSD5, plastidial available substrates do so. As both constructs 

express the same FAR, substrate specificities of MaWSD2 and MaWSD5 can be compared 

directly. Plastidial expression revealed that MaWSD2 favors saturated substrates and 18 

carbon chain length fatty alcohols, whereas MaWSD5 favors desaturated substrates under the 

tested conditions. 

The here published study is not the first one analyzing plastidial WE biosynthesis, but the first 

one comparing WE biosynthesis in plastids directly with cytosolic biosynthesis catalyzed by 

the same enzyme combinations. In 2014, Aslan et al. (2014) published the investigation of WE 

biosynthesis by several WE-producing enzymes localized to chloroplasts in transiently 
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transformed N. benthamiana leaves. A fusion construct made out of a transit peptide, MaFAR 

and Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus WS2 under the control of the 35S promoter showed 

reasonable WE formation in leaf chloroplasts. In 2015, the generation and analysis of stable 

transformed transgenic N. benthamiana plants expressing the same construct were published 

(Aslan et al., 2015b). Transient and stable transformed leaves produced WE with similar acyl 

and alcohol moiety profiles, but WE amounts were markedly lower in stable transformed plants. 

The authors assumed a counter-selection for high expression of the construct during the 

regeneration process as surviving plants showed stunted growth and chlorotic leaves and 

stems. Here we observed no detectable WE formation in leaves and seeds, when expressing 

plastidial localized enzymes under the control of the 35S promoter. This observation might be 

explained by a counter-selection for high plastidial WE contents as well. As reasonable WE 

amounts were obtained in clMaFAR/clMaWSD2 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds, high 

plastidial WE amounts might be more harmful in certain developmental stages than in others. 

Whereas plastidial WE might be tolerated during seed development, ubiquitous plastidial WE 

biosynthesis during seedling development might be detrimental. Seedling lethality of plants 

expressing enzymes under the control of the 35S promoter compared to plants expressing 

proteins under the control of seed specific promoters was not analyzed here. As screening for 

transgenic plants was performed through herbicide resistance, a detailed seedling lethality rate 

is hard to determine. A selection of plants expressing 35S constructs towards lower plastidial 

WE levels, would explain the difficulties to find seedlings for confocal microscopy expressing 

CFP and YFP tagged proteins in sufficient amounts for localization studies. Here a lot of 

seedlings expressed only one enzyme above the detection limit. 

Although no significant differences in WE contents were obtained between the four constructs 

in this study, a trend towards lower WE amounts was observed when WE were synthesized in 

plastids compared to cytosolic WE formation (Figure 4.4). This might be either explained by 

the above-mentioned counter-selection towards plants with low plastidial WE levels or by 

insufficient storage capacities. The stroma volume can be calculated to account only to about 

25 % of the cytosolic volume in an average C3 plant leaf for instance (Lawlor, 2001). The 

availability of acyl-ACP for WE synthesis might be another reason for lower WE amounts of 

seeds expressing plastidial constructs. Aslan et al. (2014) expressed the transcription factor 

AtWRI1 in combination with FAR/WS constructs. This transcription factor is known to induce 

de novo fatty acid synthesis (Focks & Benning, 1998; Ma et al., 2013). Although higher TAG 

levels were observed by Aslan et al. (2014), suggesting an increased fatty acid biosynthesis, 

increase in WE formation was only detected for one enzyme combination. It is conceivable that 

increased fatty acid biosynthesis levels lead to an increase in acyl-ACP export as well. If 

plastidial acyl-ACP levels actually remain stable, plastidial WE biosynthesis rates might be 
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difficult to increase without downregulating acyl-ACP export. Since plastidial synthesized fatty 

acids are building blocks for lipids outside of plastids, a total block of acyl-ACP export cannot 

be achieved. 

WE were detected in all analyzed MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 

and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds (Figure 4.4) although western blot analysis did not show in all 

plant lines detectable protein levels for MaFAR, MaWSD2 or MaWSD5 under our conditions 

(Figure 4.2). As western blot analysis was performed in dry seeds and WE formation takes 

place during seed development, differences in protein stability of the expressed enzymes have 

to be assumed. The detection of WE in all transgenic seeds strongly suggests the presence of 

all enzymes during seed development. 

A demand for sustainable tailor-made WE production is increasing, as fossil fuel resource are 

finite. Here we report the analysis of transgenic A. thaliana plants expressing ten different 

enzyme combinations of the bacterial MaFAR, MaWSD2 and MaWSD5. A detailed lipid 

analysis revealed that a direction of WE formation towards plastids in seeds is possible. The 

availability of acyl-ACP with altered chain length and desaturation degree compared to acyl-

CoA present in the cytosolic substrate pool, resulted in the production of shorter and more 

saturated WE in plastids compared to the cytosol. The here presented study shows, that a 

change in cellular localization of WE biosynthesis is a powerful tool to alter substrate availability 

for tailor-made WE production in plants. 

 

Experimental procedures 

Generation of transgenic A. thaliana plants 

Transgenic A. thaliana plants were generated according to Vollheyde et al. (2020). Using 

Gateway technology (Thermo Fisher Scientific) binary transformation vectors were generated 

for simultaneous transformation of two enzymes as described before (Heilmann et al., 2012). 

Using fusion polymerase chain reaction, several constructs were generated from sequence 

combinations of Escherichia coli codon optimized MaFAR (Accession Number: 

WP_011785687.1), MaWSD2 (Accession Number: ABM20141.1), MaWSD5 (Accession 

Number: ABM20482.1), YFP, CFP, myc-tag, flag-tag and a plastidial localization sequence 

corresponding to an 80 amino acids signal peptide (Lee et al., 2002). As fusion polymerase 

chain reaction was not successful for generating constructs containing MaWSD2, these 

constructs were made by classical cloning via an ApaI restriction site on the 5´ end of the 

MaWSD2 sequence. Generated constructs were cloned into desired pENTRY vectors 

(pENTRYA carrying a 35S promoter, pENTRYB carrying a β-conglycinin promoter, pENTRYC 
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carrying a glycinin promoter, pENTRYD carrying a 35S promoter) via SalI/BamHI restriction 

sites or XhoI/BglII restriction sites for MaWSD5 containing constructs. In total, nine pENTRY 

vectors were produced. By performing clonase reactions with the destination vector 

(pCAMBIA33) together with either a combination of pENTRYB, pENTRYC and an empty 

pENTRYA vector or with a combination of pENTRYA (empty one in case only a WSD was 

expressed) and pENTRYD vector, ten binary vectors were obtained. Primer sequences can 

be found in Table S4.1. 

 

Screening of transgenic A. thaliana plants 

Screening of transgenic A. thaliana plants by analysis of seed WE was performed as described 

previously (Vollheyde et al., 2020). 

For the screening of transgenic A. thaliana plants by leaf WE, three leaves were harvested per 

plant, pooled and lyophilized. For rapid screening, WE extraction was performed in 2 mL micro 

tubes. 500 µL methanol were added to lyophilized leaf material and the samples were shaken 

for 20 min at 4 °C. Afterwards, 1 mL hexane was added to each sample and samples were 

shaken for 15 min at 4 °C. After centrifugation (5 min 11360 g), the upper hexane phase was 

transferred to a 1.5 mL micro tube. Subsequent to hexane evaporation in a Savant 

SPD131DDA SpeedVac Concentrator (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a Savant RVT5105 

Refrigerated Vapor Trap (Thermo Fisher Scientific), extracted lipids were dissolved in 50 µL 

chloroform and spotted on a TLC silica plate (TLC Silica gel 60, 20 × 20 cm, Merck Millipore). 

The TLC plate was developed with hexane/diethyl ether/acetic acid (90:10:1, v/v/v) as running 

solvent, which yielded best results in separating WE and carotenoids. Bands of neutral lipids 

were visualized by dipping the plate into a CuSO4 solution (10 % (w/v) CuSO4, 6.8 % (v/v) 

phosphoric acid) and subsequent heating of the plate to up to 190 °C. 

 

Analysis of WE and TAG by GC-FID 

Lipid extraction, sample preparation and GC-FID analysis of WE and TAG was performed as 

described previously (Iven et al., 2016). 

 

Analysis of WE species by nanoESI-MS/MS 

The analysis of WE was performed by nanoESI-MS/MS with a 6500 QTRAP® tandem mass 

spectrometer (AB Sciex) as previously described (Iven et al., 2013). 
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Western Blot 

Proteins were extracted from frozen and homogenized seeds according to Poliner et al. (2018). 

To 4 mg seed material, 100 µL freshly prepared extraction buffer (4 % (w/v) SDS, 2 % (v/v) β-

mercaptoethanol, 2 mM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride, 0.1 M Tris pH 8.5) were added. 

Samples were immediately vigorously vortexed for at least 2 min. Afterwards, the samples 

were incubated at 80 °C for 3 min and centrifuged (10 min, 20810 g, room temperature). The 

supernatant was transferred to a new tube and was mixed with 4x Lämmli buffer. For SDS-

PAGE and western blot analysis, 10 µL of with 4x Lämmli buffer diluted protein extract was 

loaded on a SDS gel. For western blot analysis, proteins were detected using an anti-GFP 

epitope tag antibody (diluted 1:5,000, BioLegend), monoclonal anti-c-MYC antibody (1:5,000, 

Sigma) and monoclonal anti-FLAG M2 antibody (1:5,000, Merck) followed by the anti-Mouse 

IgG (whole molecule)—Alkaline Phosphatase (diluted 1:30,000, Merck). The SDS gel serving 

as loading control was stained with coomassie. 

 

Microscopy 

Seedlings were grown on MS agar plates containing 1 % (w/v) sucrose for 3 days under long 

day condition (16 h light, 8 h darkness, 22 °C) subsequent to 2-3 days of stratification. 

Images were recorded using a Zeiss LSM 780 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., Jena, 

Germany). eCFP was excited at 458 nm and detected at a wavelength of 462-520 nm imaged 

using a T80/R20 beam splitter, or at 463-510 nm using a MBS 458 beam splitter; eYFP was 

excited at 514 nm and detected at a wavelength of 523-622 nm imaged using a T80/R20 beam 

splitter, or at 515-551 nm using a MBS 458/514 beam splitter; chlorophyll was excited at 

633 nm and detected at a wavelength of 647-722 nm imaged using a T80/R20 beam splitter, 

or at 647-721 nm using a MBS 488/561/633 beam splitter. Images of 

35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5 lines 18, 19 and 23 (upper image) were recorded with the 

settings described first. Images of 35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD2 line 21 and 

35S::clMaFAR/35S::clMaWSD5 line 23 (lower image) were recorded using the settings 

described second. Pictures were processed with Image J 1.50i (Schneider et al., 2012). 
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Table S4.1. Primer sequences. 

Primer Name Primer Sequence (5`-> 3`) 

cl-for-SalI ACTGTCGACATGGCTTCCTCTATGCTCTCTTC 

YFP/CFP-for-SalI ACTGTCGACATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG 

MaFAR-rev-BamHI GCGGATCCTCATGCCGCTTTTTTACG 

MaWSD2-rev-BamHI GCGGATCCTTACTTGCGGGTTCGGGCGCGC 

MaWSD2-for-ApaI AGCGGGCCCATGAAACGTCTCGGAACCCTGG 

Flag-rev-ApaI AGTGGGCCCCTTATCGTCGTCATCCTTGTAATCC 

cl-for-XhoI ACTCTCGAGATGGCTTCCTCTATGCTCTCTTC 

CFP-for-XhoI ACTCTCGAGATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAG 

MaWSD5-rev-BglII GCAGATCTTCAGTCCAGCTGATCCAGTTCCGC 
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Figure S4.1. Western blot analyses of MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 
and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds. 
Equal amounts of total T2 seed protein extracts were loaded on SDS gels for western blot analyses and 
SDS-PAGE. Protein detection was achieved by anti-GFP, anti-myc and anti-flag IgG antibodies followed 
by the anti-Mouse IgG (whole molecule)—Alkaline Phosphatase. The SDS-PAGE gel, serving as 
loading control, was stained with coomassie. The experiment was performed once analyzing three 
independent plant lines per construct (MaFAR/MaWSD2: βcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-
MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2: βcon::cl-YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD2, 
MaFAR/MaWSD5: βcon::YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::CFP-flag-MaWSD5, clMaFAR/clMaWSD5: βcon::cl-
YFP-myc-MaFAR/gly::cl-CFP-flag-MaWSD5).  
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Figure S4.2. WE and TAG content of MaFAR/MaWSD2, clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 
and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5 seeds. 
Absolute WE (a) and TAG (b) amounts in mg/g seed were obtained by GC-FID analysis. Both values 
were used to calculate their relative portion in mass % (c). Each bar represents the mean of three 
extraction replicates (+SD).  
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Figure S4.3. Acyl and alcohol moiety profiles of seed WE from MaFAR/MaWSD2, 
clMaFAR/clMaWSD2, MaFAR/MaWSD5 and clMaFAR/clMaWSD5. 
Acyl (a) and alcohol (b) moiety profiles were obtained by GC-FID analysis. Displayed are relative 
abundances of WE moieties in mol % of three independent plant lines per construct. Each bar 
represents the mean of three extraction replicates (+SD). 
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5 DISCUSSION 

 

5.1 Overview about results obtained in this work 

WE are neutral lipids that have diverse physicochemical properties. They are found in nature 

fulfilling diverse functions such as protection and carbon storage. Furthermore, they are widely 

used in industry, e.g. as lubricants, in cosmetics or as coating agents. Within the last years, 

several studies have been published establishing tailor-made WE production for industrial 

applications in transgenic crop plants. Even though diverse approaches yielded increasing 

amounts of WE, it emerged, that further work regarding enzyme use, substrate availability and 

storage capacities is needed to optimize their production. 

Goal of this thesis was to contribute solutions to further improve tailor-made WE biosynthesis 

in two of the three aspects: enzyme use and substrate availability. They were examined by 

three projects, whose results were combined in three manuscripts being either already 

published or ready for submission. The first project dealt with the characterization of MaWSD5 

in order to study the potential of the enzyme for WE production. Within the second project, a 

structure-function analysis of AbWSD1 based on its crystal structure was conducted in order 

to broaden the knowledge about substrate binding sites and catalytic important residues in 

WSD enzymes. In the third project, the influence of cellular localization of WE biosynthesis on 

WE formation in transgenic plants was studied and established as a new tool to alter substrate 

availability. 

Within the first project, whose results have been published in Article I, the newly identified fifth 

WSD of the bacterium M. aquaeolei was characterized biochemically. Experiments conducted 

within the scope of this thesis showed, that MaWSD5 has WS activity but lacks DGAT activity 

in vitro. A DTNB-based activity assay revealed a broad substrate range of the enzyme, 

accepting acyl-CoA from 6 to 20 carbon chain length, including 16:1 CoA and 18:1 CoA as well 

as fatty alcohols ranging from 6 carbon chain length to 16 carbon chain length and 16:1 OH 

and 18:1 OH. Expression of MaWSD5 in combination with MaFAR resulted in WE formation in 

transgenic A. thaliana seeds, producing WE mainly from long chain monoenoic substrates. 

The obtained results led to the conclusion that MaWSD5 is a promising candidate for 

transgenic WE biosynthesis consisting of long-chain monoenoic moieties in planta. Especially 

its monofunctionality is advantageous for industrial WE production, as catalyzed TAG 

formation of WSD is considered as an enzyme´s resources wasting side reaction. 

The second project, represented by Article II, dealt with the structure-function analysis of 

AbWSD1, which is the second WSD structure available but the first one with a bound fatty 
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acid. Based on the crystal structure and identified tunnels within the protein that are connected 

with the active site, amino acid substitutions were introduced around these cavities. Upon the 

analysis of the enzyme variants regarding changes in substrate specificities, a cavity involved 

in DAG binding was identified as well as three amino acids influencing the acyl-CoA specificity 

of AbWSD1. A detailed comparison of the AbWSD1 structure, containing a bound myristic acid, 

with the crystal structure of MaWSD1, published while working on this thesis, revealed a 

structural rearrangement upon substrate binding. Based on these findings it was possible to 

propose a structural rearrangement upon binding of acyl-CoA/ACP, amino acids involved in 

binding of the phosphopantetheine moiety and a substrate-binding model for WSD enzymes. 

Within the scope of the third project compiled in Article III, the influence of the cellular 

localization of WE biosynthesis was studied as a new tool to alter substrate availability in WE 

producing plants. Different MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 constructs, with and 

without plastidial localization tag, were expressed in A. thaliana under the control of either seed 

specific promoters or the ubiquitous 35S promoter. The experiments conducted here are the 

first ones showing WE production in plastids of transgenic A. thaliana seeds and are the first 

ones performing a detailed and comprehensive comparison of cytosolic and plastidial WE 

biosynthesis on formed WE species and WE amounts. Upon plastidial WE biosynthesis a clear 

shift towards shorter and more saturated WE was observed compared to cytosolic WE 

biosynthesis. This shift was attributed to the higher availability of mid and long chain acyl 

substrates in plastids where de novo fatty acid synthesis takes place, compared to the cytosol, 

where acyl-CoA are elongated to very long chain acyl substrates. Interestingly, plastidial WE 

formation was only detected in seeds upon expression of WSD and FAR controlled by seed 

specific promoters and no significant WE synthesis was observed in either seeds or leaves, 

when WSD and FAR enzymes were expressed under the control of the 35S promoter. 

Furthermore, first localization studies revealed, that FAR and WSD tend to localize to small 

plastids instead of large plastids. Additionally, both enzymes were detected to co-localize to 

plastidial micro domains. 

 

5.2 WS(D) catalyze a repertoire of diverse acyl transfer reactions 

Which WE species are generated upon transgenic WE biosynthesis is influenced by substrate 

specificities of WE synthesizing enzymes. Here, not only substrate specificities of WS(D) but 

also substrate specificities of FAR enzymes have to be taken into consideration, as they 

influence which fatty alcohols are provided to WS(D) for WE production. Up to now, several 

WS(D) (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Daniel et al., 2004; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; 

Kalscheuer et al., 2007; King et al., 2007; Alvarez et al., 2008; Arabolaza et al., 2008; Li et al., 
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2008; Kaddor et al., 2009; Barney et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Lázaro et al., 2017; Zhang et 

al., 2017; Shalini & Martin, 2020) and FAR (Aarts et al., 1993; Aarts et al., 1997; Metz et al., 

2000; Cheng & Russell, 2004a; Rowland et al., 2006; Doan et al., 2009; Wahlen et al., 2009; 

Domergue et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Hofvander et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2011) enzymes 

of different organisms were identified and characterized. In vitro analyses revealed in general 

broad substrate ranges for FAR and WSD enzymes on straight chain acyl substrates. Same 

was observed for MaWSD5 in this thesis (Article I), making the enzyme a suitable candidate 

for the synthesis of diverse WE desired for industrial applications. 

Broad substrate ranges of WE producing enzymes have the advantage of providing a large 

repertoire for the catalysis of diverse acyl transfer reactions. Extending the range of 

applications even more, several WSD were found to accept also isoamyl alcohol, phenyl 

ethanol, phytol, farnesol, cyclic alcohols, monoacylglycerol and ricinoleoyl alcohol as acyl 

acceptors and phytanic acid, 3-hydroxybutyryl-CoA, 2-hydroxyisobutyryl-CoA and ricinoleic 

CoA as acyl donors (Stöveken et al., 2005; Holtzapple & Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Barney et 

al., 2012; Barney et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016; Miklaszewska et al., 2018). To analyze, 

whether MaWSD5 can utilize other substrates beside straight chain acyl molecules, was not 

within the scope of the thesis and can only be hypothesized. Nevertheless, the probability for 

that hypothesis is high, as MaWSD5 synthesized an unknown compound when expressed in 

yeast (Article I) and the enzyme originates from the bacterium M. aquaeolei, which can use 

crude oil components as carbon source (Huu et al., 1999) and MaWSD1/MhWS1 as well as 

MaWSD2/MhWS2 were already found to utilize other substrates as well (Holtzapple & 

Schmidt-Dannert, 2007; Barney et al., 2012; Barney et al., 2015; Miklaszewska et al., 2018). 

Reflecting the large number of characterized WS(D) and the broad substrate range of the 

enzymes, the use of WS(D) for the synthesis of several ester compounds were tested. 

Whereas some studies studied WS(D) enzymes for the production of long chain monoenoic 

WE used as lubricants (Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018), others 

expressed WS(D) in S. cerevisiae or E. coli to synthesize fatty acid ethyl esters (FAEE) for 

their use as biodiesel (Shi et al., 2012; Röttig et al., 2015). Within these studies a variety of 

WS(D) or FAR/WS(D) combinations was analyzed with the aim to identify the enzymes or 

enzyme combinations, that produce desired ester compounds in large and mainly exclusive 

amounts. The use of different enzymes led indeed to the formation of different ester products 

and different ester amounts. For example, expression of several WS(D) in E. coli and S. 

cerevisiae revealed different FAEE production capacities of tested enzymes in vivo (Shi et al., 

2012; Röttig et al., 2015). And expression of diverse FAR and WS(D) combinations in A. 

thaliana and C. sativa in the studies of Heilmann et al. (2012), Iven et al. (2016) and Yu et al. 

(2018) resulted in the formation of different WE in terms of chain length and desaturation 
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degree, depending on which enzyme combination was expressed. Consistent with this, 

different WE were produced as well depending on whether MaWSD2 or MaWSD5 were 

expressed in A. thaliana in this thesis (Article III). However, studying WE biosynthesis in 

transgenic plants, no analyzed FAR/WS(D) enzyme combination so far was able to produce 

mainly one desired WE species in larger amounts. As a result of broad substrate specificities 

and availability of diverse acyl substrates, a large variety of WE was synthesized by 

FAR/WS(D) combinations in this thesis (Article III) as well as in other studies (Heilmann et al., 

2012; Iven et al., 2016; Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). How large the influence of 

substrate availability is, rather than the influence of substrate specificities of the enzymes 

themselves, can be seen also by results obtained within the scope of this thesis (Article III). 

Directing localization of MaFAR/MaWSD2 and MaFAR/MaWSD5 constructs to plastids, a shift 

towards the formation of shorter and more saturated WE was observed. Strikingly, differences 

between cytosolic and plastidial WE formation independent from the enzyme combination were 

more pronounced than differences in WE species produced by MaFAR/MaWSD2 or 

MaFAR/MaWSD5 combinations. The large influence of substrate availability was also 

observed in the studies of Heilmann et al. (2012), Iven et al. (2016) and Yu et al. (2018). 

Expression of diverse FAR/WS(D) combinations in A. thaliana and C. sativa mutants with high 

oleic acid levels, resulted in the production of 18:1/18:1 WE of around 60 mol % and 30 mol %, 

respectively, independent from the enzyme combination used. 

Hence, the identification and characterization of new WS(D) and FAR enzymes seems to be 

more important to increase overall WE formation to synthesize large amounts of industrially 

favored ester compounds. With the characterization of MaWSD5 as part of this thesis, a new 

WSD catalyzing diverse ester formations has been added to the list of suitable WS(D) proteins 

(Article I). However, its overall WE synthesizing capacity did not reach the one obtained with 

the enzyme of jojoba (Iven et al., 2016). The strategy to improve transgenic WE production 

should therefore be the identification and characterization of new WS(D) and FAR enzymes in 

order to broaden the number of proteins with high enzymatic activities in the first place. The 

regulation of which WE species are produced, however, should be controlled by optimizing the 

cellular substrate availability. For a detailed discussion about the influence of substrate 

availability on WE production, see section 5.4. As WE synthesis is dependent on the action of 

FAR and WS(D) enzymes and studies observed that different FAR/WS(D) combinations also 

have an influence on WE yield (Iven et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018), further protein combinations 

need to be tested in the future in order to identify the ones, that are best adapted to each other 

as well as to the desired host plant metabolism. 
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5.3 WS(D) crystal structures as a basis to improve and design 

enzymes 

The availability of crystal structures lifts biochemical characterizations of enzymes to a next 

level. Having a structure, it is possible to identify substrate-binding sites and unravel catalytic 

mechanisms of enzymes. Understanding in detail, how a protein catalyzes a specific reaction, 

it is furthermore possible to generate mutant variants with altered substrate specificities or 

improved enzymatic activities. 

With AbWSD1 (Dr. Karin Kühnel, unpublished data) and MaWSD1 (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018) 

two crystal structures of WSD proteins are available now, which provide the opportunity for 

detailed structure-function analyses and the assignment of substrate binding sites and catalytic 

important residues. The crystallization of MaWSD1 revealed two pockets in the protein. Based 

on amino acid substitution studies, Petronikolou and Nair (2018) assigned pocket 1 to the acyl-

CoA binding site. Considering mutational studies from Barney and co-workers (Barney et al., 

2013; Barney et al., 2015), the fatty alcohol binding site was allocated to pocket 2 (Petronikolou 

& Nair, 2018). The second histidine of the catalytic motif was identified to face the cavity where 

both pockets meet and was therefore considered to be important for catalysis rather than the 

first histidine of the motif (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). 

Detailed investigations of the AbWSD1 structure within the scope of this thesis (Article II), 

provided even further insights into substrate binding sites and amino acid residues involved in 

catalysis in WSD. Besides the already described two binding sites, a cavity was identified in 

AbWSD1, which was proven upon mutational studies to be involved in DGAT activity without 

altering WE formation. Observed structural differences between AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 could 

be attributed to myristic acid binding in AbWSD1 and led to the proposal of a conformational 

change upon substrate binding. Modelling of acyl-CoA into the structure of AbWSD1 identified 

furthermore potential CoA binding amino acids. Additionally, further evidence was provided for 

the second histidine of the catalytic motif being involved in catalysis, as the carboxyl group of 

myristic acid is facing towards this residue in AbWSD1. 

As a comparison of the AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 crystal structures revealed, that they are 

almost identical except for the structural rearrangements attributed to substrate binding (Article 

II), it can be assumed, that other WSD have a similar fold. Thus, structure prediction of other 

WSD based on AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 is possible and will help to generate specifically 

mutated enzyme variants of these WSD as well. For engineering WSD enzymes, a huge 

variety of approaches is possible, altering either substrate specificities, catalytic activities or 

cellular localization. The different approaches are discussed in the following sections. 
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5.3.1 Change of substrate specificities 

As many WSD were identified to have a broad substrate range, engineering substrate 

specificities of the proteins will help to narrow substrate preferences of WSD enzymes. This 

will enable the enzyme variants to use only certain substrates and consequently to produce 

only desired WE species. However, one has to keep in mind that these mutations may reduce 

the catalytic efficiency (see below). In order to change substrate specificities of enzymes, the 

introduction of mutations around substrate cavities is a common tool. Exchanging residues 

with larger amino acids narrows or closes cavities and leads consequently to a reduced or 

abolished binding of large substrates. In addition to that, amino acid exchange mutants can 

also be generated to open or enlarge a tunnel. By the substitution of residues with smaller 

amino acids, tunnels can be extended or bulges can be flattened to allow the binding of longer 

or bulkier substrates. Moreover, not only sterical hindrance can be used to alter the shape of 

a cavity, a change in polarity or the availability of hydrogen bonding partners can be used as 

well to strengthen or weaken substrate binding. 

As part of this thesis, the DAG cavity of AbWSD1 was identified (Article II). Mutations of two 

the cavity aligning residues towards a larger tryptophan (AbWSD1-V139W-I303W) on opposite 

sides of the tunnel closed/narrowed the cavity and abolished a proper DAG binding for the 

formation of TAG. The identification of the DAG binding site and the generation of an enzyme 

variant, that lacks DGAT activity without influencing WS activity within this thesis now provides 

the opportunity to generate monofunctional WSD that lack the ability of TAG formation, which 

is considered as a futile cycle wasting resources in respect to desired WE production. 

Examples for amino acid exchanges around the acyl-CoA and the fatty alcohol tunnels of WSD 

are described as well. MaWSD1-G25 and MaWSD1-A144 are located around the acyl-CoA 

pocket of MaWSD1 (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). A substitution of the residues towards larger 

amino acids (MaWSD1-G25V, MaWSD1-A144F) closed/narrowed the acyl-CoA pocket and 

led to a preference of both enzyme variants for shorter acyl-CoA compared to wild type 

enzyme. MaWSD1-A360 and AbWSD1-G355 are located around the fatty alcohol binding site 

(Barney et al., 2013). Mutations of the residues to larger amino acids resulted in a preference 

of the enzyme variants to shorter fatty alcohols, too. 

In order to predict, which substrates are able to bind to mutated cavities, it is important to know, 

how substrates are placed within the cavities upon catalysis. The co-crystallized myristic acid 

in AbWSD1 provides detailed information about the position of the acyl chain within the acyl-

CoA pocket and allows to analyze which amino acids of AbWSD1 interact with the acyl chain 

(Article II). In order to obtain this information also for the DAG and the fatty alcohol cavities, 
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additional WSD crystal structures with bound substrates or substrate analogs are needed in 

the future. 

In general, to engineer WSD for biotechnological applications, altering substrate preferences 

of the enzyme should not be on the expense of overall enzymatic activity and should be 

analyzed conscientiously. That introducing mutations around substrate binding sites is not only 

restricted to abolish or promote the binding of certain substrates, but also influences the overall 

enzymatic activity was observed in this thesis for AbWSD1-V23W-G24W and AbWSD1-

V350W-V372W (Article II). No WE and TAG formation was observed in the TLC-based 

enzymatic activity assay for the first enzyme variant, which contains mutations around the acyl-

CoA cavity. The second one, in which residues residing opposite to the active site were 

exchanged, showed a higher preference for shorter acyl-CoA but also an overall lower 

enzymatic activity compared to wild type AbWSD1. A change in enzymatic activity was also 

seen for MaWSD1-G25V and MaWSD1-A144F (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018). Although both 

enzyme variants showed a higher preference for shorter acyl-CoA, MaWSD1-G25V was only 

half as active on 6:0 CoA as wild type MaWSD1 whereas MaWSD1-A144F was 5.5 fold more 

active than the wild type enzyme. For AbWSD1-G355I, identified to change the fatty alcohol 

selectivity of the protein (Barney et al., 2013), a positive effect on catalytic efficiency was also 

described on in vitro WE formation with short chain alcohol moieties and for the production of 

FAEE in E. coli (Röttig et al., 2015; Röttig et al., 2016). 

 

5.3.2 Change in enzymatic activity 

For biotechnological WE production, it is favorable to use enzymes with high enzymatic 

activities in order to produce large WE amounts. Hence, it is also beneficial to improve 

enzymatic activity of WSD in general. In this case, mutations around the active site are 

promising. However, for this it is important to know the reaction mechanism of the protein and 

especially the rate-limiting step of the reaction, as an acceleration of this step accelerates the 

whole catalytic cycle. WE formation in WSD is proposed to occur within three steps (Stöveken 

et al., 2009) (Figure 1.4): 1. hydrogen abstraction of the hydroxyl group of the fatty alcohol; 2. 

nucleophilic attack of the oxyanion; 3. sulfur protonation to generate CoA/ACP-SH as leaving 

group. In case the hydrogen abstraction is the rate-limiting step in catalysis, an increase in 

nucleophilicity of the hydrogen abstracting amino acid improves its reactivity and consequently 

accelerates the hydrogen abstraction. If the formation or dissociation of the transition state is 

rate limiting, mutations that favor the transition state or that “push” the transition state further 

into oxoester bond formation are advantageous to be generated. 
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Although it is proposed, that ester bond formation in WSD is dependent on the action of a 

histidine of the catalytic motif (HHxxxDG) (Stöveken et al., 2009) and the available data on the 

AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 structures strongly suggests, that the second histidine of the motif is 

taking over this task, the reaction mechanism of WSD including all involved amino acid 

residues has not been fully unraveled so far. Based on findings obtained in this thesis 

(Article II) and in other publications (Stöveken et al., 2009; Villa et al., 2014; Petronikolou & 

Nair, 2018), three residues might be important for the reaction mechanism. Based on amino 

acid counting in AbWSD1, these residues are AbWSD1-H133 as the proposed catalytic 

histidine, AbWSD1-G138, which is part of the catalytic motif and whose main chain NH group 

is in hydrogen bonding distance to the carboxyl group of the co-crystallized myristic acid, and 

AbWSD1-S374. This serine residue is conserved in different WSD (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 

2013a; Villa et al., 2014) and a mutation in AbWSD1 towards proline resulted in reduced 

enzymatic activity (Röttig & Steinbüchel, 2013b). Based on a structural alignment of modeled 

MaWSD2 with the sorghum hydroxycinnamoyltransferase, Villa et al. (2014) discussed, that 

the serine residue might interact with the oxyanion of acyl-CoA. Assigning various roles to the 

three residues, three different reaction mechanism scenarios are conceivable (Figure 5.1). 

In scenario I, AbWSD1-S374 interacts with the carbonyl oxygen of the fatty acid and stabilizes 

a generated oxyanion during transition state as suggested by Villa et al. (2014). The sulfur of 

the thioester bond is oriented to the protonated AbWSD1-H133 and the carbonyl carbon is 

accessible for the nucleophilic attack of the deprotonated fatty alcohol. It can be speculated 

whether AbWSD1-H133 deprotonates the fatty alcohol beforehand or whether another amino 

acid is doing this. AbWSD1-G138 has no specific function in this scenario. 

In scenario II, AbWSD1-G138 instead of AbWSD1-S374 forms a hydrogen bond with the 

carbonyl oxygen of the fatty acid via its main chain NH according to the hydrogen bond 

observed in AbWSD1 between the amino acid and the carboxyl group of myristic acid. 

AbWSD1-S374 interacts with the sulfur of the thioester bond and hence, provides the hydrogen 

for the protonation of CoA/ACP. AbWSD1-H133 deprotonates the hydroxyl group of the fatty 

alcohol to generate the oxyanion needed for the nucleophilic attack as proposed by Stöveken 

et al. (2009). 

In scenario III, AbWSD1-G138 is interacting with the carbonyl oxygen as in the previous 

scenario, stabilizing an oxyanion upon transition state. AbWSD1-H133 interacts with the 

thioester bond sulfur and protonates CoA/ACP upon catalysis as suggested by Stöveken et al. 

(2009). AbWSD1-S374 is available to deprotonate the fatty alcohol or stabilize the oxyanion of 

the fatty alcohol after deprotonation. 
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Figure 5.1. Potential WSD reaction mechanisms. 
(a) The active site of AbWSD1 (green) is depicted including the co-crystallized myristic acid (pink) and 
the proposed amino acid residues of AbWSD1 involved in catalysis. The corresponding amino acids of 
MaWSD1 are depicted in blue. The proposed acyl-chain and fatty alcohol binding sites are marked. The 
active site is viewed approximately from the direction of the proposed CoA binding site (Article II). 
Oxygen atoms are displayed in red, nitrogen atoms in blue and hydrogen atoms in white. (b)-(d) 
Proposed reaction mechanism scenarios regarding the thioester bond of acyl-CoA (-C(=O)-S-) and the 
fatty alcohol (HO-) based on the action of the three residues AbWSD1-H133, AbWSD1-G138, AbWSD1-
S374. For AbWSD1-H133 the NH group from the side chain ring is proposed to be involved in catalysis, 
for AbWSD1-G138 the NH group of the main chain and for AbWSD1-S374 the OH group of the side 
chain. Dashed gray lines illustrate stabilizing interactions, gray arrows mark chemical rearrangements 
upon catalysis. Distances displayed in the schemes do not correspond to distances within the structure, 
but were chosen for the purpose of best and comparable visualizations of the reaction mechanisms. 

 

Whether one of the scenarios reflects the actual reaction mechanism of WSD remains elusive. 

It is also conceivable, that the amino acids fulfill more than one function, e.g. deprotonation of 

the fatty alcohol and protonation of CoA/ACP as suggested for AbWSD1-H133 by Stöveken et 

al. (2009). Especially, the distances between the amino acids and the substrates during 

catalysis are important as well as the nucleophilicity of certain amino acids. Petronikolou and 

Nair (2018) stated that MaWSD1-H136 is not nucleophilic enough for proton abstraction of the 
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alcohol. They discussed MaWSD1-D8 to change the nucleophilicity of MaWSD1-H136 upon 

interaction of both, but stated also, that MaWSD1-D8 might be located too far away in the 

crystal structure. Another possibility might be, that the aspartate of the catalytic motif forms a 

catalytic diad together with the catalytic histidine. Nevertheless, both AbWSD1-D137 and 

MaWSD1-D140 are turned away from the histidine in the corresponding structures 

(Figure 5.1a) and in the former case is proposed to hydrogen bond with CoA of the modelled 

acyl-CoA (Article II). In order to unravel the reaction mechanism of WSD, further studies are 

needed. Especially crystal structures with bound substrates in diverse conformations will be 

helpful. Those crystal structures will furthermore assist to elucidate, which step in substrate 

binding and/or catalysis induces the in this thesis proposed conformational change of WSD 

(Article II). 

 

5.3.3 Change in localization 

Thinking about metabolic engineering or more specific as one possibility about protein 

engineering, changes in enzymatic activity or substrate specificity are the most obvious 

strategies. Apart from this, it is also advantageous to have an enzyme´s crystal structure to 

gain information about the surface of the protein. Influencing its outer appearance, surface 

properties as hydrophobicity or electrostatic potential can determine the purification efficiency, 

overall stability, the interaction with other proteins or the cellular localization. Hence, mutations 

of residues located on the surface of the protein can influence the above stated aspects. 

Regarding purification efficiency, protein solubility is a major criterion. For potential 

biotechnological in vitro applications of WSD, economical preparation of the protein is 

necessary. Although no transmembrane domains were identified in MaWSD5 and AbWSD1, 

significant amounts of the proteins remained in the pellet after cell lysis and centrifugation, 

being inaccessible for further purification steps (Article I and II). In order to overcome this, Dr. 

Felix Lambrecht and Dr. Steffen Kawelke (Kawelke, 2014) generated an AbWSD1 double 

mutant by substituting the hydrophobic residues AbWSD1-I358 and AbWSD1-I359 with 

hydrophilic serine residues. Indeed, the protein variant was found to be more stable after 

purification. 

In connection with this, a communicating amino acid network on the surface of a mutated 

bacterial lipase was observed to influence aggregation propensity, thermostability, as well as 

stability towards organic solvents (Reetz et al., 2006; Reetz et al., 2009; Reetz et al., 2010). 

Lipases are biotechnologically used for the cleavage of fatty acids from TAG molecules (Gupta 

et al., 2004). Due to the hydrophobic character of their substrates and products, lipases 

catalyze reactions at the lipid-water interface (Gupta et al., 2004). Hence, in order to obtain 
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high reaction yields, enzymes tolerating the interaction with hydrophobic molecules and 

solvents are desired. As WSD also catalyze the formation of hydrophobic products, an 

improved stability towards solvents might be advantageous for biotechnological applications, 

too. 

Surface property is furthermore important for protein-protein-interactions. In terms of WE 

formation, an ideal cooperation of FAR and WS(D) is aimed for, which was tried to be obtained 

by testing different FAR/WS(D) combinations or even by generating fusion constructs (Iven et 

al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018). Altering surface properties of WS(D) and FAR proteins can be 

achieved in terms of changing the proteins´ silhouettes, hydrophobicities or electrostatic 

potentials. This might allow or improve interactions of the proteins and might result in an 

efficient substrate channeling from acyl-CoA over fatty alcohols into WE. 

The surface of proteins is also important in terms of subcellular localization. Bacterial WE 

inclusion formation was identified to occur in a plasma membrane associated manner including 

WSD proteins localizing to the plasma membrane (Wältermann et al., 2005). Membrane 

surface properties are highly influenced by the head groups of lipids forming the bilayer (Whited 

& Johs, 2015). Hence, apart from organelle localization signals and transmembrane domains, 

surface properties, as hydrophobicity or surface charge, determine whether a protein can 

interact with a certain membrane (Whited & Johs, 2015). Due to this, mutations altering the 

surface properties of WSD might be used to change the membrane localization of the enzymes 

and with this, the localization of WE formation. How a change in location can have an influence 

on generated WE species and amounts is further discussed in section 5.4 and 5.5. 

 

5.3.4 WSD structures as a general WS concept? 

AbWSD1 and MaWSD1 are the first WSD structures available. Knowing the substrate binding 

sites of acyl-CoA, fatty alcohol and DAG as well as amino acids involved in catalysis, it is now 

possible to engineer WSD enzymes with desired substrate preferences and enzymatic 

activities as discussed above. This approach is faster and more effective as well as target-

oriented than testing a huge number of enzymes for the desired properties. Although DGAT1-

like and DGAT2-like WS have a different structure than WSD, structural information obtained 

from the WSD class might also be transferred to the class of WS enzymes. Only recently, the 

structures of human DGAT1 (Sui et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) and human acyl-

CoA:cholesterol acyltransferase (ACAT) 1 (Qian et al., 2020) were published. Due to a similar 

evolutionary origin of DGAT1-like WS (e.g. ScWS), human DGAT1 and ACAT1, structural 

predictions and furthermore structure-guided mutations are possible for this WS class now as 

well. As the identified position of co-crystallized acyl-CoA in the DGAT1 and ACAT1 crystal 
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structures with the acyl-chain buried in the protein, the thioester bond close to the catalytic 

histidine and the phosphoadenosin part reaching to the outside of the protein, is similar to the 

proposed and modeled position of acyl-CoA in WSD (Petronikolou & Nair, 2018) (Article II), a 

general acyl-CoA binding concept might exist in acyltransferases. Hence, future suggested 

reaction mechanisms for WSD and DGAT1-like enzymes are worth to compare. 

 

5.4 Influence of substrate availability on WE formation 

Article III of this thesis is the first study providing a detailed comparison of cytosolic and 

plastidial transgenic WE biosynthesis showing that a change in WE biosynthesis localization 

is a suitable tool to alter substrate availability for FAR and WSD. It was observed in seeds, that 

with a shift of WE biosynthesis to plastids, the cellular compartment of de novo fatty acid 

synthesis, the formation of shorter and more saturated WE was achieved compared to WE 

formation in the cytosol, where fatty acid modification like elongation and desaturation takes 

place. 

Therefore it was shown in this thesis, that a change of substrate pool by a change of WE 

biosynthesis location is an appropriate instrument to modify WE biosynthesis. Other studies 

available so far altered the substrate pool upon overexpression or knock out/down of fatty acid 

modifying enzymes causing an alteration in the cytosolic fatty acid pool. Upon expression of 

diverse enzyme combinations in so-called high oleic plants, Heilmann et al. (2012), Iven et al. 

(2016) and Yu et al. (2018) obtained 18:1/18:1 WE accounting to around 60 mol % of the total 

WE content in A. thaliana and around 30 mol % of the total WE content in C. sativa. In these 

high oleic plants, the acyl-CoA pool was altered by knocking out genes needed for elongation 

of fatty acids beyond 18 carbon chain length and desaturation beyond one double bond in 

seeds. On the contrary, Zhu et al. (2016) and Ivarson et al. (2017) obtained longer WE by 

expressing a FAE enzyme. The co-expression of a 14:0 ACP thioesterase, which causes the 

release of shorter fatty acids to the cytosol, resulted in the formation of shorter WE in the study 

of Ruiz-Lopez et al. (2017). Upon transient inhibition of KASII in N. benthamiana, Aslan et al. 

(2015a) obtained an increase in 16:0 moieties in WE. 

 

5.4.1 The role of promoter choice on substrate availability 

Results of Article III show, that a change in localization of WE biosynthesis is a suitable option 

to alter substrate availability. In this connection, change in localization can be interpreted quite 

broadly. This can be on one hand a change of the cellular compartment leading to a different 

substrate pool, as achieved in this study by expressing enzymes containing signal peptides for 
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plastidial localization. On the other hand, it can also be a change in spatial or temporal 

expression denoting a different plant organ or developmental stage with altered metabolic 

prerequisites, as achieved in this thesis by directing WE synthesis either to seeds or allowing 

an ubiquitous expression of WE producing enzymes. Whereas for the first case the choice of 

the appropriate cellular localization signals is important, the choice of an appropriate promoter 

is important for the second one. 

In this thesis, WE formation was detected in the cytosol and in plastids, when seed specific 

promoters control FAR and WSD expression (Article III). Expression controlled by the 35S 

promoter however did not result in significant WE amounts upon plastid localized WE 

synthesis. This demonstrates how the promoter choice influences WE production. The lack of 

WE might not be explained by insufficient availability of substrates, but rather by insufficient 

WE storage capacities (see section 5.5) or export to the cuticle, which would however require 

WE export out of the plastids that has not been described. 

An illustration on how important the promotor choice for substrate availability is, appears when 

comparing which WE were synthesized by the MaFAR/MaWSD2 constructs in this thesis and 

in the publication of Yu et al. (2018). Different WE were synthesized by both constructs 

although each enzyme combination was expressed in the cytosol of A. thaliana seeds. In this 

thesis (Article III), WE with the main compounds 20:1 (n-9) and 18:1 (n-9) acyl moieties 

accounting to 20-25 mol % each, and 20:1 (n-9) and 18:1 (n-9) alcohol moieties, accounting 

to 35-40 mol % and 20-25 mol % respectively, were generated by MaFAR/MaWSD2. In 

contrast, Yu et al. (2018) detected WE species consisting of around 60 mol % 18:0 acyl and 

18:1 alcohol moieties synthesized by the same enzyme combination. The observed differences 

in produced WE species may originate from changes in substrate specificities of MaFAR and 

MaWSD2 due to the YFP-myc and CFP-flag tags. However, MaFAR/MaWSD2 produced 

shorter and more saturated WE in this thesis upon localization in plastids (Article III). Due to 

this, alterations in produced WE species by MaFAR/MaWSD2 in this thesis and the publication 

of Yu et al. (2018) may be caused by the use of diverse promoters resulting in a different 

temporal expression of the enzymes during seed development. In this work, MaFAR and 

MaWSD2 expression was controlled by the seed specific promoters β-conglycinin and glycinin, 

respectively. Yu et al. (2018) expressed both proteins under the control of the seed specific 

napin promoter. The importance of the right time point of enzyme expression for appropriate 

substrate availability is illustrated by the study of Baud et al. (2002). They observed a change 

in fatty acid composition in A. thaliana seeds during seed development. Large amounts of 16:0 

and 18:0 fatty acids were detected during early development, accounting together to 40-60 % 

until torpedo stage. Afterwards, 20:1 and 18:3 fatty acids are increasing up to an amount of 

30-40 % in mature and desiccated seeds. Amounts of 18:1 and 18:2 fatty acids remain 
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relatively stable from triangular stage on, accounting to 40-50 % together. As large amounts 

of 20:1 (n-9) acyl and alcohol moieties in WE produced by MaFAR/MaWSD2 were detected in 

this thesis, an activity of β-conglycinin and glycinin during later time points in seed development 

can be assumed compared to the activity of the napin promoter. However, opposing this 

assumption, the expression of MaFAR/ScWS constructs controlled by the napin promoter 

resulted in the formation of WE with high amounts of 20:1 acyl and alcohol moieties (Yu et al., 

2018), suggesting, that these substrates are available upon napin promoter controlled 

expression. 

The promoter choice does not only determine the time point of expression and the location, 

but also strength of expression. A low expression of enzymes results in low protein levels and 

might result in low amounts of formed WE. Especially when competing with other acyl-CoA 

consuming reactions, such as TAG production in seeds, the protein level might become 

relevant. However, an expression at high levels might cause down regulation of protein 

expression by silencing. Hence, promoters should not only be chosen by their temporal and 

spatial expression pattern, but also by their expression strength appropriate for the desired 

application. 

 

5.4.2 The role of metabolic regulation and fatty acid export on substrate 

availability 

Work in this thesis demonstrates that directing WE biosynthesis to plastids is a suitable tool 

for the production of WE consisting of 18 carbon chain moieties. Upon plastidial WE synthesis, 

mostly WE species with 18:0 moieties were formed (Article III). Strikingly, WE with 18:1 

moieties were not enriched or even decreased upon plastidial WE formation, although 18:1 

ACP is generated in the plastids like 16:0 ACP and 18:0 ACP. Plastids contain two types of 

thioesterases (FatA and FatB), which terminate fatty acid synthesis and prime the export of 

fatty acids out of the plastid into the cytosol. While FatA thioesterases act on 18:1 ACP 

(Dörmann et al., 1995), FatB prefers saturated acyl-ACP and mainly 16:0 ACP (Jones et al., 

1995). In A. thaliana mostly 18:1 fatty acids are exported from the plastids by the action of 

FatA (Salas & Ohlrogge, 2002; Bonaventure et al., 2003). Thus, although constantly produced, 

18:1 ACP might not be available in the plastid in large amounts for WE formation due to an 

efficient export. Since FatB is mostly active on 16:0 ACP (Salas & Ohlrogge, 2002), mainly 

18:0 ACP is available for WE formation as reflected by high content of 18:0 moieties in 

plastidial produced WE in this work (Article III). 

To increase the amount of 18:1 ACP available in the plastid for WE biosynthesis, a reduction 

of 18:1 ACP export by down regulating either the thioesterase FatA (Dörmann et al., 1995), 
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the plastidial fatty acid exporter (FAX) 1 (Li et al., 2015) or LACS9, which catalyzes the 

formation of acyl-CoA from plastid exported fatty acids, (Jessen et al., 2015) is worth trying. 

However, when introducing new enzymes or knocking down others in order to change the 

substrate pool available for the WE biosynthesis, it is important to keep in mind, that cell 

metabolism is a tightly regulated network. Removed, added or altered reactions can lead to - 

sometimes unpredictable - developmental alterations or unexpected compensating side 

reactions (Bonaventure et al., 2003; Moreno-Pérez et al., 2012). A suitable mutant plant for 

the above stated approach is the A. thaliana fata1 fata2 double mutant generated by Moreno-

Pérez et al. (2012). The mutant shows a reduced expression of FatA1 and FatA2, resulting in 

a 40 % reduced 18:1 ACP hydrolyzing activity. In contrast to a reported reduced growth of an 

A. thaliana fatb knockout mutant (Bonaventure et al., 2003), no morphological differences were 

observed in the A. thaliana fata1 fata2 double mutant compared to the wild type (Moreno-Pérez 

et al., 2012). However, upon seed lipid analysis, Moreno-Pérez et al. (2012) observed reduced 

TAG content and altered fatty acid profiles similar to that observed in the A. thaliana wri1 

mutant, which lacks the transcription factor AtWRI1 that regulates fatty acid synthesis (Focks 

& Benning, 1998; Ma et al., 2013). Due to this, Moreno-Pérez et al. (2012) speculated that a 

reduction in FatA activity leads to temporal increase in the acyl-ACP level, which results finally 

in a feedback inhibition of fatty acid synthesis. Hence, upon plastidial WE biosynthesis in the 

fata1 fata2 double mutant a constant shuttling of 18:1 ACP into WE has to be achieved by 

efficient FAR and WSD enzymes, preventing an increase of plastidial 18:1 ACP level, that 

leads to a reduction of fatty acid synthesis. 

Fatty acid export is a critical point in terms of substrate availability for high plastidial WE 

amounts, too, as can be seen in the study of Aslan et al. (2014). Transient expression of 

AtWRI1 in combination with different plastid-localized WE producing enzymes in N. 

benthamiana leaves resulted only for one combination in increased WE amounts although 

TAG formation was increased upon AtWRI1 expression, suggesting for induced fatty acid 

synthesis (Aslan et al., 2014). These results show, that increased fatty acid synthesis does not 

consequently lead to increased plastidial WE synthesis, most probably caused by an efficient 

export of acyl-ACP from the plastids. 

 

5.5 Influence of WE storage on WE accumulation 

Efficient enzymes and appropriate substrate availabilities are useless without sufficient WE 

storage capacities, needed for high WE contents in transgenic plants. In this thesis, WE 

amounts of about 20 mg/g seed for cytosolic WE synthesis and 12 mg/g seed for plastidial WE 

synthesis were obtained, resulting in WE contents of 4-8 mass % (Article III). This is in a 
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comparable range to what was obtained upon expression of MmFAR/MmWS, MmFAR/ScWS, 

MaFAR/AbWSD1 or MaFAR/MaWSD2 in A. thaliana seeds before (Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven 

et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2018). Strikingly, in this thesis (Article III) no WE accumulation was 

detected in seeds or in leaves when plastidial localized MaFAR, MaWSD2 or MaWSD5 were 

expressed under the control of the 35S promoter. 

Major goal for transgenic WE biosynthesis is the generation of plants, producing mainly WE in 

seeds, as it is the case in jojoba seeds (Miwa, 1971; Busson-Breysse et al., 1994; Sturtevant 

et al., 2020). Most publications dealing with industrial WE formation in plants analyzed WE 

formation in seeds of oil seed (crop) plants as their seeds are specialized for neutral lipid 

accumulation (Lardizabal et al., 2000; Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; 

Ivarson et al., 2017; Ruiz-Lopez et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018). High WE contents obtained so 

far were 43-59 mass % WE upon the expression of MaFAR/ScWS in transgenic A. thaliana 

seeds (Iven et al., 2016), 15-30 % WE in C. abyssinica, B. carinata and C. sativa upon the 

expression of ScFAR/ScWS with other fatty acid modifying enzymes (Zhu et al., 2016) and 50-

65 % WE upon expression of ScFAR/ScWS in L. campestre (Ivarson et al., 2017). However, 

although seeds of these plants are specialized for neutral lipid accumulation, so far no plants 

could be generated that mainly produce WE as jojoba is doing. Additionally, morphological 

changes were observed in connection with high WE amounts in the transgenic plants. C. sativa 

plants with high WE levels had white patches on the cotyledons (Iven et al., 2016). White 

cotyledons were also observed in A. thaliana with high WE contents, as well as reduced 

germination rates for both A. thaliana and C. sativa lines with WE levels (personal 

communication Dr. Ellen Hornung). L. campestre seeds with high WE amounts were wrinkled, 

showed disrupted cellular neutral lipid organization and lost the ability to germinate (Ivarson et 

al., 2017). As reasons for this, high fatty alcohol amounts are discussed as well as insufficient 

WE storage abilities (Aslan et al., 2015b; Ivarson et al., 2017). In terms of WE storage 

capacities two main aspects are important, which are the suitability of a plant for proper WE 

packaging and connected with this, location of WE biosynthesis as it determines the availability 

of a WE packaging machinery at WE formation sites. The influence of both aspects on WE 

content is further discussed in the two following sections. 

 

5.5.1 The influence of WE packing on WE accumulation 

Neutral lipids, as WE, TAG or sterol esters, are stored in cellular inclusions (Wältermann & 

Steinbuchel, 2005a; Ischebeck et al., 2020). In plants, lipid droplets originate upon neutral lipid 

deposition between the two leaflets from the ER membrane and bud off as mature lipid droplets 

into the cytosol, having a hydrophobic lipid core surrounded by a phospholipid monolayer 
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(Ischebeck et al., 2020). A second group of lipid inclusions can be found in plastids. They are 

named plastoglobuli and are most likely formed by similar processes as lipid droplets budding 

from the thylakoid membrane (van Wijk & Kessler, 2017). Several proteins are known to locate 

to plastoglobuli or lipid droplets fulfilling functions in neutral lipid synthesis, neutral lipid 

degradation or having structural functions like preventing their coalescence or regulating their 

size (Ytterberg et al., 2006; Ischebeck et al., 2020). 

Although WE and TAG are both neutral lipids, there are indications, that both require different 

storage capacities. As mentioned above, Ivarson et al. (2017) observed a disruption in neutral 

lipid organization of seed cells with high WE content. Sturtevant et al. (2020) detected a distinct 

spatial distribution of WE and TAG in jojoba seeds. Whereas WE are mainly present in 

cotyledons, TAG are mostly found in the embryonic axis. Interestingly, lipid droplets in the 

cotyledons were also found to be larger. In addition to that, lipid droplet associated proteins 

were differentially distributed between cotyledons and embryonic axis, too. In cotyledons 

several oleosins and lipid droplet associated protein (LDAP) 1 are specifically expressed. The 

authors speculated, that LDAP1, which is homologous to small rubber particle proteins and 

which is not markedly expressed during TAG formation in other oil seed plants, is needed for 

correct packaging of WE. Concluding from that, low WE contents in transgenic plants might be 

a consequence of insufficient WE packaging capacities in these plants. To overcome this, a 

promising approach would be the generation of transgenic WE producing plants, co-

expressing LDAP1 or homologous proteins in order to facilitate proper WE storage. 

The publication of Ivarson et al. (2017) demonstrates, that wrong WE packaging can lead to 

severe morphological alterations like wrinkled seeds and reduced germination capacity. A 

failure in proper WE packaging might also be the reason for no detectable WE formation in 

plants expressing plastidial localized MaFAR, MaWSD2 or MaWSD5 under the control of the 

ubiquitous 35S promoter in this thesis (Article III). Functional plastids are needed for proper 

embryogenesis and seedling establishment (Hsu et al., 2010; Pogson & Albrecht, 2011). High 

amounts of not properly stored WE in plastids of these lines might cause harmful alterations in 

the organelle, that are lethal and lead to a counter selection towards lines with low/no WE 

content. A counter selection towards plants with low plastidial WE content was also discussed 

by Aslan et al. (2015b) when the authors obtained lower WE amounts in stable transformed 

N. benthamiana lines expressing plastidial localized MaFAR/MhWS2 controlled by the 35S 

promoter compared to leaves in which the construct was only transiently expressed. 

Interestingly, although a bit lower, comparable WE amounts were obtained in plastids 

compared to the cytosol when seed specific promoters controlled the expression of WE 

producing enzymes instead of the 35S promoter (Article III). This suggests, that plastidial WE 

accumulation might be tolerated during certain times in seed development and that problems 
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with high WE content might rather occur during developmental time points, when the two seed 

specific promoters are not active, either during early times in embryogenesis or during seedling 

establishment. To investigate how plastid morphology is hampered by WE accumulation during 

different seed developmental stages, comparison of transmission electron microscopy images 

taken from plastids at different time points in seed development from seed specific promoter 

and 35S promoter lines could be helpful. 

 

5.5.2 The influence of WSD localization on WE accumulation 

In order to make use of an available WE storage machinery, WE producing enzymes have to 

localize to the appropriate cellular regions. As described above, in eukaryotes lipid droplets 

and plastoglobuli form upon deposition of neutral lipids between the two leaflets of the ER 

membrane or thylakoid membrane, respectively. In order to direct formed neutral lipids into 

lipid droplets, TAG synthesizing enzymes are located within or at least at the ER membrane in 

regions of lipid droplet synthesis (Ischebeck et al., 2020). Heilmann et al. (2012) described the 

successful co-localization of MmFAR without a peroxisome target signal and MmWS to lipid 

droplets in A. thaliana and in yeast and detected an increase in WE amounts. 

In contrast to lipid droplet formation in eukaryotes, lipid inclusion formation for WE and TAG 

deposition happens differently in bacteria. Wältermann et al. (2005) proposed, that WE and 

TAG inclusions form upon attachment of WSD proteins to the cytosolic site of the plasma 

membrane. WSD proteins synthesize WE and TAG molecules, which form small lipid droplets 

around the proteins. Several of these small lipid droplets build an oleaginous layer on the 

plasma membrane and start to conglomerate. Subsequently, mature lipid bodies with a 

phospholipid monolayer are released to the cytosol. 

Expressing bacterial WSD in A. thaliana seeds, only around 10-20 % of the WE amount 

detected upon expression of plant ScWS could be obtained so far (Article III, (Iven et al., 2016; 

Yu et al., 2018). A reason for this might be, that ScWS can use the endogenous lipid droplet 

machinery to deposit WE in lipid droplets of A. thaliana, whereas bacterial WSD cannot. It is 

conceivable that bacterial WSD might either fail to localize to neutral lipid synthesis sites at the 

ER or they might not be able to deposit WE between the two membrane leaflets. A targeting 

of AbWSD1 to the ER by fusion to two transmembrane domains did not lead to a drastic 

increase in WE amounts in the study of Yu et al. (2018). It might be speculated that the failure 

to synthesize WE between the two leaflets is the reason for lower WE content upon expression 

of bacterial WSD. Nevertheless, it is also conceivable, that the transmembrane domains 

reduce enzymatic activity of AbWSD1 by impairing the access of substrates to the active site. 

Transmission electron microscopy images will help to unravel where WSD proteins localize 
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within plant cells and where sites of WE biosynthesis are upon expression of bacterial WSD. 

As confocal microscopy images revealed, that MaFAR and MaWSD5 co-localize to plastidial 

micro domains (Article III), transmission electron micrographs will furthermore help to analyze 

to which kind of these subcellular structures the enzymes localize in plastids and whether WE 

deposition is also occurring at these sites. Additionally, it might be interesting to analyze by 

confocal microscopy whether MaFAR and MaWSD2/MaWSD5 expressed without plastidial 

localization tag localize to the ER or other cellular membranes or whether they predominantly 

localize in the cytosol. 

As bacterial WSD have no transmembrane domains (Article I and II) (Petronikolou & Nair, 

2018), a correct attachment of the proteins to a membrane is only facilitated by the surface of 

the enzymes, as discussed in section 5.3.3. Since organelle membranes consist of different 

phospholipids with diverse head groups, it is advantageous to engineer WSD proteins with 

adopted surface properties meeting the interaction properties of the target membrane. 

 

5.6 Future strategies for transgenic WE production: summary, 

conclusions and open research questions 

Transgenic WE biosynthesis very likely depends on a tight interplay between substrate 

availability, substrate specificities of WE producing enzymes and storage capacity (Figure 5.2). 

Each of the three parts has to be adjusted to optimal conditions, however a change in any of 

the parameters always has a direct influence on the other ones. 

 

Figure 5.2. Factors influencing transgenic WE biosynthesis. 
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As WE producing enzymes were found to have a broad substrate range, substrate availability 

is a powerful tool to regulate which WE species are produced. In former studies, substrate 

availability was altered by knock out/down or overexpression of acyl-CoA/ACP modifying 

enzymes. Work conducted in this thesis (Article III) shows, that a change in subcellular 

localization of WE biosynthesis is a suitable tool, too, to alter the substrate pool available for 

WE formation. Results from this work display furthermore, that seed plastids are an 

appropriated cellular compartment for the formation of WE consisting of 18 carbon chain length 

moieties. In the future, a combination of a changed cellular WE biosynthesis and the 

overexpression or knock out of acyl chain modifying enzymes will give even more possibilities 

to fine-tune substrate availability. However, choosing new compartments for WE production, 

not only the available substrate pool should be considered, but also sufficient product storage 

capacities. 

Enzymatic activities and substrate specificities of WE producing enzymes can influence which 

and how much WE species are formed. However, as several studies showed, that substrate 

availability has a major influence on generated WE species (Heilmann et al., 2012; Iven et al., 

2016; Yu et al., 2018), future selection criteria for WE producing enzymes should be a high 

enzymatic activity, cellular localization and the ability to use a desired substrate rather than a 

perfect specificity for the desired substrate. Furthermore, investigations of novel FAR/WS(D) 

combinations will aid to identify the combinations, that are adapted best to each other as well 

as to the host plant metabolism. Ongoing identification and characterization of new WE 

producing enzymes will help to expand the number of proteins available for transgenic WE 

formation. The characterization of MaWSD5 as part of this thesis (Article I) adds a new protein 

to the list of suitable WS(D) enzymes. Besides being able to catalyze the formation of a variety 

of WE species, MaWSD5 has the advantage to lack DGAT activity and hence does not produce 

TAG in an undesired side reaction. The availability of WSD crystal structures and the 

identification of substrate binding sites provide the opportunity to engineer WSD enzymes 

regarding substrate specificities and enzymatic activity. As the DAG binding pocket and 

potential CoA binding residues were identified within this thesis (Article II), binding pockets for 

all WSD substrates are known now. Introduced changes on the surface of the proteins may 

facilitate furthermore improved or altered binding to cellular membranes, which are the 

locations of storage lipid synthesis and packaging. 

Storage capacities of the host organism determine how much WE are synthesized and stored 

without causing harmful morphological alterations. As first studies indicate, that WE need a 

different cellular packaging than TAG do (Ivarson et al., 2017; Sturtevant et al., 2020), it is 

especially important for the future to identify proteins supporting the correct storage of WE. 

The LDAP1 protein from jojoba, as suggested by Sturtevant et al. (2020), is a promising 
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candidate. Regarding the usage of bacterial WSD proteins, more work is required to identify 

how and in which cellular domains these enzymes synthesize and deposit WE. A lack of WE 

deposition between membrane leaflets might prohibit the use of the endogenous neutral lipid 

storage machinery and may require the co-expression of proteins aiding in WE storage. An 

investigation by transmission electron microscopy of the plastidial micro domains to which 

MaFAR and MaWSD5 co-localized as observed in this thesis (Article III) may provide further 

information on this. 

Apart from WE packaging, WE mobilization is an important aspect to consider. When WE 

content will be increased in transgenic plants, TAG amounts will get reduced consequently. As 

TAG are degraded during germination to provide energy and carbon, germination rates might 

get reduced in plants with high WE levels, when the seeds fail to hydrolyze WE for fatty acid 

supply. This can lead to a counter-selection towards plants with lower WE and higher TAG 

levels. Hence, in order to not lose these plants during propagation, the expression of a lipase, 

suitable to cleave the WE bond, might be helpful to allow the consumption of WE during 

germination. Nevertheless, besides fatty acids, fatty alcohols are set free upon ester bond 

cleavage, which themselves or their degradation products can be harmful to plant cells as 

Aslan et al. (2015b) observed chlorotic stems and leaves, as well as stunted growth associated 

with fatty alcohol accumulation in N. benthamiana plants. Therefore, WE breakdown reactions 

should only be introduced into plant cells, when a complete fatty alcohol degradation yielding 

harmless products is ensured. Cellular fatty alcohols can also increase upon high FAR and low 

WS activities, leading to an accumulation of newly synthesized fatty alcohols. Hence, a 

balanced interplay between FAR and WS activities is needed to prevent this. 
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